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ABSTRACT
ILLINOIS’ PERFORMANCE EVALUATION REFORM ACT (PERA) EXAMINED
WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S
EXPANDING ROLE IN PUBLIC EDUCATION
Hillary A. Nasso, Ed.D.
Department of Leadership, Educational Psychology, and Foundations
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Jon G. Crawford, Director
This study examines the ever-expanding role of the federal government’s involvement
in the American public education system to put the 2010 Illinois Performance Evaluation Act
(PERA) into context. Understanding the history of federal education policy and the federal
government’s involvement in public education (historically the domain of the states) helps
illuminate the current situation in Illinois. The 2010 Performance Evaluation Reform Act
(PERA) changed the method of evaluating the performance of public school teachers. This
alteration incorporated student academic growth data into the evaluation calculation. This is
the first time Illinois teacher performance evaluations will be based in part on how well
students learn.
Illinois is one of many states that has, or is in the process of, changing the teacher
evaluation system to include student academic growth data. This is primarily the result of the
federal Race to the Top campaign that rewarded states with federal funds if they increased the
rigor of their teacher evaluation process. This focus on the teacher evaluation process is but one
piece of the current teacher accountability movement.

A second purpose of this study is to explain the changes to the Illinois teacher
performance evaluation and tenured teacher dismissal process resulting from the Performance
Evaluation Reform Act. The changes to Article 24A of the Illinois School Code, the section of
the code dealing with teacher performance evaluation, will also be analyzed and discussed.
This study also attempts to analyze Illinois tenured teacher dismissal cases, both pre and
post PERA, to ascertain what practical lessons Illinois school officials can learn, as they
attempt to dismiss ineffective but tenured teachers. One main lesson is clear: adherence to the
procedures outlined in Article 24A is crucial.
Illinois’ 2010 Performance Evaluation Reform Act sought to increase student academic
achievement by enhancing teacher effectiveness. This goal was to be accomplished by
revamping the teacher evaluation process. By streamlining the process to cull ineffective,
tenured teachers, PERA has the potential to affect many positive changes on Illinois’ public
education system.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Prior to the 1983 publication of A Nation at Risk,1 teacher accountability for student
learning was not an issue of great public concern. Today, teacher accountability has surpassed
the “buzz word” stage and has become an expectation viewed by many as a parental and
community right. Teacher accountability for student learning has become part of the public
agenda for education.2 Assessment mandates and sanctions at both the federal and state levels
have made accountability for student achievement a reality for public school teachers; a reality
with potentially career altering consequences. Hyperbole? Not in California.
In Vegara v. the State of California,3 nine public school students alleged “five statutes
of the California Education Code … violate[d] the equal protection clause of the California
Constitution.”4 The challenged statutes included the “Permanent Employment Statute,“ two

1

The Nat'l Comm'n on Excellence in Educ., A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational

2"Cynthia"Gerstl/Pepin"explains"how"the"public"is"informed"by"the"media:""“Rather"than"

informing"the"public,"the"media"serve"to"represent"the"issues"as"framed"by"the"…"two"main"
political"parties.""Their"definitions"of"educational"problems"were"designed"to"appeal"to"
mainstream"voters."…"the"media"provide"a"limited"understanding"of"education"issues.”"
Cynthia"I."Gerstl/Pepin,"Media&(Mis)representations&of&Education&in&the&2000&Presidential&
Election,"16"Educ."Pol’y"37,"50"(2002)."
"
3"Vegara"v."California,"No."BC484642"(Cal."Super."Ct."June"10,"2014)"(tentative"decision)."
"
4"Id."at"3."

2
“Dismissal Statutes,” and the “Last-In, First Out (LIFO) Layoff Statute.”5 The Superior Court
of the State of California, Los Angeles ruled in favor of the students, finding the statutes were
unconstitutional because they did not pass muster under a strict scrutiny analysis.6 In reaching
this conclusion, the court determined the policies underlying the statutes disproportionately
“affect[ed] high-poverty and minority students.”7
In Vegara students sued the state of California because the employment of “grossly
ineffective teachers … violate[d] their fundamental rights to equality of education by adversely
affecting the quality of the education they [were] afforded by the state.”8 The Superior Court
of California ruled “all [five of the] challenged statutes are found unconstitutional.”9
The Vegara10 decision cited Brown v. Board of Education (1954),11 Serrano v. Priest
(1971),12 Serrano v. Priest (1976),13 and Butt .v State of California (1992).14 The landmark
"
5"Id."

"

6"Strict"scrutiny"is"one"of"the"three"tests"used"when"dealing"with"the"Equal"Protection"

Clause"of"the"14th"Amendment.""It"is"defined"as"a"form"of"judicial"review"that"courts"use"to"
determine"the"constitutionality"of"certain"laws."In"order"for"strict"scrutiny"to"exist,"the"law"
must"further"a"compelling"governmental"interest"and"be"narrowly"tailored"(crafted"in"the"
least"restrictive"manner"to"accomplish"its"objective"and"create"the"least"amount"of"
difficulty).""Both"of"these"conditions"must"be"met"in"order"for"strict"scrutiny"to"exist."Strict"
Scrutiny"is"usually"applied"in"cases"of"fundamental"rights"or"for"protected"classes"of"
people."
"
7"Vegara&v.&California,"No."BC484642"at"15."
"
8"Id."at"3."
"
9"Id."at"15."
"
10"Id.&
"
11"Brown"v."Bd."of"Educ.,"347"U.S."483"(1954)."
"

3
case, Brown, centered on racial discrimination in the public schools, Serrano focused on the
inequity of California’s school-funding formula,15 and Butt involved a school term length
disparity.16 In all four of these cases, the courts used the concept of the “fundamental right to
equality of the educational experience”17 as the basis for their decisions. While education was
deemed not to be a fundamental right guaranteed by the United States Constitution, as
determined in San Antonio v. Rodriguez,18 the California Supreme Court found equality in
educational opportunity was a right protected by the California Constitution.

12"Serrano"v."Priest,"5"Cal."3d"584"(1971)."

"

13"Serrano"v."Priest,"18"Cal."3d"728"(1976)."

"

14"Butt"v."California,"4"Cal."4th"668"(1992)."

"

15"In"Serrano&I,"the"court"concluded"education"was"a"fundamental"interest"and"the"state"

education"finance"system,"based"on"local"property"taxes,"was"discriminatory"on"the"basis"
of"wealth"//"in"violation"of"the"equal"protection"clause.""In"Serrano&II,"the"court"affirmed"
the"judgment"of"the"trial"court,"agreeing"that"the"school"finance"plan"violated"state"equal"
protection"provisions."
"
16"In"Butt,"the"California"Supreme"court"ruled"that"closing"some"schools"six"weeks"
prematurely,"due"to"lack"of"funding,"deprived"those"students"of"their"right"to"basic"
equality"of"public"education."
"
17"In"a"legal"bulletin"published"by"Schulte"Roth"&"Zabel,"LLP,"Mark"Brossman,"Scott"Gold,"
and"Donna"Lazarus"stated,"“The"court"held"that"these"statutes"violate"the"equal"protection"
clause"of"the"California"Constitution"because"they"prevent"students"from"accessing"their"
fundamental"rights"to"equal"education"by"adversely"affecting"the"quality"of"the"education"
they"are"afforded.”"Mark"E."Brossman,"Scott"A."Gold,"and"Donna"Lazarus,"Court&Determines&
California&Teacher&Tenure&Laws&Are&Unconstitutional,"SCHULTE"ROTH"&"ZABEL"LEGAL"BULLETIN"
(June"27,"2014),"
http://www.srz.com/Court_Determines_California_Teacher_Tenure_Laws_Are_Unconstit
utional/."
"
18"San"Antonio"Indep."Sch."Dist."v."Rodriguez,"411"U.S."1"(1973)."
"
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Is Vegara a harbinger of what the future of education might hold? As other states enact
performance evaluation laws to hold teachers accountable for student learning, will the scope of
the existing teacher performance evaluation laws widen? In 2010, teacher performance
evaluation significantly changed in Illinois with the passage of the Performance Evaluation
Review Act (PERA).19 The law changed how teachers are evaluated by incorporating a specific
definition of effective teaching and a student growth factor. The law also required all teachers
receiving an unsatisfactory teaching performance rating to be placed on a remediation plan.
Failure to successfully complete the remediation plan results in the teacher being dismissed.
Theoretical Framework
Public education has historically been a state responsibility.20 In 1973, the Supreme
Court clearly declared in San Antonio v. Rodriguez -- education was not a fundamental right
guaranteed by the U. S. Constitution.21 The Court’s conclusion was based in part on the fact
education was not mentioned in the Constitution, and any power not expressly granted to the
federal government by the Constitution was reserved for the states.22 Notwithstanding the

19"Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861(2010)."

"
20"Federal"aid"to"education"has"existed"since"the"beginnings"of"our"country.""The"

Northwest"Ordinance"of"1785"and"1987"allocated"a"portion"of"the"new"western"territories"
to"be"reserved"for"the"sole"purpose"of"public"schools.""The"expression"“federal"
involvement"in"education,”"does"not"refer"to"federal"aid;"it"refers"to"the"federal"
government’s"direct"role"in"shaping"and/or"controlling"education"policy."
"
21"San"Antonio"v."Rodriguez,"411"U.S."1"(1973):"The"majority"opinion"stated"that"the"
appellees"did"not"sufficiently"prove"education"was"a"fundamental"right,"textually"existing"
within"the"US"Constitution."
"
22"U.S."Const."amend.""X."
"
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Supreme Court’s declaration that education was a state, not federal responsibility, the federal
government has taken a steadily increasing role in framing and influencing public educational
issues. Two by-products of this growing federal influence are the national standards
movement and teacher accountability.
The impetus for the current standards movement is generally agreed23 to have been the
report of The National Commission on Excellence in Education, A Nation at Risk.24 A Nation
at Risk incited a movement toward transforming educational accountability into a quantifiable
product, capable of being measured and analyzed, similar to business profitability or
manufacturing production statistics. The Report proposed American schools adopt more
rigorous and measurable standards and have higher expectations for all students. As the
standards movement grew, standardized assessments were created to measure student outcomes
across the curriculum. While some education stakeholders were caught off guard by this new
movement, many others were not surprised, due to the events which transpired throughout the
previous decades. Diane Ravitch cites ten key reasons leading to the genesis of the current
standards movement, dating from the 1960s.25

23"Some"education"stakeholders"claim"American"education"has"a"standards"based/history"

that"dates"back"to"Horace"Mann"and"the"inception"of"the"public"schools.""In"addition"to"
education"the"common"person,"the"public"schools"of"the"mid"1800s"had"the"additional"
task"of"integrating"and"providing"equal"opportunities"for"the"waves"of"newly"arrived"
European"immigrants.""In"order"to"accomplish"this,"schools"had"to"have"a"certain"level"of"
consistency"and"uniformity.""DIANE"RAVITCH,"NATIONAL"STANDARDS"IN"AMERICAN"EDUCATION:"A"
CITIZEN’S"GUIDE"33/34"(1995)."
"
24
Nat’l Comm’n on Excellence in Educ., supra note 1.
25"These"events"and"reasons"are"1)"the"lack"of"rigor"and"academic"focus"due"to"the"changes"
made"to"the"American"public"schools"in"the"1960s,"2)"declines"in"student"performance"in"
the"1970s,"3)"poor"performance"of"American"students"on"international"mathematics"and"
science"tests"in"the"1980s,"4)"the"idea"prevalent"in"the"1980s"that"schools"should"be"
judged"by"their"results,"i.e."student"performance,"5)"the"continuance"of"large"educational"

6
The current trend in education policy is accountability. This is not a new topic, by any
means, as its roots reach back to the Sputnik Era and were strengthened by the 1983 Nation at
Risk Report released during the Reagan Administration. The newest accountability component,
however, is the focus on holding teachers accountable for student learning. The attention on
teachers dates back to the early days of public education during the 19th century when training
and credentials were the important policy issues.26 Later, during the mid Twentieth Century,
the agenda shifted to “professional standards… to create a teaching ‘profession,’ modeled after
law and medicine.”27 The movement towards professionalizing the image of teaching suffered
a set back in the 1960s and 1970s with the advent of teacher unions.28 Teacher unions were
modeled after trade unions, and instead of “building a genuine profession for teachers, in many
ways cut against it.”29 Consistency of teaching took precedence over professionalism and bred
mediocrity.30 Andrew J. Rotherham and Ashley LiBetti Mitchell described teachers during this

achievement"gaps"between"different"racial"and"ethnic"groups,"6)"the"belief"that"low"
expectations"for"some"groups"of"students"were"causing"the"weak"performance"of"those"
students,"7)"economic"changes"exacerbated"by"the"inequality"between"those"who"were"
well"educated"and"those"who"were"not,"8)"the"worry"that"poorly"educated"Americans"
might"adversely"impact"the"nation’s"productivity"and"global"competiveness,"9)"the"
realization"that"no"clear"agreement"existed"for"the"definition"of"what"students"should"
learn"and"what"constituted"valid"measures"of"their"knowledge,"and"10)"the"American"
public"schools"had"been"pulled"in"too"many"directions"by"too"many"interest"groups"and"
had"therefore"become"unfocused"and"without"priorities.""Ravitch,"supra"note"23,"at"33/34."
"
26"Andre"Rotherham"&"Ashley"Mitchel,"Genuine&Progress,&Greater&Challenges:&A&Decade&of&
Teacher&Effectiveness&Reforms,"Bellwether"Educ."Partners"6"(2014)."
"
27"Id."
"
28"Id."
"
29"Id."
"
30"Id."

7
era as being “ trained and treated as interchangeable parts …more like clerks than genuine
professionals.”31 This perception was also suggested in The Widget Effect, a 2009 research
report published by The New Teacher Project.32 The Widget Effect described “the tendency of
school districts to assume classroom effectiveness is the same from teacher to teacher.”33 The
Widget Effect acknowledged how this perception had been in place for decades and as a result
fostered “an environment in which teachers cease[d] to be understood as individual
professionals, but rather as interchangeable parts.”34
The national standards movement and teacher accountability are but two pieces of the
larger federalization of education puzzle. Analyzing the changes in the federal government’s
role and the public’s opinion of the American education system, starting with Sputnik I in
1957, places the federal government’s growing role in, what used to be local and state
controlled public schools, into perspective. Unfortunately, the expanding role of the federal
government in education is in large part due to negative perceptions.
It is easy for the public and the federal government to blame public schools for the
country’s ills. Joel Spring, author of The Politics of American Education, states, “Blaming
schools makes good politics because otherwise politicians might have to blame corporate
managers, factory owners for moving their factories offshore, and leaders of financial
"
31"Id."

"

32"DANIEL"WEISBERG,"SUSAN"SEXTON,"JENNIFER"MULHERN,"&"DAVID"KEELING,"THE"WIDGET"EFFECT:"

OUR"NATIONAL"FAILURE"TO"ACKNOWLEDGE"AND"ACT"ON"DIFFERENCES"IN"TEACHER"EFFECTIVENESS"4"
(2nd"ed."2009)."
"
33"Id."
"
34"Id."
"

institutions for economic problems. … It is politically safe to just blame the schools.”35 The

8

federal government has been trying to “fix” the public schools since the Soviets launched
Sputnik I in 1957. Perhaps it is the federal government’s growing interference combined with
the negative publicity fomented by the media that has created public education’s role as a
scapegoat for the ills of society. Regardless of the reason, it was this negative zeitgeist that set
the stage for Illinois politicians to pass the Illinois Performance Evaluation Reform Act of
201036 and its counterpart Senate Bill 7.37
Statement of the Problem
The Illinois Performance Evaluation Reform Act of 2010’s38 main themes are
accountability for improved student learning, consistency, a greater focus on teacher
performance evaluation, and a diminished importance of teacher tenure and seniority. In
response to growing state Congressional pressure, the Illinois School Code was modified to
hold teachers more accountable for improving student academic performance, vis- á-vis the
evaluation of teacher classroom performance. The determination of tenure status, remediation
of teacher classroom performance, reductions in force,39 and teacher dismissal are now

35"JOEL"SPRING,"THE"POLITICS"OF"AMERICAN"EDUCATION"18"(2011).""

"

36"Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861"(2010)."

"

37"Illinois"School"Code"Education"Labor"Relations"Pension"Act"2011,"Pub."Act"097/0008"

(2011)."
"
38"Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861"(2010)."
"
39"Reduction/in/Force"is"defined"as"the"elimination"of"jobs"or"positions"due"to"declined"
enrollment"or"changing"programs;"it"is"considered"an"honorable"dismissal."
"
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predicated on a combination of standardized and non-standardized student academic
assessments and teacher performance evaluation results. This trend demonstrated a substantial
departure from past practice when seniority, not student academic performance, was the
primary determinant in formulating teacher employment decisions.
It is the belief of Illinois lawmakers that holding teachers accountable for student
academic achievement, coupled with more a more consistent teacher classroom performance
evaluation process, will increase the quality of education Illinois students are receiving.40 Until
sufficient research has been completed, it will not be known whether the data support this
hypothesis.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine the history of the federal government’s
involvement in American public education to determine whether a pattern exists to explain and
understand the federal government’s expanding role in public education, thereby placing into
context Illinois’ passage of the 2010 Performance Evaluation Reform Act (PERA). This
legislation (coupled with the subsequent and companion legislation, Senate Bill 7) made
significant changes to the teacher classroom performance evaluation process and the role
teacher tenure status plays in employment decisions in Illinois. The second purpose of this
study is to determine what factors are most important in determining the outcome of teacher
dismissal cases involving unsatisfactory classroom performance. This will be done through

40"Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861"(2010),"§24A/

5(1),"§24A/5"(2),"and"§24A/5"(4)"(2010)."
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analysis of Illinois court decisions involving teacher dismissals based upon unsatisfactory
classroom performance, decided both prior to and after the implementation of PERA.
Research Questions
The research questions explored in this study are:
1. What is the relevant history of the federal government’s role in public education and
how has this role impacted the Illinois School Code, as it pertains to teacher
performance evaluation?
2. In Illinois, what changes have occurred, relative to teacher performance evaluation
and tenured teacher dismissal, as a result of the Performance Evaluation Reform Act
(PERA) and Senate Bill 7 (SB7)?
3. Based upon a review of the legal literature and Illinois court decisions, what are the
predicted future implications for Illinois’ teacher performance evaluation and
tenured teacher dismissal?
These questions involve an analysis of the impact of the federalization of public
education and its implications for the future of public education and teacher performance
evaluation and teacher dismissal.

Definitions

11
Accountability: a concept stating school districts, school leaders and teachers must face
consequences if students do not demonstrate improved academic achievement as measured by
standardized tests.
Goals 2000: an Act providing resources to states and communities to ensure all students
reach their full academic potential. The Act was based on the premise students will reach
higher levels of academic achievement when more is expected of them.
Nation at Risk: a report published by the National Commission on Excellence in
Education in 1983, calling for core subject standards and mandating states to implement school
improvement plans.
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP): the largest national and
continual assessment measure of what America's students know and achieve in various subject
areas; results of the assessments are released as the Nation’s Report Card.
No Child Left Behind (NCLB): a federal law first passed in 2002, reauthorizing the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965; NCLB included requirements for student
performance accountability and public reporting of educational results, with consequences for
failing to meet the stated requirements.
Performance Evaluation Reform Act (PERA): a 2010 Illinois law requiring the use of a
four tier teacher performance rating system, student academic growth data to be incorporated
into the teacher performance evaluation process, and mandating a pre-qualification training
program for all school leaders who evaluate classroom teaching performance.
Race to the Top: a 2009 competitive process used by the U. S. Department of Education
to award federal funds to individual states. The program was designed to promote innovations
and reforms in K-12 public education.
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Reduction in Force: an honorable dismissal of a teacher due to economic hardships,
declining enrollment, or program changes.
Remediable: an issue capable of being corrected [as used in measuring the classroom
performance of Illinois public school teachers].
Senate Bill 7: an Illinois law stemming from and expanding the Illinois Performance
Evaluation Reform Act; amending the Illinois School Code to focus more on teacher
accountability and less on seniority.
Standards Movement: a movement starting in the 1980’s after the publication of A
Nation at Risk, advocating clear, measureable academic standards for what all students should
know and be able to do; these standards are to guide all the other components education; three
main areas for which standards have been created: academic, content, performance
Student Growth Data: the data used to measure the change in academic achievement for
an individual student between two or more points in time.
Tenure: the status given to experienced teachers guaranteeing a contractual right not to
have their employment terminated without just cause.
Delimitations of the Study
While this study’s aim was to place the recent Illinois Performance Evaluation Reform
Act into perspective and examine its future implications, the study focuses solely on teachers.
PERA created new evaluation criteria for teachers, assistant principals, as well as principals,
but this study only examines the ramifications of the new law as it pertains to Illinois public
school classroom teachers.
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Organization of the Study
Chapter Two of this dissertation provides a review of the relevant literature including
the history of the federal government’s role in education, the history of Illinois school reform
and the evolution of the Illinois School Code, an explanation of the Illinois Performance
Evaluation Reform Act and Senate Bill 7, and pertinent legal cases associated with these topics.
The study’s purpose was to examine the research in order to synthesize trends and project a
new perspective for evaluating teacher dismissal cases involving unsatisfactory classroom
teacher performance.
Chapter Three discusses, within the context of the history and purpose of the
Performance Evaluation Reform Act, trends, themes, and relevant lessons learned. Analysis of
the pertinent teacher dismissal cases for reason of unsatisfactory teaching performance will also
be discussed. Chapter Four explains the current state of teacher evaluation, placing into context
Illinois’ teacher evaluation system. It interprets the lessons learned from the case law analysis
and offers potential policy implications and compliance suggestions for Illinois school officials.
Finally, future areas for study are presented.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter begins with an overview of the history of the federal government’s
involvement in education. This review chronicles the federal government’s expanding role in
public education and places the 2010 emergence of the Illinois Performance Evaluation Reform
Act 41 (PERA) into context. PERA mandated a reframing of the process for evaluating and
dismissing Illinois public school teachers.
The historical overview begins with the attack on the American public education system
prompted by the Soviet Union’s 1957 launch of Sputnik I and continues through the passage of
the No Child Left Behind Act of 200242 (NCLB) and Race to the Top in 2009.43 To better
understand the changes PERA precipitated and to formulate a picture of PERA’s future
implications, one should have an understanding of the pertinent Illinois teacher dismissal cases,
resulting as a consequence of unsatisfactory classroom teaching performance, and PERA’s
important changes to the Illinois School Code. This review also examines these topics.

41"Illinois"Performance"Reform"Evaluation"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"96/0861"(2010)."

"
42"No"Child"Left"Behind"Act"of"2001,"Pub."L."No."107/110,"20"U.S.C."§"6301"(2001)."

"

43"The"American"Recovery"and"Reinvestment"Tax"Act"of"2009,"Pub."L."No."111"–"5,"26"U.S.C."

§"1"established"the"Race"to"the"Top"Fund."
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History of the Federal Government’s Involvement in Public Education
Sputnik
On October 4, 1957, the Soviet Union became the first country to send a satellite into
Earth’s orbit. Sputnik I was approximately the size of a beach ball and orbited the Earth for
ninety-eight minutes. The Soviet’s inaugural space voyage led to the passage of the National
Aeronautics and Space Act (NASA)44 and to the subsequent formation of America’s National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Sputnik also fomented revolutionary changes
in the American education system and changes in public attitudes about education– changes
with consequences felt for decades to come.45
The public was outraged and distressed by the Soviet accomplishment and perceived the
event as an American disgrace. Just four years prior, the National Manpower Council had
written the Policy for Scientific and Professional Manpower, “warning that the Soviet Union’s
totalitarian methods were forcing large numbers of students to study science and engineering,
which would make the Soviet Union superior in technology and military weaponry.”46 Because
it appeared the Soviets had a technological and scientific advantage over the United States, the
perception that America and its schools had failed was exacerbated.

44"National"Aeronautics"and"Space"Act"of"1958,"Pub."L."No."85/568,"51"U.S.C"§"20101"

(1958)."
"
45"Alvin"Powell,"How&Sputnik&Changed&U.&S.&Education,"HARVARD"GAZETTE"ONLINE,"Oct."11,"
2007,"available&at"http://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2007/10/how/sputnik/
changed/u/s/education/.""
"
46"Spring,"supra"note"35,"at"51."
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In contrast, President Eisenhower was nonplussed. In a memorandum written by
Brigadier General A.J. Goodpaster, summarizing a conference with the President and several
other high-ranking leaders, Goodpaster quoted Eisenhower as saying, “people are alarmed and
thinking about science, and perhaps this alarm could be turned into a constructive result.”47 In
addition to creating NASA, the United States Congress used the Sputnik launch to pass the
National Defense Education Act48 (NDEA) in 1958. The NDEA called for an improvement in
the American public education system by increasing the attention given to mathematics,
science, foreign language, and vocational-technical training. In his 1961 State of the Union
Address, President Eisenhower referred to the NDEA as “a milestone in the history of
American education.”49 Although the U.S. Constitution leaves public education to the state and
local governmental bodies, the NDEA signaled the beginning of a trend of greater federal
involvement in the public school system.50
Americans, and specifically the media, blamed the public education system for not
creating scientists who were intelligent enough to be the first to put a satellite into orbit.

47

Memorandum from the Conference with the President on American Science Education and
Sputnik, (October 15, 1957) available at
http://www.eisenhower.archives.gov/research/online_documents/sputnik.html (last visited Aug.
14, 2012).

48"National"Defense"Education"Act"of"1958,"Pub."L."No."85/864,"20"U.S.C."§"401"(1958)."

"

49"Dwight"D."Eisenhower,"President,"State&of&the&Union&Address,&Jan.&12,&1961,"available&at"

http://www.infoplease.com/t/hist/state/of/the/union/173.html"(last"visited"Aug."14,"
2012)."
"
50"The"NDEA"“sent"an"unprecedented"infusion"of"federal"funds"into"the"public"schools”"and"
the"Eisenhower"administration"“expanded"the"federal"role"in"education.”"ADAM"NELSON"AND"
ELLIOT"WEINBAUM,"FEDERAL"EDUCATION"POLICY"AND"THE"STATES,"1945"–"2009:"A"BRIEF"SYNOPSIS"
12"&"7"(2009)."
"
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Although a little known fact at the time, America could have launched its own satellite over a
year sooner than the launch of Sputnik I. A declassified, confidential memorandum dated
October 9, 1957 and written by Brigadier General Goodpaster stated as much.51 Secretary
Quarles, when asked by Eisenhower if “Redstone [the Army’s satellite program] could have
been used and could have placed a satellite in orbit many months ago,” answered “there was no
doubt that the Redstone, had it been used, could have orbited a satellite a year or more ago.”52
Instead of focusing on the launch of the first satellite, Eisenhower was secretly developing spy
satellites which he felt were much more important than launching a “beach ball” satellite into
orbit.53
In fact, Eisenhower was pleased the Soviets were the first into space. It established the
notion of ‘freedom of space’ which would greatly benefit the United States. Eisenhower had
worried if the United States sent a satellite into space prior to the Soviets, it would have been
perceived as an aggressive move. Sputnik I turned space exploration into a neutral event.
After Sputnik I, perhaps because the American public was unaware of both the U.S. spy
satellite development program and the fact the United States indeed had the capability to launch
the first satellite, public opinion regarding the effectiveness of the Nation’s public schools
declined precipitously. The media was filled with articles entitled “The Decline of America,”
“How Far Behind are We and How Long Will it Take to Catch Up?” and “Are We Americans
51"Memorandum&from&the&Conference&with&the&President&on&Oct.&8,&1957,"located"in"the"

Dwight"D"Eisenhower"Library,"ARC"identifier"186623,"available&at"
http://www.archives.gov/research/online_documents/sputnik/10_9_57_Early_Memo.pdf"
(last"visited"Aug."14,"2012)."
"
52"Id."
"
53"Gerald"W."Bracey,"The&First&Time&Everything&Changed,"89"THE"PHI"DELTA"KAPPAN"119,"
120/121"(2007)."

Going Soft?”54 Articles, such as “Crisis in Education,” the cover story of Life magazine in
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March 1958, reported Russian schools to be far superior to our American schools.55 Arthur
Bestor, a well respected academic historian and professor of history, believed the American
education system in general, and specifically high schools, were becoming mass institutions
catering to the lowest common denominator, instead of focusing on traditional education for the
intellectually superior.56 Bestor’s post Sputnik article in US News and World Report, “What
Went Wrong with U. S. Schools”57 was the anthem the media kept playing.58 Gerald Bracey, in
his 2007 report on the condition of public education, stated “Sputnik set a nasty precedent that
has become a persistent tendency: when a social crisis – real, imagined, or manufactured –
appears, schools are the scapegoat of choice; when the crisis is resolved, they receive no
credit.”59

54"The&New&Republic&published"“The"Decline,”"the"Atlanta&Constitution"published"“How"Far"

Behind,”"and"The&New&York&Times&Magazine"published"“Are"We"Soft?”"
"
55"Howard"Sochurek"and"Stan"Wayman,"Crisis&in&Education:&Exclusive&Pictures&of&a&Russian&
Schoolboy&vs.&his&U.S.&Counterpart,"LIFE"MAGAZINE"(Mar."24,"1958).""
"
56"Arthur"Bestor"is"also"a"revered"and"outspoken"opponent"of"the"popular"“progressive"
education”"movement"of"the"fifties.""Arthur"Bestor,"Future&Directions&of&American&
Education,"35"THE"PHI"DELTA"KAPPAN"373"(1954)."
"
57
Arthur Bestor,"What&Went&Wrong&With&US&Schools,"US"NEWS"AND"WORLD"REPORT"68/80"
(1958)."
58"Wolfgang"Saxon,"Arthur&Bestor,&a&Leading&Scholar&On&the&Constitution,&Dies&at&86,&N."Y."

TIMES,"Dec."17,"1994,"available&at"
http://www.nytimes.com/1994/12/17/obituaries/arthur/bestor/a/leading/scholar/on/
the/constitution/dies/at/86.html?module=Search&mabReward=relbias%3Arl"(last"visited"
Aug."14,"2012).;"""Bracey,"supra"note"53,"at"120."
"
59"Bracey,"supra"note"53,"at"123."
"
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Some pundits tried to refute the critics’ claims, but to no avail. The Executive Secretary
of the National Association of Secondary School Principals, Paul Elicker, offered data to
disprove the claim that Americans were less educated in the mid fifties than they were in prior
years.60 Even though the data were compelling, the media controlled the mass message of U.S.
education failure. Biased and incorrect data were highlighted and vague definitions of words
such as “proficient” were debated, but all of the attempts to disprove the media’s sweeping
claims of American educational inferiority went largely unheard. In addition, American public
schools received no accolades, or even the slightest amount of credit when the United States
landed the first man on the moon.61 This was a feat no other country was able to accomplish,
and America did so despite the perceived inferior education system. “No one suggested that
improved schools might have had anything to do with the mission’s success.”62
Even though the media’s rhetoric resonated with the American public, Sputnik did not
signal a breakdown in the American education system. During the 1950’s, Americans were
not lacking in scientific knowledge, technology, or in education. These skills were being
utilized under top-secret conditions, so the public was unaware. Nonetheless, Sputnik changed
America’s priorities and began a pattern of increased federal involvement in education and the
use of America’s public schools as a convenient “’whipping boy … assigning guilt to [those]
with the least power.’”63

60"Id."at"122."

"

61"Id."at"123."

"
62"Id.""

"

63"Id."

"
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The Civil Rights Act and The Coleman Report
On the heels of Sputnik came the Civil Rights Act of 1964.64 This Act required a
research study to be conducted within two years, to determine “where educational resources in
public educational institutions were lacking.”65 Due to the Act, the focus of educational
program evaluation “shifted to program outputs as the mandate for tracking education program
effectiveness” from the previous criteria of resource inputs.66 The 1966 Equality of
Educational Opportunity report, commonly referred to as the Coleman Report, was the result of
the research required by the Civil Rights Act.67
The Coleman Report highlighted how the quality of individual teachers impacted
student success. While the Coleman Report found the strongest indicator of student
achievement was the socio-economic level of students’ families, the Coleman Report also
found of all the in-school factors, the quality of a student’s teacher mattered the most.68 This
conflict in findings has been generally ignored, as politicians and the public have focused

64"The"Civil"Rights"Act"of"1964,"Pub."L."No."88"–"352,"42"U.S.C."§"2000a"(1964)."

"
65"JIM"HORN"&"DENISE"WILBURN,"THE"MISMEASURE"OF"EDUCATION"37"(2013)."

"

66"Id."""

"

67"JAMES"S."COLEMAN"ET"AL.,"EQUALITY"OF"EDUCATIONAL"OPPORTUNITY"22"(1966)."Although"the"

results"of"the"Coleman"Report"indicated"many"factors"influenced"student"achievement,"the"
strongest"indicator"of"student"achievement"was"the"socio/economic"level"of"the"students’"
families.""Coleman"et"al"state,"“the"composition"of"the"student"bodies"[had]"a"strong"
relationship"to"the"achievement"of"[African"American]"and"other"minority"pupils.”"
"
68"Coleman,"supra"note"67,"at"22."
"
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solely on teacher quality, as evidenced by the plethora of articles on the topic.69 The numerous
factors affecting student academic success are beyond either teacher or school control and are
both politically and financially difficult to surmount and, as such, have been disregarded. Joel
Spring, author of The Politics of American Education, offered the following explanation for
this phenomena, “Blaming schools makes good politics because otherwise politicians might
have to blame powerful and wealthy interests that can use their influence to thwart political
ambitions. It is politically safe to blame the schools.”70
In a March of 1970 speech entitled “Special Message to the Congress on Education
Reform,” President Richard Nixon stated, “American education is in urgent need of reform.”71
He called for a “re-examination of our entire approach to learning” and a “thoughtful
redirection to improve our long-range provisions for financial support of schools, [and] for[the]
more efficient use of the dollars spent on education.”72 Relying upon the Civil Rights Act of
196473 and the Coleman Report,74 the speech “called for a new focus on school outputs rather

69"E.g.,"in"2014"Time"published"“Rotten"Apples:"It’s"Nearly"Impossible"to"Fire"a"Bad"

Teacher;”"in"2013"the"Seton&Hall&Law&Review"published"“If"Students"Aren’t"Learning,"Are"
Teachers"Teaching?;”"in"2013"the"New"Teacher"Center"published"“Cultivating"Effective"
teachers;”"in"2008"the"Phi&Delta&Kappan"published"“Sorting"out"teacher"Quality;”"in"2004"
Douglas"Reeves"published"the"book"Accountability&for&Learning”&and&in"1998"“Policy"
Implications"of"Long/Term"Teacher"Effects"on"Student"Achievement”"was"presented"at"the"
Annual"Meeting"of"the"American"Educational"Research"Association."
70"Spring,"supra"note"35,"at"18."
"
71
The American Presidency Project, Richard Nixon, President, Special Message to the
Congress on Education Reform, (Mar. 3, 1970),
http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=2895 (last visited Aug. 14, 2012).
72"Id."

"

73"The"Civil"Rights"Act"of"1964,"Pub."L."No."88"–"352,"42"U.S.C."§"2000a"(1964)."

"

74"Coleman,"supra"note"67,"at"22."
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than inputs.”75 President Nixon stated, for “years the fear of ‘national standards’" has held the
country back,76 and he advocated for local school districts to obtain “dependable measures of
just how well its school system is performing.”77 In this speech, President Nixon formulated
what he termed as a “new concept” and called for accountability on the part of both school
administrators and teachers.78 Due to this speech, Jim Horn and Denise Wilburn, authors of
The Mismeasure of Education, refer to 1970 as “the beginning of the new era in which
‘accountability’ would bleed into almost every thread of the schooling fabric.”79
Sputnik, combined with the growing diatribe against the public education system, set
the stage for the Supreme Court to decide a landmark case that declared education was not a
fundamental right guaranteed by the United States Constitution. San Antonio Independent
School District v. Rodriguez80 set a precedent and cemented the responsibility of educating the
nation’s youth with state and local officials.
In 1968 the San Antonio Independent School District was sued by Demetrio P.
Rodriguez. Rodriguez, the parent of a Texas public school student, claimed to represent a class
of school children throughout Texas who were members of minority groups, and/or who were
"

75"Horn"&"Willburn,"supra"note"65,"at"43."

"

76

The American Presidency Project, Richard Nixon, President, Special Message to the
Congress on Education Reform, (Mar. 3, 1970), http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=2895
(last visited Aug. 14, 2012).
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Id.

78

Id.

79"Horn"&"Willburn,"supra"note"65,"at"45."

"

80"San"Antonio"Indep."Sch."Dist."V."Rodriguez,"411"U.S."1"(1973)."

"
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poor and resided in school districts having a low property tax base. The class action lawsuit81
compared Edgewood, the Texas school district where the Rodriguez child attended school –
one of the poorest in the state – to neighboring Alamo Heights – the most affluent school
district in the San Antonio area. Edgewood parents were frustrated by the lack of supplies and
qualified teachers in their school district. Prompted by this frustration, approximately 400
students walked out of school and held a demonstration at the district administrative office.
The walkout was the impetus for parent mobilization and the filing of the lawsuit.82
The parents filed their lawsuit in the United States District Court for the Western
Division of Texas. The complaint asserted Edgewood’s per pupil property value was $5,42983
(the lowest in the state) as compared to $45,095 (the highest in the state) in Alamo Heights.84
The parents further pointed out, Alamo Heights, a primarily Anglo community, “had 25%
lower property tax rates, but were able to spend literally twice the per capita amount on their
kids”85 than Edgewood, which was a 96% Mexican and African American community. The
lawsuit asserted the wealthier children’s education was being subsidized by the less affluent
families, instead of the other way around. The parents explained Edgewood’s per-pupil
spending was $231 and represented the state’s lowest combined revenue per child, while
81"A"class"action"lawsuit"is"a&lawsuit"allowing"a"large"number"of"people"with"a"common&

interest"in"a"matter"to"sue"as"a"group."
"
82"Cynthia"E."Orozco,"Rodriguez&v.&San&Antonio&ISD,&Texas&State&Historical&Association,&
Handbook&of&Texas&Online"(June"18,"2013),"available&at"
http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/jrrht"(last"visited"Sept."5,"2012)."
"
83"Note:"the"dollar"figures"cited"are"in"1971"dollars,"not"current"dollars."
"
84"Rodriguez"v."San"Antonio"Indep."Sch."Dist.,"337"F."Supp."280,"282"(W.D."Tex."1971)."
"
85"Michael"Rebell,"Rodriquez&Revisited:&An&Optimist’s&View,"ANN."SURV."AM."L."289,"291"
(1998)."

Alamo Height’s per pupil spending was $543,86 the state’s highest combined revenue per
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child.87
The parents argued two main points,88 the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution
made education a fundamental right and the poor Mexican and African American families of
Edgewood were a “suspect class”89 and deserved Fourteenth Amendment protection. The
District Court found merit in both claims, and ruled in favor of the parents and their children.90
The District Court concluded the Texas system of financing public education “discriminate[d]
on the basis of wealth by permitting citizens of affluent districts to provide a higher quality
education for their children … [and] that the plaintiffs ha[d] been denied equal protection of
the laws under the Fourteenth Amendment [Equal Protection Clause]91 to the United States

86"Note:"the"dollar"figures"cited"are"in"1971"dollars,"not"current"dollars."

"

87"Rodriguez,"337"F."Supp."at"282."

"

88"Orozco,"supra"note"82."

"

89"Suspect"or"protected"class"is"defined"as"a"class"of"individuals"who"have"been"historically"

subject"to"discrimination"and"constitute"a"minority.""The"most"common"suspect"classes"
are"based"on"race"and"national"origin.""Those"that"qualify"for"suspect"class"designation"will"
be"afforded"strict"scrutiny"(extra"legal"protection,"see"note"157).""The"Court"ruled"being"
poor"did"not"qualify"for"the"protected"distinction"of"suspect"class.""“The"system"of"alleged"
discrimination"and"the"class"it"defines"have"none"of"the"traditional"indicia"of"suspectness:"
the"class"is"not"saddled"with"such"disabilities,"or"subjected"to"such"a"history"of"purposeful"
unequal"treatment,"or"relegated"to"such"a"position"of"political"powerlessness"as"to"
command"extraordinary"protection"from"the"majoritarian"political"process.”"San"Antonio"
Indep."Sch."Dist."v."Rodriguez,&411"U.S."1,"28"(1973)."
"
90"Rodriguez,"337"F."Supp."at"281."
"
91"U.S."Const."amend."XIV,"§"1:"“All"persons"born"or"naturalized"in"the"United"States,"and"
subject"to"the"jurisdiction"thereof,"are"citizens"of"the"United"States"and"of"the"State"
wherein"they"reside."No"State"shall"make"or"enforce"any"law"which"shall"abridge"the"
privileges"or"immunities"of"citizens"of"the"United"States;"nor"shall"any"State"deprive"any"

Constitution.”92 School officials appealed and because the Supreme Court “noted probable
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jurisdiction to consider the far-reaching Constitutional questions presented”93 by the case, it
elected to “pull up” the case directly;94 thereby bypassing the Fifth Circuit.
Before the High Court, the parents argued three main points: 1) they represented a class
of definably poor people who were unable to pay for, and therefore denied, a quality education
for their children; 2) the lack of a quality education constituted interference with a fundamental
right; and 3) due to the disparities in property tax income, children in less affluent districts were
being discriminated against.95 This meant the children of Edgewood represented a specific
group of people who were denied a quality public school education solely on the basis that they
were too poor to pay for it. The parents argued this lack of quality education amounted to
denial of a fundamental right, which constituted discrimination. These three points formed the
essential question of the case. Did the Texas public school finance system violate the

person"of"life,"liberty,"or"property,"without"due"process"of"law;"nor"deny"to"any"person"
within"its"jurisdiction"the"equal"protection"of"the"laws.”"
"
92"Rodriguez,"337"F."Supp."at"280."
"
93"Rodriguez,"411"U.S."at"4."
"
94"Id.;"See&also,"Supreme"Court"Rule"18:"“A"direct"appeal"from"a"decision"of"a"United"States"
district"court"[can"be]"authorized"by"law”"–"rules"of"the"Supreme"Court"accessed"from"the"
Supreme"Court"website,"
http://www.supremecourt.gov/ctrules/2010RulesoftheCourt.pdf.""
"
95Rodriguez,"411"U.S."at"23,"29,"47."
"
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Fourteenth Amendment's Equal Protection Clause by failing to distribute funding equally
among its school districts?96 The District Court had found it did.
By a 5-4 margin, the Supreme Court reversed the District Court’s decision. The High
Court held the school-financing system based on local property taxes was not a constitutional
violation.97 As rationale for this decision, the Supreme Court found the Texas school financing
system was not unlike the financing systems used by many other states.98 The Court further
observed the funding system was not “so irrational as to be invidiously discriminatory.”99 The
majority opinion, written by Justice Powell, stated absolute equity in education funding was not
required. The Court noted the Constitution was not intended to provide judicial cures for every
ill that plagued society.100 The majority also ruled education was not a fundamental right,
protected by the United States Constitution.101 Justice Powell explained, “Education, of course,
is not among the rights afforded explicit protection under our Federal Constitution. Nor do we

96"The"Oyez"Project"at"IIT"Chicago/Kent"College"of"Law,"San&Antonio&Independent&School&

District&v.&Rodriguez,"U.&S.&Supreme&Court&Media&Oyez"(June"9,"2013)"available&at"
http://www.oyez.org/cases/1970/1979/1972/1972_71_1332"(last"visited"Sept."5,"2012)."
"
97"Rodriguez,"411"U.S."at"4.""The"Court"decided"the"financing"of"public"education"is"a"state,"
not"federal"issue."
"
98"The"High"Court"cited"Griffin&v.&Illinois,"Douglas&v.&California,"Williams&v.&Illinois,"and"
Bullock&v.&Carter"to"“conclude"that"the"Texas"system"does"not"operate"to"peculiar"
disadvantage"of"any"suspect"class.”!Rodriguez,"411"U.S."at"28.""Griffin"v."Illinois,"351"U.S."12"
(1956),"Douglas"v."California,"372"U.S."353"(1963),"Williams"v."Illinois,"399"U.S."235"
(1970),"and"Bullock"v."Carter,"405"U.S."134"(1972)."
"
99"Rodriguez,"411"U.S."at"55."
"
100 "Id."at"32."
"
101 "Id."at"35."
"
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find any basis for saying it is implicitly so protected.”102 After concluding there was both no
fundamental right to education in the U. S. Constitution, and the state’s funding system did not
systematically discriminate against all poor people in Texas,103 “the Court refused to apply
strict scrutiny104 to the parental claim.
Justice Brennan’s dissent argued education was a fundamental right because it was the
route by which people gained an opportunity to participate in the electoral process. He further
declared education was “inextricably linked” to many of the rights given to citizens. He
therefore asserted, “the Texas school-financing scheme [wa]s constitutionally invalid.”105
Justice White, in his dissent joined by Douglas and Brennan, stated, “In my view, the parents
and children in Edgewood, and in like districts, suffer from an invidious discrimination
violative of the Equal Protection Clause ....”106 Justice Marshall’s dissent referenced Brown v
Board of Education107 and was joined by Justice Douglas. Justice Marshall stated,

102 "Id.&

"

103 ""The"Oyez"Project"at"IIT"Chicago/Kent"College"of"Law,"San&Antonio&Independent&School&

District&v.&Rodriguez,"U.&S.&Supreme&Court&Media&Oyez"(June"9,"2013)"available&at"
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104 "Strict"scrutiny"is"one"of"the"three"tests"used"when"dealing"with"the"Equal"Protection"
Clause"of"the"14th"Amendment.""It"is"defined"as"a"form"of"judicial"review"that"courts"use"to"
determine"the"constitutionality"of"certain"laws."In"order"for"strict"scrutiny"to"exist,"the"law"
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the majority's holding can only be seen as … an unsupportable acquiescence in a system
which deprives children in their earliest years of the chance to reach their full potential as
citizens… In my judgment, the right of every American to an equal start in life, so far as
the provision of a state service as important as education is concerned, is far too vital to
permit state discrimination on grounds as tenuous as those presented by this record.108

San Antonio v. Rodriguez was a landmark decision with far reaching implications on both the
financing of public education system and upon equality issues between the poor and the affluent. Michael
Rebell, author of Rodriquez Revisited: An Optimist’s View, stated, the Court “had to do something about
making the possibilities that were raised by Brown [Brown v Board of Education] meaningful.”109 Rebell
continued by suggesting Rodriguez represented the opportunity to do so.110 In addition, school finance
reform had not been addressed in Texas since 1949111 and it appeared as if the Court had its opportunity
to correct past injustices and set the American public education system on a new path of equality, but this
was not the case. Justice Thurgood Marshall, one of the dissenting justices in San Antonio v. Rodriguez,
expressed his feelings about the decision: It was “a retreat from our historic commitment to equality of
educational opportunity.”112 Later, the parents were denied a rehearing113 and the matter was closed.
Though San Antonio signaled the judiciary’s retreat from the educational policy arena, both the
executive and legislative branches of the federal government opted to pursue a different path.
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A Nation at Risk
In August of 1981, due to concerns over “the widespread public perception that
something [was] seriously remiss in the American educational system,”114 Secretary of
Education, T.H. Bell, created the National Commission on Excellence in Education.
Interestingly, the Commission was formed as a response to perceptions about the education
system rather than the reality of the situation.115 Nonetheless, the Commission was directed “to
examine the quality of education in the United States and to make a report to the Nation.”116
The report, commonly known as A Nation at Risk, addressed seven main areas: 1) the quality of
learning and teaching in the Nation’s schools; 2) the quality of curricula, standards, and
expectations of American schools as compared to those of several other advanced countries; 3)
the relationship between university and college admission standards and the quality of high
school standards; 4) the college preparation programs which consistently produce students who
excel at the college level; 5) the major changes occurring in American society and education
(from 1956 to 1981) which have had a major impact on educational achievement; 6) the
information garnered from testimony and hearings to elucidate the issue of increasing the
academic excellence of the Nation’s schools; and 7) the undertaking of any and all actions
necessary to understand the issues at hand.117
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At risk, according to the 1983 Report, were America’s “international standing,” her
preeminent place in the “markets,” and her “position in the world.”118 The report specifically
mentioned Japan, South Korea, and Germany as America’s key competition for economic
superiority. Although roughly three decades had passed since Sputnik I, the messages of
concern remained constant: the existence of American society was in peril, and the schools
were to blame. The “Soviet threat used in the postwar [and Sputnik] era was not invoked by
the National Commission, but the fear of successful foreign competition in the ‘global
village’”119 became the new impending danger, according to A Nation at Risk.
A Nation at Risk listed several “indicators of the risk” of America’s educational
inferiority. With two exceptions, the only source cited for the data set forth in the Report was
“testimony received by the Commission.”120 The Commission listed numerous deficiencies
with the American school system, and wanted the public to believe these were new problems
needing immediate attention.121 However, the Report offered no support or citations to prove
the inadequacies were indeed real, instead of merely perceived weaknesses. For example, the
Report stated “secondary school curricula have been homogenized, diluted, and diffused to the
point that they no longer have a central purpose. In effect, we have a cafeteria style curriculum
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Commission wanted the public to believe the deteriorating condition of America’s public
schools, was a new development.123
In fact, educational critics had been using this line of thought for decades. In 1954, Arthur
Bestor wrote, “the standard high-school diploma should be awarded only to the ones who have
earned it through conscientious effort in the basic intellectual disciplines of science,
mathematics, history, English, and foreign languages.”124 He continued with, “a school whose
curriculum puts the trivia of [non-academic] education on par with rigorous training in the
intellectual disciplines is not vindicating democracy”125 and is not doing justice to either
students or their future employers.
The perceptions the Report relied upon, and wanted the public to believe, were in fact
created by the media. Since its inception, the media has influenced the way the American
public has thought about education. The media, “for the previous forty years, created in the
public mind a reservoir of tacit [negative] knowledge that easily came to the fore when A
Nation at Risk presented those familiar arguments and claims.”126 The public accepted the
negative mantra of American schools not being good enough. For decades the Phi Delta
Kappa/Gallup Poll has collected data regarding attitudes towards public schools, and for years
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the results have shown a growing disparity between the public’s view of its own local schools
and its views of the state of national education.127
In 1983, the year A Nation at Risk was published, the percentage of citizens who
“graded” their local public schools as an “A” or a “B” was 31%, compared to 19% of the same
group who “graded” the Nation’s schools as an “A” or a “B.” This variance grew to the point,
where in 2011, 51% of the public “graded” the local schools with an “A” or a “B,” as compared
to 17% awarding the Nation’s schools the same grades.128 In 2011, for the first time, the
Gallup Poll queried respondents on why they thought there was a difference in the two pieces
of data. Forty-three percent of those polled answered they had a “greater knowledge of [their]
immediate community and local schools” and seventeen percent reported the reason for the
difference was pride in their local community and/or no one wanted to “look bad.” “Better
community and parental involvement at the local level” and “other schools deal with high
poverty and insufficient funds” accounted for an additional ten percent of those responding to
the question.129 (The poll did not explain the reasoning behind the remaining thirty percent of
respondents.) Almost half of those polled believed their first hand knowledge of local schools
was the main factor in the grading difference. Joel Spring, author of The Politics of American
Education, postulated “the source of information about the nation’s schools was probably the
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media.”130 “Rather than informing the public, the media tend to represent the issues as framed
by the candidates of the two main political parties.”131
In A Nation at Risk the Commission reported findings and recommendations for four
central features of the educational process -- content, expectations, time, and teaching. With
regard to the curriculum or the content of what is being taught, the Commission “examined
patterns of courses high school students took from 1964 to1969 compared with course patterns
from 1976 to 1981”132 to create three main conclusions regarding high schools. (Elementary
schools were not examined and/or discussed.) In addition to assertions of watering down the
curriculum, the Report stated from 1964 to 1979 there was a 30% increase in the number of
students taking general coursework, as opposed to vocational or college preparatory
coursework.133 The second finding about content addressed the classes students were taking.
The Report bemoaned the fact that not enough students enrolled in, and completed, courses
such as French, Algebra II, geography, and calculus. Lastly, the Report stated twenty-five
percent of the courses in which general-track students enrolled were non-academic (e.g.,
physical education, health, remedial English and remedial mathematics, and life training).
The recommendations for the content areas concentrated on high school graduation
requirements. Without support or elaboration, the Report referred to the “New Basics” as the
required foundation needed by all high school students. Specifically, the Report suggested all
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high school graduates take four years of English, three years of mathematics, three years of
science, three years of social studies, and one-half year of computer science. In addition, for
those students who were college bound, the Report suggested two years of foreign language.134
With regard to expectations (defined by the Report as “the level of knowledge, abilities,
and skills” all students should possess and “time, hard work, behavior, self-discipline, and
motivation that are essential for high student achievement”135), the Report noted a plethora of
deficiencies in the current education system. Close examination of these deficiencies revealed
several of the items related more to the area of content, than to performance expectations. The
overall theme of these inadequacies was a lack of rigor. The decreasing amount of time spent
on homework, the dwindling time spent on mathematics and science courses, the diminishing
of high entrance requirements to colleges and universities, and the decline in textbook quality
were all areas noted as areas in need of improvement.136 To correct these problems, the Report
recommended the adoption of more rigorous (and measurable) standards and expectations for
high school students. It also proposed colleges and universities raise their admission
requirements. In addition, the Report proposed all high school students take a standardized test
of achievement – one piece of a nationwide system of state and local standardized tests.137
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There were three “disturbing facts”138 regarding the usage of time noted by the Report:
“1) compared to other nations, American students spent much less time on school work; 2) time
spent in the classroom and on homework was often used ineffectively; and 3) schools were not
doing enough to help students develop either the study skills required to use time well or the
willingness to spend more time on school work.”139 The average American school day was six
hours long, as compared to European schools with an eight-hour day. Similarly, the number of
days American students attended school was also fewer than the days European students spent
in school: 180 days as compared to 220 days.140 The Report suggested three alternatives to
alleviate these problems: a longer school day, better use of the existing school day, and a longer
school year. All of these options included more homework, instruction in study skills, and
better classroom management.
The last area addressed by the Report was teaching. Overall, the Report “found that not
enough of the academically able students are being attracted to teaching; that teacher
preparation programs need[ed] substantial improvement; that the professional working life of
teacher [wa]s on the whole unacceptable; and that a serious shortage of teachers exist[ed] in
key fields.”141 In addition to the preponderance of academically weak students entering the
teaching profession, the Report stated the training teachers received was too heavily focused on
methodologies and not enough attention was given to acquiring subject area content
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knowledge. The Report also noted a shortage of teachers, especially in math and science, and
the inadequate salaries teachers received. The Report’s recommendations for teaching
consisted of seven parts, all of which focused on improving teacher preparation and making the
profession of teaching more rewarding and respected.
While the Report did not address “leadership and fiscal support” in the “Findings”
section, it did make a recommendation on the topic. Simply put, the Report stated the public
should hold educators and politicians responsible for achieving all of the listed
recommendations, and the American citizens should provide the financial support to achieve
the required recommendations.142 Furthermore, the Report declared “the Federal Government
has the primary responsibility to identify the national interest in education,” but “principals and
superintendents must play a crucial leadership role in … support for the reforms [it]
propose[d].”143
The Report professed the desire to establish a “Learning Society [to create] educational
opportunities extending far beyond the traditional institutions of learning, our school, and
colleges … [to] life-long learning.”144 This small section focused on life-long learning was
outweighed by the numerous references and inferences to the need for “skilled workers,” “welltrained men and women,” “strong economy,” and “trained capability.”145 The Report asserted
what was truly at risk was America’s ability “to keep and improve on the slim competitive edge
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it still retained in world markets.”146 Although this concept of human capital dates back to the
Colonial era and Thomas Jefferson,147 it was not until the National Manpower Council
revamped the concept in the 1950s that the idea of a human capital paradigm became politically
popular.148
The notion of the human capital paradigm gained public popularity in the late forties
when “’major industrial and professional groups’ were already beginning to ‘feel the manpower
pinch, particularly with respect to highly educated persons.’” 149 After Sputnik, the focus on
human capital needs increased. “Public schools were to produce the knowledgeable human
capital the nation needed to maintain parity with, if not superiority over the Soviet Union in the
arms race and then to win the race to the moon.”150 Sputnik opened the door for a widespread
belief in, and the use of, this paradigm. “After the successful launch of Sputnik I … national
leaders then had a receptive audience for their argument that the nation needed,”151 as Jefferson
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stated, “instruments useful for the public.”152 A Nation at Risk informed us it was “essential …
for government at all levels to affirm its responsibility for nurturing the Nation’s intellectual
capital.”153
Another central theme of A Nation at Risk was equity. After a brief introduction, the
Report stated, “All, regardless of race or class or economic status, are entitled to a fair chance
and to the tools for developing their individual powers of mind and spirit to the utmost.”154
This statement seems to suggest the National Commission and the Secretary of Education
believed a right to an education existed in our country. However, in 1973 as noted earlier, the
U.S. Supreme Court had previously rejected the existence of this “fundamental right” under the
U.S. Constitution.155 Although the Nation at Risk report claimed the issue of equity was at the
heart of the matter, the specifics of the Report did not address any equity issues. No
distinctions were made between gender, races, or socio-economic classes. All students were
aggregated together, so the issue of equity was only superficially addressed.
The focus on excellence was also a central theme of the Report. However, the lack of
specific definitions rendered this theme somewhat impotent. Terminology such as
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“mediocrity,” “higher order intellectual skills,” “achievement,” “rigorous,” and “difficulty”156
were used without any explanation of what these words meant in the context of the Report.
The Report defined “excellence” as “performing on the boundary of individual ability in ways
that test and push back personal limits … [and] high expectations and goals for all learners.”157
This definition appeared to be solid, but when critically analyzed, the meanings of “pushing
back personal limits,” “boundaries of individual ability” and having “high expectations” were
nebulous.158 Without a stated, specific definition of “excellence” and the other key terms, it
was difficult – if not impossible – to have intelligent discourse regarding the state of public
education.159
The pattern of blaming the public schools for society’s ills and decrying their subpar
performance, began with Sputnik in the fifties and continued with A Nation at Risk into the
eighties. Public schools remained the “scapegoat of choice.”160 Joel Spring explained,
“Blaming schools makes good politics because otherwise politicians might have to blame
corporate managers, factory owners, … and leaders of financial institutions for economic
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problems. These are powerful and wealthy interests that can use their influence to thwart
political ambitions. It is politically safe to just blame the schools.”161
The Report to the Nation on the Imperative for Educational Reform, commonly referred
to as A Nation at Risk, used overly general statements to reiterate the sentiments educational
critics have been using for over four decades, in order to capitalize on the emotions of the
public and its erroneous perceptions regarding the state of American public education. A
Nation at Risk contained alarmist language full of “unproven and often repeated claim[s] …
dramatically claiming that the quality of our schools threatened the future of the nation.”162 It
was this political force that set the stage for Goals 2000 which further increased the federal
government’s role in public education.163
Also in response to A Nation at Risk, the Illinois legislature decided to make significant
changes to the public education system, and created the Illinois Education Reform Act of
1985.164 The Illinois Education Reform Package was a seminal event on the road to the
Illinois Performance Evaluation Reform Act of 2010165 (PERA) and a direct consequence of the
new national focus on education due to A Nation at Risk. It is discussed in detail in the Illinois
School History section.
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Goals 2000
Educational reform during the 1960s and the 1970s primarily focused on the concept of
inclusion, emphasizing civil rights, disability awareness and opportunity, and equity
programs.166 Important developments included the Civil Rights Act of 1964167 (providing equal
opportunities in education regardless of race and especially for economically disadvantaged
children), the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965168 (providing funding to low
income students and students at-risk), the Education Amendments of 1972169 (safeguarding
gender equality), and the Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975170 (ensuring
access to education for children challenged by disabilities). A Nation at Risk reframed both the
conversation and the focus of the 1980s and 1990s from inclusion and equity back to fixing the
broken education system. During these two decades, numerous state and federal initiatives
were created and reports were issued focusing on this new topic. For example, South
Carolina’s 1984 Education Improvement Act;171 the 1983 Action for Excellence: A
Comprehensive Plan to Improve Our Nation’s Schools from the Task Force on Education for
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Prepared: Teachers for the 21st Century, 1986;173 the 1989 Education Summit at the University
of Virginia;174 the 1989 National Education Goals Panel (NEGP);175 the National Education
Goals: A Report to the Nation’s Governors in 1990; the 1991 Education Council Act: National
Council on Education Standards and Testing (NCEST);176 the 1994 Minority-Focused Civics
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Financing Act (CEIF).178 Of these initiatives, the 1989 Education Summit had the greatest
impact and led to the creation of the Educate America Act of 1994,179 commonly known as
Goals 2000.
Prior to the 1989 Education Summit, the Nation’s governors met in 1986 for their
annual National Governors’ Association (NGA) meeting. This meeting, combined with the
prevailing notion that “blamed [the United States] economic conditions on the low quality of
American teachers who were preparing workers for the new global economy”180 forged “the
impetus for the creation of national goals.”181
At the two-day meeting, the governors and invited guests discussed seven areas of
education reform that various taskforces had been investigating for the past year. These areas
included: school leadership and management, teaching, school choice, school readiness,
technology, school facilities, and college quality. The governors undertook this endeavor due
to their belief that “better schools mean better jobs, and that the future of the people who elect
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[them] depend upon having better jobs.”182 Governor Lamar Alexander of Tennessee
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expressed his belief in the ability of the governors to save the American public education
system when he told the NGA, “If you look over the horizon and see a big cloud of dust, ... it’s
likely to be the Governors coming to save the schools.”183 Governor Alexander continued, “It
is my judgment and hope that this report, and the issues upon which it focuses, will help to set
the agenda for American public education for the next decade.”184 Then Secretary of
Education, William Bennett, told the NGA, “I think your reports [on the findings of the
taskforces] may be the most important, constitute the most important event in American
education in the last five years.”185
At the 1986 meeting, each of the seven task forces presented their findings, put forth
their recommendations, and created a governors’ action agenda entitled Time for Results. This
report summarized the 1986 NGA meeting. The school leadership and management task force
determined “in order to raise student performance, the selection, training, and support and
evaluation of school leaders would have to be improved.”186 The teaching task force desired to
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“rebuild the teacher education system, … [wanted] greater cooperation among school boards,
principals, and teachers, … and more attention [devoted] to teacher recruitment and
retention.”187 The school choice task force discussed the question of why choice should not be
an option in education when the public had a plethora of choices in all other aspects of life; and
the school readiness group focused its attention on at-risk children and the role of parental
involvement.188 The task force dealing with facilities suggested “better use of school property
for community activities … [the restoration of] buildings to safety and good repair … and
alternative school use and design.”189 The technology group investigated “the role of
technology as a teaching tool” and the task force on college quality raised “the question of
whether colleges and universities were succeeding in preparing students for the labor force.”190
In actuality, half of the issues the governors explored were ones previously addressed in
A Nation at Risk. The new issues the NGA grappled with were school readiness, technology,
school facilities, and school choice. While the issues were important, what was more
noteworthy was “the ability of the governors to work together across party lines on educational
issues and to speak with a unified public voice. This was, in a sense, a trial run”191 for the1989
Education Summit.
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In 1989, the Nation’s governors and several top business leaders convened due to “a
commitment to restructure and to make those fundamental changes that are needed if we're
going to improve educational performance.”192 President George H. W. Bush told the group,
“doing more of the same is unlikely to accomplish what we need,” 193 and thus an entirely new
direction in educational reform – significantly increased federal involvement -- had begun. At
the end of the two day Education Summit, President Bush congratulated those involved noting,
“We've reached agreement on the need for national performance goals, on the need for more
flexibility and accountability, the need for restructuring and choice, and I agree with Governor
Clinton that this is a major step forward in education.” 194 The Education Summit created six
educational goals, which were expanded to include two more in 1994, when President Clinton
signed Goals 2000 into law with the passage of the Educate America Act.195
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The primary purpose of Goals 2000, was to promote “coherent, nationwide, systematic
education reform.”196 Specifically, the Act sought to improve the quality of learning and
teaching, define local and federal responsibilities, stimulate the development of a voluntary
national system of skill standards to enhance the skills of future workers, and most of all, to
“provide equal educational opportunity for all students.”197 Congress declared, by the year
2000 1) all children will start school ready to learn; 2) the high school completion rate will
increase to 90%; 3) all students in grades four, eight, and twelve will demonstrate achievement
in the core subjects of English, mathematics, science, foreign language, social studies, and the
arts; 4) all teachers will have access to continuing education programs and the opportunity for
professional development; 5) American students will rank top in the world in mathematics and
science; 6) every adult will be literate and possess the skills to compete in a global economy; 7)
every school will be drug, alcohol, violence, and firearm free and be a place for disciplined
learning; and 8) every school will promote partnerships with families that will increase parent
participation.198
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Education had been perceived as a state and local concern, as it was not an area granted
federal jurisdiction by the U.S. Constitution.199 Notwithstanding an absence of federal
Constitutional jurisdiction, there is a long history of federal involvement in education. The
history, however, is one of ensuring opportunity and equal access, not of direct regulation and
micromanagement. This history changed with Goals 2000, as it set a new precedent for the
American education system – for the first time since the federal Constitution was signed, the
federal government became intimately involved with local public schools.200 This was the
intent of the Education Summit, which was the impetus for Goals 2000. Governor Branstad of
Iowa, a member of the Education Summit, recapitulated the beliefs of the participants when he
remarked, “we [the fifty governors, business leaders, and President Bush] unanimously agree
that there is a need for the first time in this nation's history to have specific results-oriented
goals.”201 Yet, this belief was not held by all. Benjamin Superfine, a lawyer and a professor at
the University of Illinois, wrote, “Goals 2000 represented one of the greatest intrusions of the
federal government into education policy, an area traditionally reserved to the states.”202 Dr.
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Michael Heise, a lawyer and a professor at Cornell University, concurred. Heise stated Goals
2000 “dramatically increase[d] the federal government’s educational policymaking role.”203
“Goals 2000 … increase[d] the federalization – shift in control from state and local
governments to the federal government – of American educational policy.”204 By doing this,
Goals 2000 also laid the foundation for a standardized, national curriculum. President Bush
and the Nation’s governors were taking advantage of the era’s negative zeitgeist and using it to
move educational policy to the federal agenda, away from state and local control. Peter B.
Dow, author of Schoolhouse Politics: Lessons from the Sputnik Era, asserted, “decisions about
educational reform are driven far more by political considerations, such as the prevailing public
mood, than they are by any systematic effort to improve instruction.”205
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There were three major themes in Goals 2000, creating an “opportunity” and/or
“access” to high standards, the concept of 100% compliance, and the degree to which Congress
had the ability to enforce the provisions set forth in the Act. The first theme, creating the
opportunity for all to learn and achieve at the highest levels, used vacuous language. For
example, Goals 2000 used wording such as, “provide equal educational opportunity” and
“provide all students with an opportunity to learn.”206 These phrases made good sound bites for
the media and public, but this language, in actuality, constituted hollow promises.207
Opportunity does not equate to accomplishment. It was, therefore, not sufficient to solely
provide an opportunity for learning. Goals 2000 offered no specific plan to attain its goals.208
For example, merely providing teachers with access to professional development did not mean
the teachers took advantage of the new learning experiences, incorporated this learning into
their teaching, and/or improved in any way. The same problem was true for the 100%
compliance wording.
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Seven of the eight goals contained language indicating 100% compliance, i.e., “all
students will leave grades 4, 8, and 12 having demonstrated competency over challenging
subject matter.”209 It was statistically and realistically impossible to garner 100% compliance
with these goals.210 The only goal that did not use language such as “every” or “all” was the
goal to decrease the high school drop out rate, which was set at 10%.
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The law stated by the year 2000, the “high school graduation rate will … [be] at least
90%.”211 Dr. Robert Seidman, professor at New Hampshire College observed, the high school
graduation rates had been stabilized “at about 75% where it has been since 1965.”212 This
suggested the 90% goal was unrealistic. Yet, the National Center for Education Statistics
reported that as of October 2000, the national high school completion rate was 86.5%. This
was an average of the completion rates of 91.8% for white students, 83.7% for Black students,
84.1% for Hispanic students, and 94.6% for Asian students.213 (As of 2009, the completion
rates were even higher, with a national average of 89.75%.214) Although Goals 2000 offered no
plan for achieving the higher high school graduation rate, this goal was accomplished.
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Since 100% compliance was embedded in the other seven goals, it is not surprising
those goals were not met, yet the Department of Education and other governmental agencies
touted success in most of the seven areas.215 The National Education Goals Panel (NEGP), an
independent, executive agency in charge of monitoring state and national progress towards the
National Education Goals set by Goals 2000, collected data to ascertain progress toward
meeting the goals.216 According to the NEGP, four indicators were used to determine if Goal
One, school readiness, was met.217 While the NEGP did not explicitly state whether the goal
was met (it was not), it produced four sets of data showing progress towards the goal218: in
1999 fewer babies were born with diseases, more children were immunized, more families
were reading to their children, and more at-risk children were attending pre-school. Based on
the data presented by the NEGP, the goal was not met, but there were small movements in the
right direction.219
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The data from the NEGP for Goal Three, (student achievement in core academic
subjects) were inadequate as there was insufficient information to draw meaningful
conclusions.220 Reading, writing, mathematics, science, civics, history, and geography were
used as the core subjects, and grades four, eight, and twelve were used as benchmark years.
Unfortunately, the data were incomplete: at times public school data were aggregated with
private school data and at times they were not; only ten percent of the categories had baseline
data for the year 1990; only ten percent of the categories had benchmark data for the year 2000;
and almost one third of the categories had only one piece of datum for the entire ten year span.
Although the NEGP claimed improvement in fourth grade reading (public and private
combined), eight grade reading (public and private combined), fourth grade math (public and
private combined), eighth grade math (public and private combined), and twelfth grade math
(public and private combined), the conclusions were based on only three or four pieces of data
and most were not 1990 to 2000 comparisons.221
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Further clouding the waters of goal achievement are the data from the NAEP. The
National Assessment of Education Process (NAEP), a division of the Department of Education,
reported average reading scores for fourth graders rose three points, scores for eighth graders
rose two points and scores for twelfth graders fell two points during the years from 1990 to
1999.222 During the same time frame, average mathematics scores rose two points for fourth
graders, six points for eighth graders, and three points for twelfth graders.223 Since reporting to
the NAEP is voluntary, discrepancies in reporting may exist, as not all the same districts submit
scores during each reporting year and there is also a varied mix of public and private schools
reporting data.
The Fourth Goal, access to continuing education and professional development
opportunities for all teachers, was (and is) difficult to measure. The NEGP tried to use the
percentage of teachers who participated in professional development and the percentage of
“teacher preparation” (defined by the NEGP as the percentage of secondary public school
teachers who are certified and have a major or minor in the subject areas they teach), but no
data were reported and or used.224
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Unfortunately, American students were nowhere near the top ranks in success in
mathematics and science (or even in reading), as compared to other industrialized nations, as
measured by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the
Program for International Student Assessment (PISA).225 Although the NEGP reported
“improvement” and used the number of mathematics and science degrees awarded to college
graduates as the support for its conclusions – an increase from 28% in 1990 to 31% in 1997226 –
the OECD reported much different data. In 2009, the United States ranked 17th out of 34
industrialized countries for performance in science and was tied for 25th (with Spain and the
Czech Republic) for performance in mathematics. America was tied (with Poland and Iceland)
for 12th place for reading scores.227
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The NAEP reported no change in the adult literacy rate and used participation in adult
education and higher education as its sources of information.228 Goal Six, every adult will be
literate and possess skills to compete in a global economy, led to the 1991 National Literacy
Act,229 but did not eradicate adult illiteracy. The 1993 National Adult Literacy Survey gathered
data and determined approximately 50% of the American population was in the lowest two
levels of reading and writing comprehension.230 Forty four million adults were at the lowest
levels and had such “limited skills that they were unable to respond to much of the survey,”
even though the participants did not perceive they had a problem.231 Only 20% of the U.S.
population had literacy skills considered to be at the highest levels.232 The National Adult
Literacy Survey stated, “Although Americans today are, on the whole, better educated and
more literate than any who preceded them, many employers say they are unable to find enough
workers with the reading, writing, mathematics, and other competencies required in the
workplace.”233
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As for Goal Seven, the NAEP reported improvement in student victimization, and no
change in student alcohol use and class disruptions by students (as reported by students).234
The NAEP reported an increase of overall student drug use, teacher victimization, and class
disruptions by students (as reported by teachers). Due to the inconsistencies in reporting and
the differing definitions, it was (and still is) difficult to obtain comparable data from year to
year, regarding school safety issues. Since 1992 there have been 270 violent deaths in schools,
of which 207 were due to guns.235 The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
stated “there is not a consistent definition [of what constitutes school violence] over the years
and throughout the Nation, therefore it is difficult to monitor, examine trends, and determine
the magnitude of the problem.”236 However difficult to measure, it is clear our schools are not
drug, alcohol, and weapon free.
The information on school-parent relationships was inconclusive, as the NAEP did not
have enough data.237 During the ten-year period from 1990 to 2000, there was only one piece
of data regarding parent-teacher conference attendance and one piece of data for percentage of
parent involvement.238
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Goals 2000 was a significant step on the path toward the federalization of America’s
public education system.239 It was in direct response to A Nation at Risk and was in part a
political move by the Nation’s governors. Legitimate concerns about the state of public
education were raised and some progress was made in the ten years that followed Goals 2000,
however, due to the 100% compliance language used, it was doomed to failure from the start.240
No Child Left Behind
In 2001, the Bush Administration passed legislation to further increase the role of the
federal government in American education. The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001241 (NCLB)
was signed into law and became effective in January 2002. It was the latest reauthorization of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965242 (ESEA), but the public considered it a
new law due to the major changes the legislation made.243 In April 1965, Congress passed the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act,244 just a few months after it was originally
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introduced, as a part of the Great Society reforms of the sixties.245 This Act was a cornerstone
of President Lyndon B. Johnson’s “War on Poverty.”246 The law was enacted less than one
year after the 1964 Civil Rights Act247 and was designed to ensure states were following the
new desegregation laws; the Civil Rights Act was the stick and the ESEA was the carrot.248 It
was the “federal government’s first formalized foray into public K-12 education”249 and
provided “legal authority for the U.S. government’s financial support of K-12 education.”250
At the time, it was “the most sweeping educational bill ever to come before Congress. It
represent[ed] a major new commitment of the Federal Government to quality and equality in
the schooling that we offer our young people.”251 It also represented an “unprecedented
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watershed event in education evaluation. … Because of the ESEA, educational evaluation
became a growth industry.”252
The central goal of the ESEA was to “strengthen and improve educational opportunities
in the Nation’s elementary and secondary schools,”253 and more specifically, to fulfill the
“special educational needs of educationally deprived children.”254 To fulfill this goal, Title I,
the main provision of the ESEA, gave federal funding to schools (both public and parochial) to
help meet the needs of educationally and economically deprived children. The rationale for
this provision was as President Johnson asserted, “education is the only valid passport from
poverty.”255
Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act256 provided federal funds to
improve library resources, textbooks, and other instructional materials, while Title III funded
“supplementary educational services,”257 such as continuing adult education, the arts,
mathematics and science. Title IV established funds for educational research and training, Title
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V strengthened and expanded state departments of education, and Title VI outlined the general
provisions of the law.
There were three significant changes to education policy resulting from the passage of
the ESEA in 1965. First, “it signaled the switch from general federal aid to education towards
categorical aid [and tied] aid to national policy concerns.”258 Second, it “resulted in an
expansion of state bureaucracies and larger involvement of state governments in educational
decision-making.”259 And third, it allowed federal aid to be allocated to parochial schools, by
earmarking the funds directly to the students.260
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act261 was amended and reauthorized
numerous times, five times in the first five years after it was passed and six more times from
1977 to 2001. In 1967, to accommodate the “rising number of non-English-speaking
immigrant students,”262 Title VII – the Bilingual Education Act --was added to the ESEA. This
was the first major amendment. Its purpose was to support students who, because of their
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inability to speak English and their family’s low income (annual earnings less than $3,000263)
were considered economically disadvantaged.264 The 1968 and 1969 Amendments broadened
the Act to include funding for disabled children, technology for rural schools, and established
the National Commission on School Finance. In 1972, Title IX was added to the ESEA. Title
IX prohibits discrimination, based on gender, in educational programs and/or activities
receiving federal funds.
The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES),265 the Education of the
Handicapped Amendments, and the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)266
were created as a result of the amendments to the ESEA in 1974. One year later, the Education
for all Handicapped Children Act267 -- ensuring that all children with disabilities receive a free
education designed to meet their particular needs -- was passed. The Amendments of 1977268
introduced a comprehensive basic skills program intended to increase student achievement. In
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Improving America’s Schools Act of 1994 (IASA),270 and included Title IX which broadened
the law to include Indian Education.271
The 1994 Improving America’s Schools Act (IASA)272 was passed eight months after
Goals 2000 and was an important part of the Clinton Administration’s education reform policy.
President Clinton did not want the two laws merged, as he feared “any additional money that
might be garnered for Goals 2000 would be used to support Title I and not the broader systemic
reforms he envisioned.”273 The IASA required academic standards be the same for all students
– regardless if they were Title I or non-Title I students. The IASA also created the Eisenhower
Professional Development Program to assist schools in meeting these new standards.274 The
law did, however, provide greater flexibility for states in the form of waivers for some of the
federally mandated requirements. The IASA was intended to work in tandem with Goals
2000, requiring states “to work to develop content and performance standards along the same
lines as Goals 2000, with assessments aligned to those standards.”275
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In 2002, NCLB’s high expectations came at the end of a long and winding history of
education policy in the United States. In the 1800s Horace Mann championed the notion that
an education be free and available to everyone, regardless of social class.276 In spite of Mann’s
philosophy, prior to the Civil War, education was primarily viewed as an endeavor reserved for
the elite, upper class. After the war, however, the view changed when newly freed slaves
eagerly filled classrooms.277 In 1892, a curriculum which included “English, mathematics
(including geometry and algebra), physics, chemistry, Latin, history, and geography” was
advocated.278 From 1918 until 1945, the idea of high standards gradually declined, until the
concept of “life adjustment education” became in vogue.279 Charles Prosser believed “most
students -- 60 percent – should expect a future without higher education or employment in
desirable skilled occupations.”280 The U.S. Office of Education embraced this theory281 which
was the antithesis of Horace Mann’s views.
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NCLB was President George W. Bush’s first piece of legislation. Many believed this
was the most significant educational policy in a generation.282 The overall purpose of the law
was to ensure every child in America was able to meet rigorous learning standards, a theory
taken from Goals 2000.”283
NCLB federally funded programs to improve the performance of schools by increasing
the accountability of states, districts, and schools and by providing flexibility for parents in
choosing schools for their children.284
The law laid out detailed goals with a time line for accomplishment, and then imposed
heavy sanctions on schools that did not meet those goals.285 The specific goals were 1) by the
2005-2006 school year, all students will be taught by highly qualified teachers; 2) by the 20132014 school year, all students will reach high standards, at a minimum attaining proficiency or
better in reading and mathematics; 3) by the 2013-2014 school year, all students will be
proficient in reading by the end of the third grade; 4) all limited English proficient students will
become proficient in English;286 5) all students will be educated in learning environments that
are safe, drug free and conducive to learning; and 6) all students will graduate from high
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school.287 The law provided a combination of requirements, resources, and incentives to help
schools meet the goals.288 The idea was to close the achievement gap and raise all students to a
high level. Just as with A Nation at Risk, there was an urgency to correct the perceived dire
condition of education. “The United States’ economic superiority, once unchallenged, was
now under siege from a host of developing nations rapidly producing their own bumper crops
of scientists, engineers, and innovators.”289
No Child Left Behind’s requirements placed an onerous burden on states to comply
with the regulations and find the funds to pay for it. Because the federal government legislated
a policy and required the states to pay for its compliance, many believed NCLB constituted an
unfunded mandate.290 Michigan and Connecticut both brought suits against the Secretary of
Education, asking that they not be required to comply with the new law on the basis that it was
an unfunded mandate. Both Michigan and Connecticut lost their cases, as the Supreme Court
decided the law did not constitute an unfunded mandate.291 While Connecticut and Pontiac
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cases were underway, the Department of Education was taking stock of the general state of
education in America.
A Nation Accountable
A quarter of a century after the U. S. Department of Education published A Nation at
Risk, the Department of Education compiled data to ascertain what advances the Nation
amassed, vis-á-vis the problems enumerated in the 1983 report. In A Nation Accountable:
Twenty-five Years After A Nation at Risk,292 the U.S. Department of Education countermanded
itself by proclaiming in the introduction to the report, “if we were ‘at risk’ in 1983, we are at
even greater risk now”293 and then by stating a page and a half later, “we have made progress
since 1983.”294 Under the auspices of then Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education,
Margaret Spelling, the report relied on estimates and not actual data. This important fact was
but briefly mentioned in an endnote of the report.295
Spelling highlighted the progress the Nation made in the five areas A Nation at Risk
indicated needed improvement: curriculum, expectations for students, time allocation, teacher
quality, and educational leadership/financial support.296 In 1983, the Commission suggested all
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high school students needed to receive a “heavy dose of English, math, science, social studies,
(and for the college bound, foreign language)”297 and an introduction to computer science. A
Nation Accountable reported as of 2005, “almost 65 percent of high school graduates were
taking the recommended course work – four times the rate that students took the recommended
course work in 1983.”298 This gain was overshadowed by the negative comments about “easy
courses, the curricular smorgasbord available to high school students,”299 and the lack of
academic growth made by high school students. These disparaging statements were not
supported by data, but were used by educational critics for decades.300 The report continued by
informing the public the educational achievement of the average 17 year old “ha[d] stagnated”
since 1983,301 and offered The Nation’s Report Card,302 published in 2008 using 2004 data, as
support. When evaluating the data given, it seemed the average 17-year-old student made some
gains in math, but lost ground in reading.303
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The 1983 Report advised, “schools … [should] adopt more rigorous and measurable
standards, and higher expectations, for academic performance.”304 The states responded by
adopting individual state standards and then created curricula and tests and found textbooks,
which aligned to those standards.305 By 1989, when the Nation’s governors met for their annual
meeting, the momentum at the state level led to the adoption of national K-12 performance
goals.
The Report uncovered “three disturbing facts about the use ... of time [in American
public schools]: 1) compared to other nations, American students spend much less time on
school work; 2) time spent in the classroom and on homework is often used ineffectively; and
3) schools are not doing enough to help students develop … study skills … or the willingness
to spend more time on school work.”306 In A Nation Accountable, the public was told as of
2008, “our children do not spend more time in school than they did in 1983.”307 Furthermore,
American students “are spending fewer hours per week on academic subjects and have a
shorter school year than many other industrialized countries.”308 No suggestions for a
methodical strategy to correct this situation were offered.
The last area A Nation at Risk tackled was that of teaching. Specifically, the
Commission noted “academically able students are [not] being attracted to teaching; teacher
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preparation programs need substantial improvement; the professional working life of teachers
is on the whole unacceptable; and a serious shortage of teachers exists in key fields.”309
Twenty-five years later we were told nothing of changes that may have occurred. A Nation
Accountable lamented the situation, but used no data and gave no specifics. The public was
only told “there is little evidence to conclude that this provision [No Child Left Behind’s Highly
Qualified Teacher provision] has led to notable increases in the requisite subject-matter
knowledge of teachers or to increases in measures of individual teacher effectiveness.”310
Some states moved toward performance pay,311 others made changes in the state laws regarding
teacher performance and evaluation, and still others created programs to attract “high-achieving
professionals” and to create non-traditional paths into teaching,312 but no data were given about
the impact of these changes.
While not addressed in the “Findings” section, A Nation at Risk did tackle the topic of
leadership and financial support. A Nation Accountable began its summary of the status of the
country as of 2008 with this statement, “Excellence costs. But in the long run mediocrity costs
far more.”313 One of the biggest changes since 1983 was the change in the job description for
building principals and district superintendents and the amount of money spent on public
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taken on the role of instructional leaders, as well as managers.315 Educational leaders were
(and are) required to do more than in the past; this translated into increased financing for
training and continuing education.316 The second area of change was the amount of money
spent on education on a per pupil basis. “Total spending and per-pupil spending – local, state,
and federal – have gone up dramatically,” even after adjusting for inflation.317 This would not
be problematic if America was receiving a return on her investment.318 Money does not equal
quality. According to the data in A Nation Accountable, the per-student spending increased
54.6% from 1984 to 2004, but reading comprehension, as measured by the Long-Term NAEP
Achievement Scores, held constant during the same time period.319
Education was still “at risk” according to A Nation Accountable. “Twenty-five years
later we know we face greater challenges.”320 The report informed the Nation, while a new
transparency in education exists and although we are better at articulating the problems, the
solution is far from us. In part because “not everyone is willing to accept and make the
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identified. The realization that America did not heed the “wake-up call” of A Nation at Risk led
to increased education standards and assessment as a method of correcting the perceived
problems of the education system. While the public was still digesting the information of A
Nation Accountable, the federal government was working to create a new generation of
education reform. Race to the Top, characterized as a “historic moment in education”322
created “significant change in [the American] education system, particularly in raising
standards and aligning policies and structures to the goal of college and career readiness.”323
Race to the Top
On February 17, 2009, President Barack Obama signed the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA).324 The ARRA invested in public education by providing a
foundation for educational reform.325 The ARRA established the Race to the Top Fund to
encourage and reward states for improving student achievement, ensuring student success in
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college and careers, and implementing education reform in four specified areas.326 The states
successful in achieving these goals were to serve as models for other states.
Race to the Top was a competitive grant program. Illinois was awarded a $42.8 million
Phase Three Race to the Top grant in December of 2011, following unsuccessful attempts in
the competition’s first two rounds.327 There were thirty-five participating Illinois school
districts involved in sixteen state projects.328 Among these projects was the focus on educator
effectiveness.329 Illinois’s involvement in Race to the Top was one of the primary precursors to
the adoption of the Performance Evaluation Reform Act (PERA)330 and Senate Bill 7331 in
2010.
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Illinois School History
Illinois Education
In 1818, Illinois became the twenty-first state, with an approximate population of
35,000.332 Almost forty years later, in 1854, the Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction was established.333 A year after the creation of this new office, the Illinois
legislature approved a law to provide a free public school system to the state’s children, and in
1856 the Illinois public school system was created.334 It was not until the ratification of the
third Illinois State Constitution in 1870 that the state officially supported the concept of a free
public school system.335 The 1870 Constitution expressly referenced, “The general assembly
shall provide a thorough and efficient system of free schools whereby all children of this State
may receive a good common school education.”336 The 1870 Constitution also provided for the
creation of local school boards and designated the state superintendent a constitutional
officer.337
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One hundred years later, in 1970, the Illinois Constitution was amended and Article X
created the State Board of Education.338 In addition, a nine member State Board of Education
replaced the previously elected position of Superintendent of Public Instruction. In 1984,
Illinois created the “Statements of Student Learning Outcomes” which eventually led to the
Illinois Learning Standards. A year later the Illinois General Assembly passed the Education
Reform Package,339 which created thirty-four State Goals for Learning340 and led to numerous
educational changes.341
One of the 1985 Education Reform Act342 changes was the addition of Article 24A to
the School Code i.e., “Removal or Dismissal of Teachers in Contractual Service.”343 Article
24A of the 1985 Illinois School Code included sections delineating the development of a
teacher evaluation plan (for teachers in contractual continued service and for probationary
teachers), the contents and components of the evaluation plan, training for teacher evaluators,
and pertinent definitions and rules.344
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The 1985 Reform Package also incorporated, for the first time, a specific “purpose of
schooling” into the Illinois School Code.345 In conjunction with the new purpose, each school
district was required to create learning objectives in the six main subject areas (i.e., language
arts, mathematics, social science, biological and physical science, fine arts and physical
development and health) and establish an accountability system designed to measure each
school district’s attainment of state and local objectives. Although required, each school
district had autonomy to create its own learning objectives and measurement system. In 1986,
in order to inform stakeholders of the progress schools were making toward the learning
objectives, Illinois School Report Cards were distributed to parents and citizens. The Illinois
Goal Assessment Program (IGAP)346 was used to measure student achievement starting in
1988.
The Reform Package also mandated, as of 1988, all persons seeking initial certification
for teaching, administration, and other certified positions must pass a basic skills test and
demonstrate proficiency in relevant content areas. In addition, a criminal background check
was initiated and the principal’s job description changed, emphasizing the role as an
instructional leader.347 The Reform Package also required regular personnel evaluations be
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conducted by evaluators who had received specific training. Lastly, the Reform Package
“called for the dismissal of teachers who, as a result of evaluation, have unsatisfactory work
performance and who [did] not demonstrate improvement in response to a remediation
program.” 348
The next major wave of changes to the Illinois School Code came in 1997 with the
adoption of the Illinois Learning Standards and Benchmarks. The Illinois Learning Standards
(ILS) were published on the heels of the creation of national content standards in many of the
subject areas for elementary and secondary students.349 These standards were intended to
“enhance, amplify, and clarify the 1985 goals”350 and were based on “what Illinois citizens
generally agree[d] upon as constituting a core of student learning.”351 The 1997 ILS were more
specific than the 1985 learning goals and included detailed benchmark statements designed to
assist school districts in creating curriculum and assessments. This represented a move towards
a standards-based state education system. The formal, yearly, standardized tests administered
to all Illinois students were also changed to reflect this new standards approach. In an effort to
align the state assessment with the new learning goals, the Illinois Standards Achievement Test
(ISAT) replaced the Illinois Goal Assessment Program (IGAP). With the new ISAT, students
in grades three through eight were tested in reading and mathematics and students in grades
four and seven were also tested in science. In addition to the ISAT, Illinois administered the
348 "James"Gordon"Ward,"Consensus&Politics&and&Local&Control:&The&1985&Illinois&Educational&
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Prairie State Achievement Exam (PSAE), correlated to the American College Test (ACT)
during high school as an exit exam. Every eleventh grade student was required to complete the
PSAE as a culminating assessment of elementary and secondary learning.
With a federal push for performance standards and the establishment of assessment
frameworks, two major changes were introduced to Illinois public schools during the 20002001 school year. The Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) created performance standards
for each main curricular content area. These performance standards “specif[ied] how well
students should perform at various points throughout their educational experience” in relation
to meeting state standards.352 These were developed as an optional resource for classroom
teachers and appended the learning standards.
The Illinois Assessment Framework (IAF)353 was created in response to the vast number
of inquiries ISBE received about the ISAT and PSAE test questions. It was anticipated IAF’s
focus on the five content areas of reading, writing, math, science, and social studies, would
yield higher student scores on the state assessments. Prior to 1985, Illinois provided little
direction to public schools regarding the purpose of education, educational objectives, and
learning targets. Less than two decades later, through legislation and numerous changes to the
School Code, Illinois had evolved in these areas.
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However, no more major changes to the Illinois education system occurred until 2010,
when in January, Governor Pat Quinn signed the Illinois Performance Evaluation Reform Act
(PERA)354 into law. This new law changed the teacher evaluation system and connected
teacher job security to teacher performance evaluation, which was connected to student
performance. This new law was an effort to increase teacher accountability and reduce the
power of tenure.355
Illinois School Reform and Illinois School Code
Illinois school improvement legislation progressed in stages, beginning with the
creation of learning goals in 1985. The learning goals were a major component of the 1985
Educational Reform Package.356 The changes created by the Reform Package necessitated
numerous changes to the Illinois School Code. In response to the 1983 report, A Nation at
Risk, the Illinois General Assembly created the Illinois Commission on the Improvement of
Elementary and Secondary Education.357 This Commission was created to respond to the
“wide and serious concerns … generated from the “gap between public expectations and school
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performance”358 and a perception Illinois did not have a “clear picture of what the state viewed
as important in education.”359
The Commission recommended 1) the primary purposes of education be identified, 2)
school districts make it a priority to achieve those purposes, 3) reasonable student achievement
expectations be created, and 4) local assessments of student learning be conducted and
reported, to inform the public of the extent to which students met the achievement
expectations.360 This increased accountability vis-á-vis student assessment and public reporting
was not a surprise.361 The decades of negative attitudes toward public education beginning
with Sputnik and continuing with A Nation at Risk made “the increased accountability
measures [of the Commission’s report and the resulting 1985 Educational Reform Package, a]
virtually forgone conclusion.”362 The decision to statutorily formalize the learning objectives,
student assessment, and public reporting of data placed “an expectation for continuous
improvement in local education” on the public agenda.363
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The 1985 Educational Reform Package created a protocol allowing tenured teachers to
be terminated for ‘cause’ after the required procedures were followed.364 The Illinois School
Code defined cause as “some substantial shortcoming which renders continuance in
employment detrimental to discipline and effectiveness of service, or something which the laws
and sound public opinion recognized as a good reason for the teacher to no longer occupy his
position.”365 The five major reasons for dismissal were unethical behavior, physical abuse of
students, personal misconduct, insubordination, and teacher incompetence. Of these, only
teacher incompetence relates to PERA and, therefore, will be the only reason addressed by this
study.
Teacher incompetence is generally defined as the inability or failure of a teacher to
provide adequate instruction to students.366 The Illinois statute does not define
incompetence.367 As a result, each legal case informs the judiciary’s working definition of the
term.368 Standard K of the Illinois Professional Teaching Standards369 “require[d] ‘the
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competent teacher understand education as a profession, maintain standards of professional
conduct, and provide leadership to improve students’ learning and well being.’”370 Standard K
elaborated by stating, “the competent teacher ‘follows codes of professional conduct and
exhibits knowledge and expectations of current legal directives.’”371
Paul W. Thurston,372 author of Dismissal of Tenured Teachers in Illinois: Evolution of a
Viable System, believed Article 24A of the Illinois School Code could “significantly alter the
meaning of incompetence” due to mandatory evaluations and the changes to how remediability
was handled.373 He postulated Article 24A’s addition decreased the number of incompetency
dismissals, citing thirty dismissal cases between 1976 and 1985, while there were only four
cases in 1986 and 1987, and none in 1988 and 1989.374
Regina Umpstead, Kevin Brady, Elizabeth Lugg, Joann Klinker and David Thompson
also discovered through their research (conducted prior to PERA’s enactment) student
performance “remains an elusive legal criterion for disciplinary actions.”375 Their research
indicated the majority of teacher dismissals based upon incompetence focused on poor
classroom management and lack of understanding of content matter. Illinois required teachers
to improve student learning and well-being and to maintain standards of professional conduct
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as defined by the Illinois School Code.376 With PERA’s changes to Article 24A of the School
Code, it has become easier to hold teachers accountable for student performance. Currently,
Article 24A-5 requires student growth data to be used as a significant factor in rating overall
teacher performance.377
Article 24A of the 1985 School Code, Prior to PERA
In 1985, Article 24A of the Illinois School Code focused on the process of evaluating
teachers’ classroom performance. Article 24A contained the details of the evaluation plan,
rules for implementation, as well as the pertinent definitions, scheduling requirements, and the
corresponding rules for teacher evaluation.378 Article 24A of the 1985 School Code, while
more specific than any previous Code, was simultaneously silent and/or vague in many areas.
These areas will be addressed by the changes required by PERA and will be discussed in a later
portion of this study.379
In 1985, the School Code included the requirement for school districts to create and
submit a teacher evaluation plan for their teachers because “school districts … must ensure that
performance evaluation systems are valid and reputable and contribute to the development of
staff and improve student achievement outcomes.”380
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Article 24A-4 of the School Code required the “development and submission of [an]
evaluation plan … for all teachers.”381 This plan was required to be “submitted to the State
Board of Education for review and comment.”382 The evaluation plan needed to “include a
description of each teacher’s duties and responsibilities and of the standards to which the
teacher is expected to conform.”383
Article 24A-5 dealt with the content of the evaluation plan and the frequency of
evaluation for tenured teachers. This section specified tenured teachers were to be evaluated at
least once every two years. In 1985, the School Code allowed the teacher evaluations to be
completed by persons “not employed by or affiliated with the school district” or by someone
deemed a “qualified district administrator” or an assistant principal under the supervision of a
“qualified administrator.”384 The teacher’s attendance, planning, instructional methods,
classroom management, and competency in subject matter were all to be taken into account in
determining the teacher’s overall performance rating. At the end of the evaluation, the
teacher’s strengths and weaknesses were to be documented along with any support needed for
the teacher to improve. The statute mandated teachers would receive one of three overall
ratings: excellent, satisfactory, or unsatisfactory.385 A copy of the evaluation was to be placed
in the teacher’s personnel file.
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Article 24A-5 also provided the procedures triggered when a teacher received an overall
“unsatisfactory” performance rating. The 1985 statute stated, within thirty days of the
“unsatisfactory” evaluation rating a remediation plan designed to correct the teacher’s
deficiencies was to be developed and implemented.386 A consulting teacher,387 selected by the
district, was to assist with the facilitation of the remediation plan and to provide advice to the
remediating teacher.388 Written performance evaluations were required every thirty school
days during the ninety school day remediation period.389 These evaluations and the final
evaluation at the conclusion of the remediation plan were to be “separate and distinct from the
required annual evaluations.”390 Following the remediation plan, the 1985 law required further
evaluations for the six months following the successful completion of the remediation plan.391
After the six-month period, the teacher was reinstated to the “schedule of biennial
evaluation[s].”392
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If the teacher did not complete the remediation plan with a rating of “satisfactory,” the
teacher was to be dismissed.393 The consulting teacher could not be compelled to testify at the
teacher’s dismissal hearings.394 Immediate dismissal for “deficiencies which are deemed
irremediable”395 were also specified in this section of the 1985 School Code.
Article 24A-7, stated, “the State Board of Education is authorized to adopt such rules as
are deemed necessary to implement and accomplish the purposes and provisions of the
Article.”396 Article 24A-8 specified the evaluations of non-tenured teacher performance be
conducted once every school year.397 The remaining sections primarily dealt with principal
evaluations, the powers and duties of the Superintendent, and a variety of administrative
details.398
Pertinent Article 24A Teacher Dismissal Cases Prior to PERA (1985 - 2010)
Between the 1985 promulgation of the Illinois Educational Reform Act399 and the
addition of Article 24A to the Illinois School Code, and prior to the changes emerging from the
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resulting from “unsatisfactory” classroom performance ratings were litigated. These cases and
their import are discussed below, beginning with Powell v. Board of Education. Powell was
the first teacher dismissal case for unsatisfactory teaching performance after the 1985 changes
to the School Code. It is cited by numerous subsequent teacher dismissal cases, and set
precedent; therefore it is discussed first.402
Powell v. Board of Education403
Kenneth Powell was a tenured teacher with twenty-two years of experience with Peoria
School District 150. Powell’s March 1987 summative performance evaluation rated his
teaching performance as “unsatisfactory – needs improvement.” Powell was placed on a
remediation plan developed pursuant to Article 24A-5.404 According to school officials,
Powell’s classroom performance needed improvement in four areas; discipline, classroom
management, enthusiasm, and organization.405 The remediation plan was implemented during
the 1987-1988 school year, and Powell was notified if he did not successfully complete the
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remediation plan, he would be dismissed.406 At the culmination of the remediation plan, Powell
had failed to improve and his teaching performance was rated as “unsatisfactory” in each of his
quarterly reviews.407 The local board of education dismissed Powell and thereafter he
demanded a hearing.408 The hearing officer affirmed the local school board’s dismissal
decision.
Powell appealed the hearing officer’s ruling.409 The circuit court of Peoria County
reversed the hearing officer’s decision, finding the School Board had not met the statutory
requirements for initiating Powell’s remediation plan.410 The Board of Education appealed.
The Third District appellate court had two issues to decide: “whether Article 24A
require[d] school boards to ‘initiate’ or develop a remediation program as stated in the trial
court order,”411 and “whether there [could] be a discharge of a teacher who ha[d] undergone
remediation with the Board acting in only a ministerial capacity.”412
To resolve the first issue, the appellate court analyzed the trial court’s interpretation of
Article 24A vis-à-vis the “legislative scheme of Article 24A.”413 The court noted Article 24A
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was added to the School Code to “improve educational services by requiring that all certified
school district employees be evaluated … [placing] the majority of the responsibility for
evaluating teachers with school administrators.”414 The court noted an administrator was
responsible for the observation, the determination of the teacher’s strengths and weaknesses,
and the determination of the overall performance rating. More importantly, the court noted it
was an administrator who concluded whether the teacher had successfully completed the
remediation plan.415 “Given [the] legislative scheme and the unspecific language of the
statute,”416 the appellate court found “district administrators [were] … to develop the individual
teacher’s remediation plan under the overall supervision of the school board.”417
On the second issue, determining the extent of the school board’s involvement in
dismissing a teacher who failed to successfully complete a remediation plan, the court relied on
the language of Article 24-12. Article 24-12 stated, “a Board must give the teacher reasonable
warning in writing, stating specifically the causes which, if not removed, may result in charges
[Notice to Remedy]; however no such written warning shall be required if the causes have been
the subject of a remediation plan pursuant to Article 24A.”418 The appellate court agreed with
the School Board, citing the “clear statutory mandate set forth in the amended version of
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affirmation of the School Board’s decision to terminate Powell’s employment.
Dudley v. Board of Education420
There were no other Article 24A teacher dismissal cases in Illinois for five years. Then,
during the 1990-1991 school year, a tenured teacher was dismissed for not successfully
completing a remediation plan. Deborah Dudley, a tenured teacher in the Bellwood School
District, received an “unsatisfactory” evaluation for the 1990-1991 school year, and was placed
on a remediation plan. At the conclusion of the remediation plan, the School Board noted
Dudley failed to successfully complete the remediation plan and terminated her employment.
Dudley filed suit in the Circuit Court of Cook County, alleging her “evaluation and remediation
program for the 1990-91 and 1991-92 school years were conducted in a manner contrary to
Article 24A of the School Code.”421 During the time of the dismissal hearings, Dudley was
suspended without pay.422
The trial court dismissed Dudley’s first Count because it “failed to state a cause of
action and was not properly before the court because [Dudley] had failed to exhaust her
administrative remedies.”423 The second count dealt with Dudley’s claim that her suspension
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dismiss on the grounds that Dudley “failed to exhaust her administrative remedies.”425 The
trial court dismissed the case and Dudley appealed.
When the First District, Sixth Division appellate court heard the case, it had to decide
the issues of private right of action426 for enforcement of the School Code427 and whether the
evaluation plan was administered in compliance with Article 24A.428 Article 24-12 of the
School Code stated “the decision of the hearing officer is final unless the plaintiff pursues
administrative review under section 24-16.”429 Since “one may not seek judicial relief from an
administrative action unless he has exhausted all administrative remedies available” and since
the only exception to this rule is in the circumstance “when a party challenges the
constitutionality of a statute on its face,”430 the appellate court affirmed the trial court’s
dismissal decision.
“Because [Dudley had] challenged the provisions of Article 24A only as they applied to
her,”431 and her challenge was not based on “the claim that Article 24A was invalid on its
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assistance in the resolution of the matter.433 The appellate court found Dudley had not
exhausted all administrative remedies and therefore affirmed the trial court’s dismissal of her
complaint.
Davis v. Board of Education434
At approximately the same time as the Dudley case, another teacher dismissal case was
making its way through the legal system. George Davis had been employed by the Chicago
Board of Education since 1963 and began teaching automotive mechanics in the fall of 1989.
Davis’ principal, Dr. Charles Lutzow, observed Davis’s classroom teaching performance on
many occasions and noted several deficiencies. In an effort to correct the deficiencies, Lutzow
met with Davis numerous times to discuss areas of weakness and offered suggestions for
improvement. Unsatisfied with Davis’ response, Lutzow rated Davis’ teaching performance as
“unsatisfactory” and thereafter developed a remediation plan.435 The forty-five school day
remediation plan436 specified ten areas of weakness, including inadequate knowledge of content
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area, inadequate preparation, failure to motivate students, failure to implement suggestions for
improvement, and failure to use class time effectively.437
Davis indicated he understood the terms of the remediation plan and worked with his
department head, who also served as the consulting teacher.438 During implementation of the
remediation plan, Davis was observed at least ten times. At the conclusion of the remediation
plan, the principal determined Davis had not made adequate progress and his teaching
performance remained “unsatisfactory.”439 The cited reasons for the unsatisfactory
performance rating were inability to explain the material to students, lack of organization,
failure to assign and check homework, and failure to implement suggestions for
improvement.440 As a tenured Chicago teacher, Davis could have received an additional
remediation plan, if the principal and consulting teacher determined the issues at hand were
remediable.441 As a result, Davis was dismissed, and he subsequently requested an
administrative hearing.
Based on the evidence, the hearing officer concluded school officials made the correct
decision as the evidence substantiated “nine of [the] ten charges of unsatisfactory performance
against Davis.”442 The hearing officer concluded Davis’ failure to improve and failure to
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satisfactorily complete the remediation plan constituted sufficient cause for dismissal. Davis
then filed suit in the Circuit Court of Cook County.
The trial court upheld the hearing officer’s decision and Davis appealed to the Illinois
Appellate Court. Davis contended the hearing officer, not the Board of Education, should have
made the decision whether or not to extend his remediation period, since “the statute clearly
vest[ed] the principal and the consulting teacher with the power to make this determination.”443
The appellate court did not agree with Davis. Davis also argued the forty-five day remediation
period was inappropriate because “he exhibited some improvement.”444 Article 24A prescribed
a forty-five day remediation period for Chicago Public School teachers, and the administrator
and consulting teacher had the authority to determine both whether the remediation time period
should be extended and whether the teacher’s performance was “satisfactory” or not.445
The appellate court also rejected Davis’ claim that a determination of remediability with
respect to his behavior had to be made, in order to ascertain if he should be dismissed. Article
24A-5(j) stated, “any teacher who fail[ed] to complete any applicable remediation plan with a
‘satisfactory’ or better rating” shall be dismissed in accordance with the School Code.446 In
addition, Powell v. Board of Education,447 previously established failure to complete a
remediation plan under Article 24A with a “satisfactory,” or better, rating constituted sufficient
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avenue for dismissal of incompetent teachers and drastically curtail[ed] the application of
remediation.”449
Therefore, the appellate court affirmed Davis’ dismissal. The appellate court
concluded, “despite minor improvements in certain deficient areas, the record supports the …
conclusion that Davis’ performance was unacceptable [and his] … deficiencies correlated
directly with his inability to do his job.”450
Board of Education v. Smith451
Similar to George Davis, Vashti Smith was also a thirty-year veteran teacher, and her
case was decided just one year after the Davis decision. Vashti Smith had been employed by
the Chicago Public Schools since 1969 and was dismissed near the end of the 1990-1991
school year for not successfully completing a remediation plan.452 In March 1991, Smith’s
“unsatisfactory” performance rating stemmed in part from her failure to record grades, maintain
bulletin boards, follow the math curriculum, and prepare appropriate lesson plans.453 After a
conference with her principal, Robert Kellberg, Smith was placed on a remediation plan
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starting March 12, 1991.454 During the period of remediation, Kellberg conducted at least four
observations and held post observation conferences with Smith.
The remediation period ended on May 21, 1991 and on May 23 Kellberg notified Smith
“her performance was still unsatisfactory, that the remediation period would not be extended,
and that he was going to recommend that she be dismissed.”455 On May 24, Kellberg sent a
letter to the Deputy Superintendent of Schools recommending Smith’s dismissal.456 Smith was
dismissed and subsequently protested the Board’s decision. An administrative hearing was
held.
Smith requested to be reinstated on the grounds the proper classroom observation forms
were not used … and because Smith had not received an evaluation at the conclusion of the
remediation period, as required by the Teacher Evaluation Plan and the district’s Handbook of
Procedures and the School Code.457 The hearing officer found Smith’s dismissal “void
because, after Smith was placed on remediation, the Board failed to utilize the ‘Classroom
Teacher Visitation Form’ and failed to provide an evaluation at the end of her remediation
period.”458 The hearing officer also held Smith had not waived her right to object, because
Smith had communicated to the Board her assertions concerning the various violations of
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hearing officer ordered Smith reinstated subject to the successful completion of another fortyfive day remediation plan.460 The Board sought judicial review.
The Circuit Court reversed the hearing officer’s decision after deciding Smith had
waived her right to object to not receiving an evaluation. The judge remanded the case back to
the hearing officer on the issue of whether Smith’s teaching was satisfactory or not.461 “Upon
remand, the hearing officer determined Smith had been dismissed for cause under the School
Code. Whether Smith’s teaching was satisfactory or unsatisfactory was not under discussion,
as the hearing officer found Smith’s dismissal void because the district failed to follow the
proper procedures.462 Upon review, the circuit court affirmed and the Board appealed.
The First District, Second Division appellate court reviewed the facts and reversed the
circuit court’s decision, thereby affirming the decision of the hearing officer. The appellate
court concluded Smith had not received a proper evaluation at the culmination of the
remediation period and school officials had failed to use the proper forms. As for the trial
court’s interpretation of the Administrative Code concerning waiving the right of objection, the
appellate court found “no binding authority which interpret[ed]” this section of the Code, and
therefore favored the narrow scope used by the hearing officer.463 The appellate court
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concluded even if the proper forms had not been used, had the substance of the forms been a
true evaluation, it would have sufficed. But, the court determined the “evaluation” Smith
received at the end of the remediation period, was not a true evaluation in accordance with the
School Code and the Handbook. Therefore, the dismissal was void.464 The circuit court’s
decision was reversed and the hearing officer’s decision overturning Davis’ dismissal was
affirmed.
Board of Education v. Spangler465
The last tenured teacher dismissal case to be decided in the 1990s was the Spangler
case. Raymond Spangler was a tenured teacher in the Elk Grove School District and had
received satisfactory reviews prior to the 1996-1997 school year. During September 1996,
Spangler’s principal, Bruce Brown, observed Spangler five times and sent Spangler a letter
detailing his concerns “that needed immediate attention.”466 Brown advised Spangler if he did
not improve, “it might result in an unsatisfactory rating.”467 At the summative evaluation
meeting in April of the school year, Spangler received an unsatisfactory rating on his teaching
performance. Five areas of deficiency were cited, among them, “instructional methods, lesson
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planning and organization, concept of lesson directions, and pacing.”468 A remediation plan
was implemented at the end of the school year.
During the first quarter of the remediation period, Spangler was observed multiple times
and received an “unsatisfactory rating on his … progress.”469 The first quarter evaluation also
noted, “concerns [detailed] in the remediation plan remained largely unaddressed by
Spangler.”470 Numerous observations occurred during each of the three subsequent
remediation quarters, and Spangler was given an “unsatisfactory” rating each quarter.471 At the
conclusion of the remediation period, Spangler received an overall unsatisfactory rating and the
Board of Education passed a resolution to dismiss him.472
At the request of Spangler, a hearing was held and the hearing officer reversed the
Board’s decision. The hearing officer concluded while Spangler’s teaching had deficiencies,
they “hardly appear[ed] to be so serious as to warrant an unsatisfactory rating.”473 Of the
school board’s seventeen charges against Spangler, there were only six charges the hearing
officer found to constitute “a legitimate complaint” or “sustained” or “serious enough.”474 The
hearing officer concluded, “the Board failed to show by a preponderance of evidence that
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Spangler deserved an unsatisfactory rating during the remediation year, nor should he have
been dismissed.”475
The Board appealed and the circuit court affirmed the hearing officer’s decision.476
Upon appeal, the Illinois Appellate Court focused on two issues: the scope of a hearing
officer’s authority, and if the charges proven warranted dismissal.
With respect to the issue of the scope of the hearing officer’s authority, the Board
argued the hearing officer had “no authority to evaluate the seriousness or gravity of the
charges when ascertaining whether the Board had met its burden of proving that an
unsatisfactory rating was justified.”477 The Board further argued the hearing officer could
“only determine whether the Board had proven, by a preponderance of the evidence, the
charges alleged.”478
Instead, the board argued the hearing officer substituted “his judgment for that of the
board.”479 The appellate court disagreed with the Board’s interpretation of Article 24-12 of the
School Code. The court stated, “it was the legislature’s intent to give full and total authority to
the hearing officer to make the ultimate decision and determination as to dismissal.”480
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The Board also argued the hearing officer’s decision to reverse the dismissal of
Spangler was erroneous. The Board asserted since it proved six of the charges against
Spangler, the hearing officer “was required as a matter of law to dismiss Spangler.”481 The
hearing officer, however, believed only two of the charges were fully supported.482 The
appellate court grappled with the question of whether the hearing officer was required to find
Spangler’s teaching performance properly rated “unsatisfactory” because he found two of the
charges to be proven.483 After consideration, the appellate court found the Board failed to
provide “any authority in support of its argument”484 and the court “reject[ed] the Board’s
argument that the hearing officer erred as a matter of law in failing to uphold the dismissal
based on the fact that a certain number of charges were proven.”485 For these reasons, the
appellate court affirmed the reversal of Spangler’s dismissal.
Buchna v. Board of Education486
Similar to the Smith case, where strict adherence to procedures was of the utmost
importance, the Buchna case also exemplifies the consequences of not following the School
Code. Lauri Buchna, a third grade teacher at Illinois Valley Central Unit School District No.
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321, was placed on a one-year remediation plan, after receiving a rating of “Does not Meet
District Expectations” during the 1997-1998 school year.487 The remediation plan
encompassed ten areas in which Buchna was found to be deficient, including instructional
planning, instructional methods, classroom management, subject matter competence, and
professional responsibilities.488 She was subsequently terminated for failing to successfully
complete the remediation plan. At the end of the fourth quarterly evaluation during the yearlong remediation period, Buchna received an overall rating of “Does not Meet District
Expectations” and was dismissed.489
After her employment was terminated, Buchna appealed to the Illinois State Board of
Education, asking for a directed verdict arguing “her termination was improper because the
District failed to comply with Article 24A’s mandatory language” and procedures.490 In
particular, Buchna argued since she did not receive an evaluation using the three ratings
specified in Article 24A, the termination was invalid.491 The hearing officer denied the motion,
stating the District had “substantially complied with Article 24A.”492 The circuit court affirmed
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the hearing officer’s decision, finding “the decision was neither against the manifest weight of
the evidence, nor contrary to law.”493
Buchna appealed on the grounds school officials had “ignored the requirements” of
Article 24A’s statutory language requiring the use of three specific performance ratings and
instead “rated [her] under a scheme using only two ratings – neither of which employed the
statutory language.”494 The court ruled “aside from the simple issue of compliance, such
disregard threatens the legislature’s intended application of Article 24A-5.”495 Accordingly,
the court held the school district’s noncompliance with Article 24A’s statutory procedure
invalidated the Board of Education’s authority to remediate Buchna’s teaching performance.496
Therefore, it reversed Buchna’s dismissal. The Buchna decision affirmed the requirement for
school officials to strictly adhere to the language and procedures detailed in Article 24A.
Raitzik v. Board of Education497
The Buchna case highlighted the need to follow procedures, and following procedures
is the reason cited in the Raitzik case for upholding the district’s decision to dismiss a tenured
teacher. Prior to the 2000-2001 school year, Charlene Raitzik, a tenured teacher with twenty-
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five years of experience, had received a majority of positive year-end performance ratings.498
Raitzik originally taught eighth grade, but was moved to the sixth, and then to the second
grade, due to her inability to “control”499 the students. The change in grade levels did not
improve Raitzik’s classroom management skills, and she was moved back to the sixth grade.500
From 1993 to 1995, Raitzik earned satisfactory and excellent ratings,501 however, in 1995
Raitzik “received an unsatisfactory rating”502 and was cited for “not maintaining a task-oriented
or orderly classroom, … not carrying out discipline procedures and … not motivating the
students.”503
Raitzik was put on a 90-day remediation plan following her second unsatisfactory rating
in 1996.504 The remediation plan was “extended twice before [Raitzik] successfully completed
the plan and raised her rating to satisfactory.”505 In the three years following successful
completion of the remediation plan, Raitzik earned two excellent and one satisfactory
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performance ratings.506 With each rating, it was noted her relationships with the students and
her classroom management skills still needed improvement.507
During the 2000-2001 school year Raitzik was observed two times and deficiencies
were noted, including not eliciting the cooperation of her students, not displaying student work,
lack of interpersonal skills, having a messy desk, having incomplete lesson plans and
attendance records, not being able to control her students, and not enforcing an assertive
discipline plan.508 In addition, students complained Raitzik had lost their homework and test
papers and made students re-do the work.509 Raitzik also submitted a disproportionally large
number of misconduct reports for her students.510 The administration believed the majority of
the student misconduct issues should have been handled by Raitzik via assertive discipline.511
Based on these observations, the principal gave Raitzik an unsatisfactory performance rating,512
and she was put on another 90-day remediation plan.513 The remediation plan identified five
main areas of deficiency; failure to “maintain reasonable student conduct, … establish positive
learning expectations for students, … evaluate pupil progress and maintain up-to-date records
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of pupils’ achievements, … use sound professional judgment, [and] provide a safe, orderly,
clean, and nicely decorated learning environment for the students.514”
The new remediation plan began February 2, 2001 and ended in the following school
year, on September 26, 2001.515 The plan clearly stated an unsatisfactory rating at the
conclusion of the remediation period could result in dismissal. During this remediation period,
Raitzik was observed eight times by Robert Alexander, her principal. For each classroom
observation a “Teacher Visitation form [was completed] and [a] post-observation conference
was held.”516 “On September 13, 2001, [the principal] noted that while [Raitzik] had improved
in some respects such as more grades in the grade book and a complete lesson plan, she spent
time arguing with one student and loading computers instead of teaching the class.”517 The
principal also stated Raitzik “was consistently using class time to grade homework rather than
to teach.”518 The consulting teacher also “noted that [Raitzik] did not implement any of the
suggestions she had given.”519
At the beginning of October 2001, Alexander sent Raitzik a letter notifying her she had
failed to complete the remediation plan with a satisfactory or better rating. The letter also
indicated Raitzik’s performance was deemed not remediable, due to her lack of sufficient
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progress,520 and therefore a recommendation for dismissal would to be submitted to the school
board.521 Alexander gave Raitzik a final performance rating of unsatisfactory, and the school
board approved the dismissal recommendation.522
Raitzik appealed and a hearing to review the decision was held. The hearing officer
ruled Raitzik should be reinstated.523 The decision was based upon the hearing officer’s belief
that issuing a Notice of Unsatisfactory Performance after “just two classroom visits” for a
tenured teacher was “troubling, even though the law stipulated two visits were sufficient.”524 In
addition, the hearing officer believed it “significant” that since 1990 Raitzik had received only
satisfactory and excellent performance ratings.525 He also noted Raitzik’s students had scored
above average (and the second highest in the grade level) on standardized tests.526 After
considering this information, and reviewing the five primary deficiencies alleged against
Raitzik in the remediation plan, the hearing officer found “some [deficiencies] were not proven,
some were proven but only in part, and none were ‘serious or grievous’ enough to merit
dismissal.”527 The hearing officer concluded Raitzik should be reinstated.528
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After considering the hearing officer’s decision, the Board decided to reject it and
confirmed the plaintiff’s dismissal.529 The Board’s primary reason for upholding the dismissal
was the belief Raitzik’s “failure to raise her rating constituted cause for her dismissal, which
was otherwise warranted”530 because Raitzik “failed to satisfactorily complete a remediation
plan.”531 Raitzik filed a complaint to the Circuit Court of Cook County for administrative
review, to appeal the Board’s decision.532 The trial court reviewed the facts and found “the
Board’s findings of fact were not contrary to the manifest weight of the evidence.”533 The
dismissal was affirmed. Raitzik appealed the trial court’s decision to the First District, Sixth
Division appellate court.
The appellate court found no procedural violations in the dismissal and stated Raitzik
had “indeed fail[ed] to raise her [teaching performance] rating as required under the
remediation process, which [was] cause for dismissal.”534 In addition, the court found “the
Board’s findings of fact provided a sufficient basis”535 for Raitzik’s dismissal. The appellate
court affirmed the lower court’s decision and the complaint was dismissed.
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Although this case was decided in 2012, post PERA, the time frame pertains to the
2007-2008 school year, which follows the pre-PERA School Code. James Scott MacDonald, a
tenured teacher with fourteen years of experience with the Pawnee Community School District,
was dismissed after failing to successfully complete a remediation plan.537 After receiving
satisfactory ratings as an art teacher over the previous fourteen years, MacDonald received an
unsatisfactory performance rating at the conclusion of the 2007-2008 school year.538 The
evaluation indicated four areas of deficiency: instructional management, student management,
attendance, and promptness.539
On June 2, 2008 MacDonald’s principal sent a letter to the president of the Pawnee
Education Association informing him MacDonald “had been rated ‘unsatisfactory,’ a
remediation plan would be written within 30 days [from the evaluation date], and the plan
would commence at the beginning of the 2008-2009 school year.”540 On October 22, 2008
MacDonald was sent a letter informing him of a meeting scheduled for October 27 to discuss
the contents of his remediation plan.541 MacDonald was unable to attend due to a previously
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scheduled medical appointment, and the meeting was held without him.542 A second meeting
took place on October 31, which MacDonald attended and received the remediation plan.543
Later, a revised copy of the remediation plan was given to Macdonald. Due to the timing
issues and the changes to the remediation plan, MacDonald was under the impression his
remediation plan did not begin until November 21, 2008.544
On November 10, 2008 MacDonald received the first of the required evaluations under
the 90-day remediation plan. MacDonald was also evaluated three additional times between
January and March of 2009. For each of the four evaluations, MacDonald’s performance was
rated as unsatisfactory.545 On April 14, 2009, a summative evaluation stated MacDonald had
not successfully completed the remediation plan.546 Based on these finding, the Board voted to
dismiss MacDonald.547
McDonald appealed and the hearing officer found “the school administrators complied
with procedural requirements, … cause existed to dismiss [MacDonald], and upheld the
Board’s decision to terminate [MacDonald’s] employment.”548 MacDonald requested an
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administrative review in the circuit court of Sangamon County, and at its conclusion the trial
court upheld the hearing officer’s decision.549
MacDonald appealed, arguing the Board violated Article 24A by failing to develop and
implement the remediation plan within 30 days550 of the unsatisfactory rating.551 The appellate
court found “the Board violated the procedural requirements of Section 24A-5(f) of failing to
create a remediation plan within a reasonable time”552 and therefore reversed the lower court’s
decision. MacDonald was reinstated with back pay and benefits.553
Montgomery v. Board of Education554
Clarence Montgomery was a tenured chemistry teacher at Tilden High School in the
city of Chicago. After many parent and teacher complaints about Montgomery’s teaching,
coupled with the high failure rate of his students, the Tilden principal, Phylis Hammond,
contacted the district’s administrator and supervisor for the remediation of teachers.555 She was
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informed Tilden did not have a consulting teacher556 on staff.557 The following school year,
“Edward Talbot, chair of the science department at Tilden, became a consulting teacher.”558
During the 2007 – 2008 school year Montgomery was observed twice and each time several
deficiencies in his teaching performance were noted. After each formal observation, the
principal held a conference with Montgomery and shared “specific recommendations to
improve his performance.”559 After each conference, Montgomery refused to sign the
observation and conference notes.560 No overall performance rating was given at either of
these observations.561 On December 7, 2007, Hammond issued an unsatisfactory rating of
Montgomery’s teaching performance based on his instructional performance, failure to foster
school relations, and lack of good professional and personal work habits.562
Talbot was assigned as the consulting teacher and a meeting was held to discuss the
remediation plan. At the meeting to revise the draft remediation plan, Montgomery refused to
participate in the process and refused to sign the plan, stating, “’do what you have to do.’”563 A
second meeting was held on December 12, 2007 and again Montgomery declined to participate
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began on December 18, 2007.565
During the remediation period, Montgomery was observed 38 times by the consulting
teacher and at least four times by the principal. Many deficiencies were noted during all of the
observations. Also during the remediation period, “one day in May [Montgomery] “did not
show up for school and did not call to report his absence.”566 Accordingly, Montgomery was
suspended. During his suspension, Montgomery failed to leave lesson plans for his
substitute.567 Hammond observed Montgomery at the 30, 60, and 90-day marks during the
remediation period and at each rated his teaching performance as unsatisfactory.568 At the end
of the remediation period, Montgomery was notified he “failed to complete the remediation
process with a satisfactory rating and … a request for his dismissal [was to be made] to the
Board.”569 The Board dismissed Montgomery.
An administrative hearing was held at which Montgomery stated he did not sign any
documents during the remediation period “because he did not want the documents to be used
against him.”570 He further stated he was not given any input into the creation of the
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remediation plan and never received the final plan document.571 Montgomery also stated he
never met with Talbot during the remediation process and only met with Hammond three, not
four times.572 In addition, Montgomery claimed the Board of Education did not meet the
procedural requirements of Article 24A-5 of the School Code because 1) “Hammond had not
provided an evaluation with supporting reasons prior to his unsatisfactory rating, which
predicated the remediation process;”573 2) “several procedural errors [were committed] during
the administration of the remediation plan;”574 and 3) “the Board … did not have the authority
to discharge him because it failed to prove by a preponderance of evidence that he failed to
successfully remediate his teaching performance.”575
The hearing officer concluded proper procedures had been followed with respect to
Montgomery’s first claim, citing “Hammond’s written reports” and “ample supporting reasons
for [the] eventual rating.”576 As for the second claim, the hearing officer “again found that
proper procedure had been followed.”577 Montgomery’s final claim was also denied with the
hearing officer finding “the Board ‘has proven by a preponderance of the evidence’ that
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[Montgomery] had ‘perform[ed] unsatisfactorily and fail[ed] to remediate pursuant to the
required procedure.’”578 Therefore, the hearing officer affirmed Montgomery’s dismissal.579
The decision was challenged in the Circuit Court of Cook County trial court. The court
reviewed four matters. The first and second matters were whether the statute of limitations was
violated when the remediation plan began, and why the consulting teacher was not allowed to
testify at the hearing, participate in evaluations, or rate Montgomery’s performance. The third
issue involved an “’unfounded’” police report and “’derogative materials’” placed in
Montgomery’s personnel file, and the fourth issue dealt with why Talbot did not participate in
the development of the remediation plan.580 Because Montgomery raised three of the four
issues “for the first, and only, time before the trial court,”581 the court held he “forfeited these
issue[s]” and any evidence regarding these claims would not be considered. The only
remaining issue was whether Talbot “participated in the development of [the] remediation plan,
as required by the Code.”582 As to this issue, the appellate court found Montgomery to have
“mischaracterize[ed] the testimony presented at the hearing.”583 The court found “no error in
the hearing officer’s determination”584 “that the provisions of section 24A-5(h) had been
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Supreme Court of Illinois, but his petition was denied.586
These were the pertinent cases under the 1985 iteration of Article 24A of the Illinois
School Code involving a teacher’s dismissal as a consequence of failing to successfully
complete a remediation plan. In 1989, Powell set precedent and was cited by numerous
subsequent teacher dismissal cases. Powell was the standard and the case courts relied upon to
interpret the 1985 School Code. The situation changed with the passage of the 2010
Performance Evaluation Reform Act,587 as the School Code was significantly altered.
The Evolution of the Illinois Performance Evaluation Reform Act of 2010 and the 2011 Illinois
Senate Bill 7
The Illinois Performance Evaluation Reform Act of 2010
For almost twenty-five years there were no significant changes made to Article 24A.
However, in January 2010, Governor Pat Quinn signed the Illinois Performance Evaluation
Reform Act (PERA).588 PERA represented the next phase of Illinois education reform, “in part
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to establish the prerequisites necessary”589 for Illinois’ bid for federal funds under the Race to
the Top grant program. In the fall of 2009, a group composed of representatives from various
educational professional organizations began working to improve the principal evaluation
system. This was the genesis of PERA.
Between late 2009 and early 2010, four bills were created and passed by the Illinois
legislature primarily due to Illinois’ attempt to secure Race to the Top funds. The four bills
were “a dramatic amount of policy change in a short period of time.”590 “Of the four big Race
to the Top bills, PERA was considered by many in the state to be the most significant.”591
“Although the state ultimately might have ended up with a bill like PERA even without Race to
the Top, there is no question that Race to the Top played a critical role in its timing and
structure,” asserted Elliot Regenstein.592 Illinois had previously lost its first two bids for Race
to the Top funds, and earnestly desired a successful outcome in its third and final attempt.593

589 "John"Dively"Jr.,"Growth&Model&Evaluations:"Possibilities&and&Pitfalls,"Nov"10,"2012,""

http://thekeep.eiu.edu/edadmin_fac/1/"(last"visited"Mar."8,"2015)."
"
590 "Elliot"Regenstein,"Illinois:&The&New&Leader&in&Education&Reform?,"July"2011,"at""6,"
available&at&http://cdn.americanprogress.org/wp/
content/uploads/issues/2011/07/pdf/illinois_education.pdf"(last"visited"Mar."8,"2015)."
"
591 "Id.&
"
592
Id. at 8; Elliot Regenstein is a Chicago-based partner of Education Counsel LLC who
focuses on providing legal, policy, strategic planning, and advocacy services to governments,
foundations, and nonprofit organizations. From 2004 to 2006, he served in the Illinois
governor’s office as director of education reform.
593 "Illinois"State"Board"of"Education,"Illinois&Race&to&the&Top,&

http://www.isbe.net/racetothetop/PDF/RttT_infographic.pdf"(last"visited"Dec."22,"2014).""
"
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In addition to the changes in the teacher evaluation system, Illinois also adopted the Common
Core Standards as part of a comprehensive effort to secure the Race to the Top funds.594
The stated purpose of the Performance Evaluation Reform Act (PERA),595 according to
the Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) is to change how the instructional performance of
teachers is measured and evaluated.596 The law itself states, “effective teachers … are a critical
factor contributing to student achievement”597 and “the State must ensure that performance
evaluation systems are valid and reliable and contribute to the development of staff and
improved student achievement outcomes.”598 PERA requires Illinois public school districts to
design and implement performance evaluation systems to assess teacher classroom
performance. Student growth data must be a “significant factor”599 in this determination. The
new evaluation system must utilize objective standards and yield meaningful and timely
feedback for teacher improvement.600 The primary goal of these changes is an increase in
academic performance for all students.

594 "The"adoption"of"the"Common"Core"State"Standards"was"one"of"sixteen"state"projects"

and"programs"associated"with"Race"to"the"Top.""Illinois"State"Board"of"Education,"Illinois&
Race&to&the&Top,"http://www.isbe.net/racetothetop/"(last"visited"Dec."22,"2014).""
"
595 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"861"(2010)."
"
596 "Illinois"State"Board"of"Education,"Performance&Evaluation&Advisory&Council,"
http://www.isbe.net/peac/"(last"visited"Mar"8,"2015)."
597 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861,"§"24A/5(1)"
(2010)."
"
598 "Id."at"§"24A/5"(4)."
"
599 "Id."at"§"24A/4(b)."
"
600 "The&Widget&Effect,"published"in"2009,"described"the"failure"of"existing"teacher"
evaluation"systems"to"distinguish"between"subpar,"mediocre,"and"excellent"teacher"
performance.""Weisburg,"supra"note"32."
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Another purpose was to create a well-designed evaluation system to increase the
number of opportunities educators have for reflection on their practice, the amount and quality
of constructive feedback educators receive, and the alignment of professional development and
educator support.601 Yet another of the PERA’s goals was to create a teacher evaluation system
that provided “clear descriptions of professional excellence so everyone understands what great
teaching means.”602 The new system of evaluation is to be “based on standards of effective
practice … [to] add objectivity to a practice that [was previously] almost universally
subjective.”603
With the passage of PERA, the Performance Evaluation Advisory Council (PEAC) was
formed to lead Illinois’ evaluation reform movement.604 Specifically, PEAC was charged with
the development of a teacher and principal evaluation model and the task of advising the
Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) on the PERA implementation process.605 The
appointed group was comprised of teachers, administrators, researchers, and representatives

"

601 "Melinda"Selbee,"PERA&Overview&for&School&Board&Members,"ILL.""ASSOC."OF"SCH."BDS"BULL."

Oct."2013."Growth"Through"Learning,&Illinois&Performance&Evaluation&Frequently&Asked&
Questions,"Mar&23,&2012,"updated&Apr.&2012,"available&at&www.isbe.net/pera/pdf/pera/
faqs.pdf.""Illinois"State"Board"of"Education,"Performance&Evaluation&Advisory&Council,"
www.isbe.net/peac/"(last"visited"Mar."8,"2015)."
"
602 "Illinois"State"Board"of"Education,"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"(PERA)"FAQ’s,"
updated"April"12,"2012,"http://www.isbe.net/PERA/default.htm"(last"visited"Dec."22,"
2014)."
"
603 "Id.""
"
604 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861"§"24A/7"
(2010)."
"
605 "Growth"Through"Learning,"supra"note"601,"at"2."
"

from higher education, ISBE, teacher unions, and other interested stakeholders.606
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The five main changes to Article 24A required by PERA were: a system of four teacher
performance ratings, a new timetable for the frequency and method of teacher evaluations, the
requirement of trained evaluators, the use of student growth data as measured by the approved
assessment types, and the use of instructional frameworks and rubrics to assess teacher
performance. This new evaluation system was to be used with teachers as well as with
principals and assistant principals.607 The new performance evaluation model was to be phased
in, starting with the 2012-2013 school year, with full implementation being accomplished by
the 2016-2017 school year.608 Additional changes included making personnel decisions (ie.
tenure, reduction in force, and dismissals) based on PERA’s new stipulations.
The first of the five main changes required all teacher evaluations (including nontenured teachers) to utilize a four-category teacher performance ranking system (‘excellent,’
‘proficient,’ ‘needs improvement,’ and ‘unsatisfactory’).609 In the past, school districts could
request a waiver of this requirement in order to use a different ranking system, however, under
PERA, all Illinois school districts must use the four-tiered system, without exception.

606 "Growth"Through"Learning,"supra"note"601,"at"4."

"

607 "Since"the"focus"of"this"research"is"the"impact"of"PERA"on"teachers"and"teacher"

dismissals,"only"the"details"of"the"law"and"the"changes"it"required"for"teachers"will"be"
discussed."
"
608 "Illinois"State"Board"of"Education,"ISBE&NoneRegulatory&Guidance&on&PERA&&&SB&7,&Dec."5,"
2011,"updated"Jan"17,"2012,"at"16,"available&at"www.isbe.net/pera/pdf/pera_guidance.pdf"
(last"visited"Mar"8,"2015)."
"
609 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861"§"24A/5(e)"
(2010)."
"
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Prior to PERA’s enactment many evaluation systems did not objectively or accurately
measure teacher performance, identify teacher strengths and areas for growth, nor align areas of
growth to professional development.610 Most significantly, the evaluation systems used before
PERA did not connect student performance to teacher quality.611 PERA’s requirements
“represent[ed] a significant cultural shift” for Illinois public schools.612 This shift grew from
frustrations over the conclusions of earlier studies finding a disconnect between student
achievement and teacher performance ratings. For example, one study found, “ninety-one
percent of CPS [Chicago Public Schools] teachers received “superior” or “excellent” ratings in
the 2007-2008 school year, [yet at the same time] 66% of CPS schools failed to meet state
standards.”613
In an attempt to reform the public education system, PERA required teachers and school
leaders to be accountable for student learning and achievement.614 PERA’s underlying premise
was student performance can be improved by enhancing teacher effectiveness, which in turn
was believed to be accomplished by revamping the teacher evaluation procedures.615

610 "Illinois"PTA,"The&Performance&Evaluation&Reform&Act&(PERA),"Sept."2012,"at"2,"available&

at&
http://www.illinoispta.org/Education%20Issues/The%20Performance%20Evaluation%
20Reform%20Act_PTA%20document%209/18/12.pdf"(last"visited"Mar"8,"2015)."
"
611 "Id."at"2."
"
612 "Growth"Through"Learning,"supra"note"601,"at"1."
"
613 "LAUREN"SARTAIN,"SARA"RAY"STOELINGA,"AND"ERIC"BROWN,"RETHINKING"TEACHER"EVALUATION"IN"
CHICAGO:"LESSONS"LEARNED"FROM"CLASSROOM"OBSERVATIONS,"PRINCIPAL/TEACHER"CONFERENCES,"
AND"DISTRICT"IMPLEMENTATION"11"(2011)."
"
614 "Id."at"1."
"
615 "Regenstein,"supra"note"590,"at"5."
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Therefore, PERA established requirements for evaluation frequency and transparency.
PERA’s second major change addressed the frequency of evaluations. Amended
Article 24A now required tenured teachers, to be evaluated “at least once in the course of
every two school years … [unless their performance was rated ‘needs improvement’ or
‘unsatisfactory’ and then they] must be evaluated at least once in the school year following the
receipt of such a rating.”616 Thereafter, if the teacher received a rating equal to or better than
‘proficient’ in the school year following a rating of ‘needs improvement’ or ‘unsatisfactory,’
the regular evaluation schedule would be reinstated.617
For tenured teachers rated as ‘needs improvement,’ the evaluator must, within 30 school
days and in consultation with the teacher, create a “professional development plan” to address
the areas needing improvement and specify any supports the school district will provide to
address the areas identified.618 For tenured teachers who are rated as ‘unsatisfactory,’ the
evaluator must, within 30 school days and in consultation with the teacher, create a 90-day
“remediation plan” designed to correct the noted deficiencies, provided the deficiencies are
deemed remediable.619 A mid-point and final evaluation by an evaluator must occur during the
remediation period. A teacher failing to complete a remediation plan with a rating equal to, or

"

616 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861"§"24A/5(2)"

(2010)."
"
617 "Id."at"§"24A/5(2)(l)."
"
618 "Id."at"§"24A/5(h)."
"
619 "Id.&
"
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better than, ‘satisfactory’ will be dismissed.620 One of PERA’s goals was to facilitate school
officials’ ability to dismiss a tenured teacher who received an unsatisfactory performance
evaluation and subsequently failed to show improvement during the remediation program.621
PERA’s next modification addressed who would be allowed to conduct teacher
evaluations and the training the evaluators must receive. PERA added Article 24A-2.5 to the
School Code expressly defining the term ‘evaluator.’622 In order to increase evaluator interrater reliability, all school district administrators conducting teacher evaluations were required
to undergo evaluator training, prior to conducting any evaluations.623 These changes were
implemented in September 2012.624
PERA also required all Illinois public schools to implement a standards-based
evaluation system including “data and indicators of student growth as a ‘significant factor.’”625
PERA’s Administrative Rules outlined three types of assessments that are acceptable measures

620 "Id."at"§"24A/5(m)."

"
621 "The"other"goals"of"PERA"are"to"improve"instructional"leadership"at"the"administrative"

level,"to"implement"a"systematized"evaluation"process"with"specific"training,"and"to"
establish"new"requirements"for"student"achievement"testing.""
"
622 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861"§"24A/2.5"
(2010)."
"
623 "Id."at"§"24A/3."
"
624 "Id."at"§"24A/5(e)."
"
625 "Id."at"§"24A/4(b);"“Significant"factor”"is"defined"by"the"PERA"Administrative"Rules"as"a"""
minimum"of"30%"and"a"maximum"of"50%"in"some"cases,"of"the"overall"evaluation"rating"
determination."
"
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of student growth.626 Type I assessments,627 are statewide, standardized assessments. Type II
assessments628 are district wide assessments for a given grade or subject area and Type III
assessments 629 are those assessments given in an individual classroom, created by the teacher
and approved by the evaluator and the teacher.630 The overall year-end teacher performance
rating must include at least one Type I or Type II assessment and one Type III assessment. If
Type I and II assessments are not available, then two Type III assessments are to be used.631
The Administrative Rules defined student growth as “demonstrable change in a
student’s learning between two or more points in time”632 using data from at least two
assessments from Types I, II, and III described above. PERA left to the discretion of individual
school districts decisions regarding metrics and targets, including establishing alternative
standards for different student groups (i.e., English Language Learners).633 The Administrative
Rules also determined four student growth performance levels; ‘no growth or negative growth,’
626 "Illinois"State"Board"of"Education,"supra"note"608."23"ILL."ADMIN."CODE"tit.""50.310(b)"

(2012)."
"
627 "An"example"of"a"Type"I"Assessment"is"the"Partnership"for"Assessment"of"Readiness"for"
College"and"Careers"(PARCC)"exam."
628 "An"example"of"a"Type"II"Assessment"is"any"common"assessment,"approved"by"the"
district"and"given"to"all"students"in"a"particular"grade."
"
629 "An"example"of"a"Type"III"Assessment"is"an"end"of"unit"test"created"by"a"classroom"
teacher."
"
630 "23"ILL."ADMIN."CODE"tit."110(b)"(2012)"
"
631 "Id.&
"
632 "Illinois"State"Board"of"Education"and"Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Advisory"Council,"
Transforming&Educator&Evaluations&in&Illinois,"available&at"www.isbe.net/peac/ppt/ISBE/
PEAC_overview_pres_011812.pptx&(last&visited&Jan&18,&2012)."
"
633 "Id.&
"
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defined as “does not meet any student growth targets [or] demonstrates negative growth on one
or more measures.”635 ‘Minimal growth’ is characterized as “meets only 1 or 2 student growth
targets; has no more than one measure with negative growth results.”636 ‘Meets goal’ occurs
when the teacher “meets or exceeds the target for a majority of the student growth measures
[and] does not have negative growth on any measures, and ‘exceeds goal’ is fulfilled when the
teacher “exceeds the target for a majority of the student growth measures [and] meets all
targets.”637
The term ‘student growth data’ has frequently been used interchangeably with ‘value
added models,’ although they are not synonymous.638 Student growth data indicate student
growth in a particular subject area, often measured with pre and post assessments. Value added
models, on the other hand, “attempt to identify how much of a student’s achievement is due to
the influence of a particular teacher while controlling for other variables.”639 Value added
models are by definition more sophisticated and more complicated than student growth data.

634 "Id.&

"
635 "Id.&
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636 "Id.&
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637 "Id.&
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638 "Kimberly"O’Malley,"Katie"McCarty,"Tracey"Magda"&"Kelly"Burling,"Making&Sense&of&the&
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The last significant change mandated by PERA related to the instructional framework
and the corresponding rubrics used in the amended teacher performance evaluation system.
Districts must utilize instructional frameworks aligned with the Illinois Professional Teaching
Standards. The performance evaluation system Illinois identified as the exemplar and default
system, if school districts did not choose another acceptable model, was the Charlotte
Danielson Framework for Teaching. Charlotte Danielson640 “developed the framework [for
teaching] as a means to promote clear and meaningful conversations about effective teaching
practice.”641 Charlotte Danielson has expressly stated she never intended the framework to be
used as the sole tool for evaluating teacher classroom performance.642 Notwithstanding this
disclaimer, over twenty states have adopted Danielson’s four-quadrant framework as the main
or sole tool for measuring teacher classroom performance. Illinois is one of these states. The
adoption of the Performance Evaluation Reform Act643 in 2010, directed Illinois public school
districts to chose a teacher classroom performance evaluation system conforming to PERA’s

640 "Charlotte"Danielson"is"a"graduate"of"Cornell"University"(history),"Oxford"University"

(philosophy,"politics,"and"economics)"and"Rutgers"University"(educational"administration"
and"supervision.)"She"has"taught"at"all"levels,"kindergarten"through"university,"has"
worked"as"a"curriculum"director"and"staff"development"director,"and"is"the"founder"of"The"
Danielson"Group."Her"Framework&for&Teaching"has"become"the"most"widely"used"
definition"of"teaching"in"the"United"States,"and"has"been"adopted"as"the"single"model,"or"
one"of"several"approved"models,"in"over"20"states."
"
641 "The"Danielson"Group,"Charlotte&Danielson,"http://danielsongroup.org/charlotte/
danielson/"(last"visited"Dec."22,"2014)."
"
642 "Knowledge"Delivery"Systems,"Charlotte&Danielson’s&A&Framework&for&Teaching,&
YouTube"(Sept."1,"2010)"http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adaOmq_ipic"(last"visited"
Dec."22,"2014)."
"
643 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."L."No."096/0861"(2010)."
"
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mandates. As stated above, the Charlotte Danielson Framework became the default means for
evaluating teacher classroom performance.644
The Danielson Framework is an extensive rubric encompassing the four domains of
Planning and Preparation, Classroom Environment, Instruction, and Professional
Responsibility. The four domains have a total of 22 components and 76 subcomponents or
elements to be used to evaluate and rate teacher performance. The domains and corresponding
components are aligned with PERA’s four required teacher rating performance levels (i.e.,
‘excellent,’ ‘proficient,’ ‘needs improvement,’ and ‘unsatisfactory’).645 Detailed rubrics for
each domain are used in order to garner the accurate and objective evaluative data necessary for
reliable evaluations. It is believed the use of these rubrics coupled with objective and thorough
observations will accurately measure “whether effective teaching is taking place.”646
Charlotte Danielson first developed the Framework for Teaching in 1996, using
research from the Educational Testing Service (ETS) which PRAXIS (the organization in
charge of creating entrance exams for the field of teaching) intended to use to assess new

644 "Districts"have"two"options"for"adopting"a"new"system"for"evaluating"teacher"

performance:"develop"its"own"system"that"meets"the"mandated"standards,"or"use"the"
state/designed"model"(the"Charlotte"Danielson"Framework"for"Teaching)"Growth"Through"
Learning,"supra"note"601"and"Liam"Goldrick,"Dalia"Zabala,"&"Jennifer"Burn,"Cultivating&
Effective&Teachers&Through&Evaluation&and&Support:&A&Guide&to&Policymakers&and&
Educational&Leaders"(2013)"available&at&
http://www.newteachercenter.org/sites/default/files/ntc/main/resources/IllinoiseGuidee
PolicyeMakerseEducationaleLeaders.pdf"(last"visited"Mar"8,"2015)."
"
645 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861,"§"24A/5(e)"
(2010)."
"
646 "Sartain,"et.&al,"supra"note"613,"at"2."
"
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additional research from the previous nine years and the state curriculum standards.648 In 2011,
the four domains were created and incorporated data from the MET (Measures of Effective
Teaching) Project.649 It was also in 2011 that Danielson developed the Framework for
Teaching Evaluation Instrument to “facilitate evaluations.”650 In 2013 Danielson added
“specific language around the instructional implications of the Common Core State
Standards.”651
Research has indicated the use of rubrics and other similar objective evaluation tools
“can effectively measure teacher effectiveness and provide teachers with feedback on the
factors that matter for improving student learning.”652 For example, in 2008 the Chicago Public
Schools (CPS) implemented a pilot program to improve how teachers are evaluated and how
evaluators give feedback to improve teaching performance.653 The results of this two-year
study found “classroom observation ratings [using the Danielson Framework] were valid
647 "Charlotte"Danielson,"Framework&for&Teaching&Evaluation&Instrument&2013&Edition,"3"

available&at"http://usny.nysed.gov/rttt/teachers/
leaders/practicerubrics/Docs/danielson/teacher/rubric.pdf"(last"visited"Dec."22,"2014)."
"
648 "Id."
"
649 "Id."at"4."
"
650 "Id."
"
651 "Id."
652 "Urban"Education"Institute,"National&Implications&of&“Rethinking&Teacher&Evaluation,"

available&at"http://www.joycefdn.org/assets/1/7/nat_implications_uoc.pdf"(last"visited"
Oct"18,"2014).""
"
653 "Sartain,"et.&al,"supra"note"613,"at"1."
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measures of teaching performance;” “classroom observation ratings [using the Danielson
Framework] were reliable measures of teaching practice;” and post observation “conferences
were more reflective and objective than in the past and were focused on instructional practice
and improvement.”654 More specifically, the study found “in the classrooms of highly rated
teachers, students showed the most growth [and] in the classrooms of teachers with low
observation ratings, students showed the least growth.”655 This relationship was further
substantiated by studies finding “teachers who receive[d] higher ratings on their evaluation
[using the Framework as a teaching performance instrument] produce[d] greater gains in
student test scores.”656
PERA has received much public support. The American Educational Research
Association (AERA), a national research society657 supports PERA’s changes to Illinois’
teacher performance evaluation system. The AERA viewed the goals of teacher evaluation as
accurately measuring good teaching, improving the skills of school leaders as well as teachers,
providing information for improvement of practice through feedback and professional

654 "Id."at"2."

"

655 "Id."at"9."
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656 "Washington"State"Teacher/Principal"Evaluation"Project,"Charlotte&Danielson’s&
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657 "AERA"was"founded"in"1916.""Its"goal"is"“to"advance"knowledge"about"education"…"and"
promote"the"use"of"research"to"improve"education"and"serve"the"public"good.""American"
Educational"Research"Association,"
http://www.aera.net/AboutAERA/tabid/10062/Default.aspx"(last"visited"Mar."8,"2015).""
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development, and enabling effective personnel decisions.658 This interpretation of teacher
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evaluation is closely tied to the goals of PERA.
The Regional Office of Education (REO) 02 (the REO for the four most southern
counties in Illinois) lauded the purpose of PERA’s new evaluation system as providing
“statewide consistency for what outstanding teaching and leadership should look like.”659 The
Illinois Parent Teacher Association (PTA) cited studies finding “ some current evaluation
systems don’t accurately or objectively measure how teachers or principals are doing, or
identify their strengths and areas for growth.”660 For example, the evaluations consisted of only
one observation by a minimally trainer principal, the evaluations did not provide teachers with
meaningful and timely information to improve their skills, and many evaluation tools were no
more than a subject checklist with no guidance as to how to create a summative rating.661 The
Illinois PTA also referenced the fact that “most current evaluation systems do not formally
connect student growth measures with educator performance.”662

658 "American"Educational"Research"Association,"AERAeNAED&Hold&Successful&&Briefing&on&

Teacher&Evaluation,"Sept."14,"2011,""
http://www.aera.net/AboutAERA/KeyPrograms/EducationResearchandResearchPolicy/
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Mar."8,"2015)."
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There was support from many stakeholders and strong bipartisan endorsement for the
new law. The bill’s sponsors included the Senate chair, vice-chair of the Education Committee
and House chair of the Elementary and Secondary Education Committee. Senator Lightford
and the Senate Education Reform Committee spent three months discussing the proposed bill
with the stakeholders before reaching agreement on “historic education reform legislation.”663
The bill passed with resounding margins: 112-1 in the House and 59-0 in the Senate.664 Two of
Illinois’ teacher unions, the Illinois Education Association (IEA) and the Illinois Federation of
Teachers (IFT) supported the new law.665 However, the Chicago Teachers Union withheld its
support due to disagreements over a provision regarding the percentage of teacher votes needed
to call a strike.666
Many school personnel decisions now must take into account PERA’s requirements.
For example, reductions in force, tenured teacher dismissals, incompetency declarations, tenure
status, and remediation are all impacted by PERA.667 The most significant of these changes are
tenured teacher dismissal decisions and the acquisition of tenure status. While in a few
circumstances the tenure acquisition process may be accelerated, overall PERA makes it more
rigorous to effectuate tenure. Some believe the unspoken agenda of PERA, along with its

663 "Illinois"Education"Association,"Unions&Stand&Together&to&Forge&Historic&Education&

Reform,&"http://www.ieanea.org/media/2011/04/Sb7/fact/sheet/updated/4/161.pdf"(last"
visited"Jan."6,"2015)."
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664 "Cavanagh,"supra&note"355."
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665 "Id."
"
666 "Illinois"Education"Association,"supra&note"663."
"
667 "Dively,"supra"note"589."
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counterpart Senate Bill 7, was to chip away at the tenure armor and begin to rid the public
schools of ineffective teachers.668
In addition, longevity is no longer a significant factor in reduction in force669 decisions.
Under the new law, all teachers – tenured or not – having already received a performance
evaluation, are placed into performance groups based upon their most recent evaluations.
Teachers with the lowest evaluation ratings are the first to be dismissed, while teachers with the
highest evaluation ratings are the last to be dismissed. Among teachers in each performance
group, those with the shorter length of continuing service with the district shall be dismissed
before teachers with more longevity with the district.670
The 2011 Illinois Senate Bill 7
After the Performance Evaluation Reform Act (PERA)671 was signed into law,
education stakeholders worked to create a reform bill that stemmed from and expanded PERA.
This new bill, Senate Bill 7 (SB 7)672 was signed into law on June 13, 2011. The Digest of Bills
Passed for the 2011 Spring Session of the Illinois General Assembly stated the purpose of SB 7

668 "Kelly"Lester,"Testing"Teachers,"ILL."ISSUES"Jan."2013,"

http://illinoisissues.uis.edu/archives/2013/01/teachers.html."
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"
671 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861"(2010)."
"
672 "Illinois"School"Code"Education"Labor"Relations"Pension"Act"2011,"Pub."Act"097/0008"
(2011)."
"

was “to connect teacher hiring and dismissal to teacher performance.”673 Many of the SB 7
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provisions elaborated on the language and scope of PERA. At the signing of Senate Bill 7,
Governor Quinn stated, “These historic reforms [PERA and SB 7] will help us make sure that
students across Illinois learn from the best teachers.”674
Similar to PERA, SB 7 was in large part due to the momentum created by the federal
Race to the Top program. However, even prior to the 2009 Race to the Top competition,
Illinois was already engaged in making policy changes that eventually culminated with the
creation and passage of SB 7.675
Senate Bill 7 addressed several main issues. Among them was a system for collecting
stakeholder feedback, providing for training of school board members, updated guidelines for
contract negotiations, establishing a standard upon which the State Superintendent may revoke
the certification/license of teachers, created requirements for the filling of new and vacant
positions, as well as set ground rules for the acquisition of tenure, issues of reduction in force,

673 "Illinois"Association"of"School"Boards,"The&Digest&of&Bills&Passed:&2011&Spring&Session&of&

the&Illinois&General&Assembly,""9"(July"2011)."
"
674 "Joy"Resmovits"and"Will"Guzzardi,"Illinois&Education&Reform:&Gov.&Pat&Quinn&Signs&Bill&
Into&Law,HUFFINGTON"POST"(June"13,"2014),""
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/06/13/pat/quinn/signs/ed/reform/
bill_n_876048.html.""
"
675 "Starting"in"2007,"the"State"Board"of"Education"gave"more"attention"to"college"readiness"
policies"and"partnered"with"the"Gates"Foundation"to"create"data"collection"and"storage"
systems."Advance"Illinois,"an"independent"advocacy"group"supported"by"the"Gates"
Foundation,"was"created"to"“facilitate"more"and"better"conversation"about"the"policy"
elements"that"support"college"and"career"readiness.”"The"last"policy"effort"prior"to"2009"
was"the"creation"of"the"“Dialogue"Group"in"2007."This"group"drafted"the"“Burnham"Plan"
for"Education.”"These"three"education"policy"reform"efforts"coalesced"to"form"“Burnham"
2.0,”"but"its"release"in"2009"was"“overshadowed"by"the"state’s"efforts"to"apply"for"a"Race"
to"the"Top"grant."Regenstein,"supra"note"590,"at"4/5."
"
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As was the case prior to SB 7, the State Superintendent had the right to recommend
suspension or revocation of a teacher’s certificate/licensure. But under the new law, the State
Superintendent may now also require a teacher to undergo professional development as a result
of an unsatisfactory performance evaluation rating.677 While the State Superintendent has the
ability to take action against a teacher’s certificate in cases of ‘incompetence,’ the Illinois
School Code did not previously define the term. Senate Bill 7 now defined “incompetence” as
“two unsatisfactory evaluations within a seven year period.”678
The requirements for filling new and vacant positions no longer relied upon seniority,
but instead were determined by teacher performance.679 The process for the acquisition of
tenure was also affected by SB 7. Rather than tenure decisions being within the sole discretion
of the school administrator, Senate Bill 7 required a teacher to earn two “proficient” or
“excellent” ratings in two of the first three years of service and a rating of “proficient” or
“excellent” in the fourth year, in order to obtain tenure.680
SB 7 also established new reduction in force (RIF) procedures.681 New “performance

676 "Illinois"State"Board"of"Education,"Performance&Evaluation&Reform&Act&(PERA)&and&

Senate&Bill&7,"http://www.isbe.state.il.us/%5C/PERA/default.htm"(last"visited"Mar."8,"
2015)."
"
677 "Illinois"School"Code"Education"Labor"Relations"Pension"Act"2011,"Pub."Act"097/0008,"§"
21/23"(2011)."
"
678 "Id."at"§"21/23(a)."
"
679 "Id."at"§"24/1.5."
"
680 "Id."at"§"24/11(d)."
"
681 "Id."at"§"24/12(b)."
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tiers”682 were established and those teachers in the lowest performance tier must be released
prior to teachers (in job alike categories) in the higher tiers. This was a dramatic change from
the old system that used seniority as the sole basis for determining RIFs, to one using
performance evaluations. The last change effectuated by SB 7 involved the dismissal of
tenured teachers. While there was no change to teacher due process rights, the time line for
dismissals was shortened and streamlined.683
As stated earlier, SB 7 was written to expand the language and scope of PERA. This
expanded scope included four mandated performance rating categories, detailed evaluation plan
content requirements, increased inter-rater reliability, and the inclusion of student growth data
to hold teachers accountable and increase teaching quality. These enhancements coupled with
SB 7’s time line changes created the potential for school districts to ensure only effective
teachers are retained, and provided for expedited (as compared with the past) dismissals of
ineffective teachers.
Changes in Article 24A of the Illinois School Code Subsequent to PERA684
PERA prescribed the establishment of a Joint Committee, comprised of equal
representation of school district teachers and administrators, to oversee changes made to the
"
682 "The"law"requires"districts"to"establish"four"performance"tiers"based"on"teacher"

performance"evaluations.""Teachers"rated"“excellent”"are"in"the"highest"tier,"and"teachers"
rated"“unsatisfactory”"are"in"the"lowest"tier.""The"teachers"rated"“proficient”"and"“needs"
improvement”"are"in"the"middle"two"tiers."
"
683 "Illinois"School"Code"Education"Labor"Relations"Pension"Act"2011,"Pub."Act"097/0008,"§"
24A/5(n)"(2011)."
"
684
See Tables 1-4
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school district’s evaluation plan prior to and during the implementation period. In addition,
Article 24A-4 mandated (for all teachers) the use of “data and indicators on student growth as a
significant factor in rating teacher performance.”685
Article 24A-5 dealt with the content of the evaluation plan, its components, and the
frequency of evaluations. This section specified non-tenured teachers would be evaluated at
least once every year, and tenured teachers would be evaluated at least once every two years.686
If a tenured teacher received a rating of either ‘needs improvement’ or ‘unsatisfactory,’ the new
changes mandated the teacher be evaluated again in the year following the negative rating. If
the teacher succeeded in earning a ‘satisfactory’ or better rating on the subsequent evaluation,
the normal evaluation cycle would be resumed.687 Article 24A was also modified to stipulate
only pre-trained ‘evaluators’ could conduct teacher observations. The amended law allowed
first year principals, after completing Illinois’ evaluator training program, to perform teacher
evaluations.688 There were no significant changes to the use of teacher’s attendance, planning,
instructional methods, classroom management,689 and competency in subject matter in
determining the overall performance evaluation rating.690

685 "105"ILL."COMP."STAT."5/24A/4"(West"2010)."

"

686 "Id."at"5/24/5."

"

687 "Id.&

"
688 "Id."at"5/24/5(a)."

"

689 "The"areas"of"planning,"instructional"methods,"and"classroom"management"are"three"of"

the"four"domains"addressed"by"the"Danielson"Framework"Model."
"
690 "105"ILL."COMP."STAT."5/24/5(b)"(West"2010)."
"
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Article 24A-5(c) was added in 2010 and mandated, for the first time, teacher
performance ratings must use “student growth data as a significant factor in the rating of the
teacher’s [overall] performance.”691 In addition, the section changed the performance rating
categories. After September 1, 2012, teachers received one of following four performance
ratings; “excellent,” “proficient,” needs improvement,” or “unsatisfactory.”692 No change was
made to the requirement of having a copy of the evaluation placed in the teacher’s personnel
file, or including details about the teacher’s strengths and weaknesses in the written evaluation
report.
Another new section was added, Article 24A-5(h). This provision specified the
procedures to be followed when a teacher received a ‘needs improvement’ performance rating.
Previously, there were only procedures established if a teacher received an ‘unsatisfactory’
performance rating. Under amended Article 24A when a teacher is rated as ‘needs
improvement,’ school officials must create a “professional development plan” within thirty
days.693 The plan must address the areas needing improvement and identify the supports
needed to assist the teacher.694
The previous procedures responding to an “unsatisfactory” performance rating set forth
in Article 24A-5 also underwent minor modifications. For example, the 90-day remediation
691 "Id."at"5/24/5(c).""The"effective"date"for"the"usage"of"student"growth"data"was"phased"in"

over"several"years,"starting"with"300"Chicago"public"schools"in"the"2012/2013"school"year.""
By"the"2016/2017"school"year,"all"Illinois"schools"must"incorporate"student"growth"data"
into"the"teacher"evaluation"system."
"
692 "105"ILL."COMP."STAT."5/24/5(d)"(West"2010)."
"
693 "Id."at"5/24/5(h)."
"
694 "Id.&
"
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plan was amended to mandate the inclusion of both midpoint and final evaluations by an
evaluator.695 The results of both of these evaluations must also be discussed with the teacher
within ten school days from the observation date.696 Under the amended statute, teachers
undergoing remediation plans must continue to undergo annual evaluations, but these annual
evaluations are kept separate from the remediation plan evaluations.697 Reinstatement to the
regular evaluation cycle occured when the tenured teacher earned a “satisfactory” or
“proficient” rating in the year following the “needs improvement” or “unsatisfactory” rating.698
There were no significant changes to the language regarding consulting teachers and the
remediation process.
Amended Article 24A retained the language “deficiencies which are deemed
irremediable“699 but expressly added language for non-tenured teachers. The new language
stated, “nothing in this section is to prevent the dismissal or non-renewal of teachers not in
contractual continued service for any reason not prohibited by applicable employment, labor,
and civil rights laws.”700

695 "Id."at"5/24/5(k)."

"

696 "Id.&

"

697 "Id."at"5/24/5(n)."
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698 "105"ILL."COMP."STAT."5/24/5(l)"(West"2010)."
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"
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Article 24A-7 contained rules to implement and accomplish the purposes of the
Article,701 and is almost entirely new. The 1985 version of Article 24A stated, “the state Board
of Education is authorized to adopt such rules as deemed necessary to implement and
accomplish the purposes and provisions of this Article.”702 Amended Article 24A added,
“including but not limited to methods for measuring student growth; limitations on the age of
useable data; the amount of data needed to reliably and validly measure growth [for teacher and
principal evaluations]; [and] whether annual State assessments may be used as one of the
measures of student growth.”703 The section also added school official’s ability to control “for
factors as student characteristics, student attendance, and student mobility so as to best measure
the impact [those factors have] on students’ academic achievement.”704 The section also
described the circumstances under which some districts may use the annual state student
achievement assessments as the sole measure of student growth for teacher and principal
evaluations.705 A new, and significant sentence was added as Article 24A-7.1. This new
sentence stated, “Except as otherwise provided under this Act, disclosure of public school
teacher, principal, and superintendent performance evaluations is prohibited.”706 While the
legislature believed it important to report performance results to education stakeholders, it also

701 "Id."at"5/24A/7."

"

702 "Id.&

"

703 "Id.&

"

704 "105"ILL."COMP."STAT."5/24A/7"(West"2010)."

"
705 "Id.&

"

706 "Id."at"5/24A/7.1."

"
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believed in the necessity to protect the privacy of individual teachers and administrators. This
is significant, as no one teacher/administrator can be singled out.
There were no changes to Article 24A-8 and the remaining sections, primarily
addressing principal evaluations, the powers and duties of the Superintendent, and a variety of
administrative details.707
Article 24A-20, “Data Collection and Evaluation Assessments and Support Systems,”
was also added in 2010. As a result, school districts must annually collect and publish, at both
the district and school level, teacher and principal performance evaluations results. This
information is to be presented in the aggregate, so no one person may be personally
identified.708 The section specified a teacher and principal evaluation template to be used with
all evaluations. Although it is required by law to be used, the template is flexible enough to be
customized by each school district.709 It was in this section that programs for the evaluator prequalification, the evaluator training, and the superintendent training were also specified.710
Article 24A-20 required at least one tool to be used to provide instructional environment
feedback to principals and a State Board approved evaluation support system for teacher and
principal performance evaluations.711 Schools were allowed to use web-based tools to support

707 "These"subjects"have"not"been"addressed,"as"the"focus"of"this"study"is"teacher"

evaluation."
"
708 "105"ILL."COMP."STAT."5/24A/20(a)(1)"(West"2010)."
"
709 "Id."at"5/24A/20(a)(2)."
"
710 "Id."at"5/24A/20(a)(3/5)."
"
711 "Id."at"5/24A/20(a)(6/7)."
"
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the use of model templates, the evaluator pre-qualification program, and the evaluator training
program.712
The last provisions added to Article 24A-20 included a way to measure and report the
relationship between principal and teacher evaluation and 1) student growth and 2) retention
rates of teachers.713 Both teacher and principal performance evaluation data must be sent to the
State Board of Education. These data must include performance ratings for tenured teachers,
renewal ratios for non-tenured teachers, and principal performance ratings.714 PERA also
required a method to assess if Article 24A’s new requirements have created valid and reliable
methods to measure teacher and principal evaluations, if the requirements have positively
contributed to staff development, and if the desired increase in student outcomes was
accomplished.715
Pertinent Article 24A Teacher Dismissal Cases Subsequent to PERA
Board of Education v. Orbach716
At this point in time there are only two post-PERA dismissal cases tried in the courts.
The first involved Shelley Orbach, a tenured high school science teacher in the Waukegan

712 "Id."at"5/24A/20(a)(8)."
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713 "Id."at"5/24A/20(a)(9)."

"
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"
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2013).&
"
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Community unit School District.717 On April 27, 2010 Orbach was evaluated and received a
summative evaluation, based on the mathematical average of his performance scores in six
areas of teaching (organization, management, content, methodology, personal interaction, and
professional responsibilities).718 In addition to the summative performance rating, each of the
six areas was also evaluated and given a performance rating.719 Orbach received two
unsatisfactory ratings and four satisfactory ratings. Using the mathematical averaging formula,
Orbach received an overall performance rating of satisfactory.720 Nonetheless, on May 28,
2010, the district developed a remediation plan for Orbach’s two unsatisfactory areas.721 The
plan was in effect during the first semester of the 2010-2011 school year.722
Orbach was evaluated three times during the remediation period.723 As a result of each
of these evaluations, Orbach was rated unsatisfactory in some performance areas but received
an overall evaluation rating of satisfactory. At the conclusion of the remediation period,
Orabch was dismissed, even though he received an overall performance rating of
“satisfactory.”724 The Board’s rationale for the dismissal was “any teacher receiving an
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unsatisfactory rating at the end of the Remediation Plan shall be dismissed in accordance with
the law.”725
The union requested a hearing on behalf of Orbach. Based on the collective bargaining
language, which stated, “successful completion of a remediation plan depend[ed] on the
teacher’s overall rating at the end of the plan,”726 the hearing officer reinstated Orbach.727 The
school board appealed, arguing the language of the School Code took precedent over the
language of the collective bargaining agreement.728 The Circuit Court of Lake County trial
court reversed the hearing officer’s decision, citing both the collective bargaining agreement
and the School Code, in tandem, for the reversal.729
Orbach appealed, arguing while an unsatisfactory rating in one category can result in a
remediation plan, “only an overall unsatisfactory rating can lead to a dismissal.”730 The
appellate court found “ample support [for Orbach’s argument] in the plain language of the
[collective bargaining agreement].”731 The school board asserted the collective bargaining
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agreement did not control732 and the School Code “mandate[d] [the] dismissal of a teacher who
fail[ed] to remediate the particulars identified in the remediation plan.”733 The appellate court
agreed with the school board and stated, “the Code prevails over the CBA,”734 but the
determining factor was in the language of the School Code.735
The Second District Appellate Court elaborated by explaining, “the legislature could
have very easily stated that the dismissal requirement applies to any teacher who fails to
complete any application portion of or component of any applicable remediation plan.736
However, it did not do so.”737 The court also stated, “It is quite another thing to say that an
otherwise sound teacher should be dismissed where that teacher is unable to successfully
remediate even a single deficiency. Indeed, the [Board’s] position, taken to its logical bounds,
would mandate the dismissal of all but perfect teachers.”738 The court concluded Orbach was
performing satisfactorily overall, even though there were a few areas still requiring
improvement, and since “dismissal [is] contingent upon a teacher’s overall rating”739 the “CBA
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did not mandate his dismissal.”740 Accordingly, the court found the “statute does not override
the CBA,”741 contrary to the school board’s opinion, and the court found “no conflict exist[ed]
between the CBA and [the School Code].”742 The appellate court reversed the lower court’s
decision and affirmed the decision of the hearing officer. Orbach was reinstated.
Valley View v. Reid743
Although this case was ultimately decided in 2013, after the enactment of PERA, it
followed the pre-PERA School Code language because the remediation plan began prior to
PERA’s effective date. Lynn Reid was employed by the Valley View Community School
District as a psychologist since 2002 and was a tenured employee.744 During the first three
years Reid worked at Valley View, she “consistently received excellent evaluations in all
categories.”745 At the beginning of the 2005-2006 school year, Reid was moved to a different
school, where Donna Nylander was the principal. In 2006 Reid received her first evaluation,
completed by Nylander, at the new school. She received “excellent ratings in all categories.”746
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Nylander specifically mentioned Reid’s superior abilities in planning, assessment, and
knowledge of subject mater.747
Three years later, in March 2009, Reid received her next evaluation.748 “Nylander
rated Reid as ‘unsatisfactory’ in almost all categories and recommended Reid should ‘undergo
a Remediation at this time.’”749 Reid disagreed with the evaluation and Nylander revised her
conclusions to recommend “’Reemployment with a Professional Growth Program’” instead of
placement on a remediation plan.750 In May 2009, Nylander gave Reid a letter of
recommendation, which “favorably discussed, in detail, Reid’s qualifications, assigned duties,
and abilities to successfully perform her duties as a school psychologist.”751
In December 2009 Reid was again evaluated by Nylander.752 Reid was rated
“unsatisfactory.” Nylander’s evaluation noted deficiencies in the areas of “preparation and
planning, instruction and assessment, and classroom management or learning environment.”753
A “’Final Remediation Plan’” was established for Reid and was effective beginning January 11,
2010.754 During the time of the remediation plan, Reid was observed 29 times, 24 of which
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were conducted by Nylander.755 At the end of the remediation plan, Reid was dismissed due to
her lack of successfully completing the remediation plan.756 Reid appealed and sought an
administrative review of the District’s decision.757
The “administrative hearing officer determined the District terminated Reid base[d]on a
less than fair remediation process initiated and managed by Nylander.”758 The decision of the
district was reversed and the District was ordered to reinstate Reid with back pay.759 The
district challenged the administrative decision in circuit court. The circuit court “found the
hearing officer’s decision was not against the manifest weight of the evidence” and the decision
was affirmed.760 The district appealed the circuit court decision to the appellate court.
In its appeal, the district claimed the “reversal of the hearing officer’s decision [wa]s
required due to various procedural errors … [because] the hearing officer’s findings were
against the manifest weight of the evidence.”761 The district argued the hearing officer had
committed six procedural errors. The appellate court agreed “various procedural errors”
existed,762 but in the end the court concluded the “cumulative effect of the undisputed
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procedural errors” … did not result in a substantial injustice to the District.”763 The appellate
court concluded “the District received a fair and impartial hearing in this case and was not
denied due process.”764 As for the district’s claim the hearing officer’s decision was against the
manifest weight of the evidence, the appellate court evaluated all the evidence and determined
the hearing officer was “faced with conflicting evidence” and therefore “as the finder of fact
[had] to access the credibility of the documentary information and the testimony of the
witnesses to determine the appropriate weight to be given the evidence.”765 After carefully
reviewing the record, the appellate court determined “the hearing officer’s finding and ultimate
decision were not against the manifest weight of the evidence.”766 For these reasons, the
appellate court confirmed the circuit court’s decision to reverse the district’s dismissal of Reid.
The district was ordered to “reinstate Reid with full back pay.”767
Public education has historically been a state issue. Since 1957, when the Soviets
launched Sputnik, the federal government has taken a steadily increasing role in framing and
influencing public educational issues. The public and governmental agenda has shifted to
focus on teacher accountability. In Illinois, with the 2010 passage of the Performance
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Evaluation Reform Act,768 the focal point is now more rigorous and objective evaluations that
take into account student growth.

768 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861"(2010)."

CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
This chapter discusses the trends emerging from the 1985 version of Article 24A of the
Illinois School Code mandating classroom performance evaluation for all public school
teachers. Pertinent Article 24A provisions and relevant Illinois teacher dismissal decisions will
be analyzed and discussed to predict the Performance Evaluation Reform Act’s769 (PERA)
future implications.
In 2010 when PERA was signed into law, then Illinois Governor Quinn stated the
statute’s purpose was to send a “strong signal to Washington that a top-notch education for all
Illinois students is our foremost priority,” noting “rigorous teacher … evaluations will make
our education system the best it can be.”770 Quinn also stated PERA was designed to ensure
“Illinois [was] at the head of the class when it comes to winning those important federal ‘Race
to the Top’ funds.”771 PERA’s clear and streamlined procedures were intended to make the
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process of terminating the employment of tenured public school teachers less cumbersome.772
Education Week described PERA as “a sweeping measure that has the potential to significantly
reshape the teaching profession in [Illinois] by linking educators’ tenure, hiring, and job
security to performance, rather than seniority.”773 One reason for this change was a public
perception the 1985 system of teacher evaluation and retention was ineffective. In 2005, Scott
Reeder, a capital bureau chief for the Small Newspaper Group, conducted a six-month study
into the costs and statistics for Illinois tenured teacher dismissals.774 Reeder’s study suggested
a school district generally spent over $220,000775 to dismiss a tenured teacher. Reeder posited
the lengthy process and the high price tag deterred many school districts from initiating the
tenured teacher dismissal process.776 Thus, substandard teachers were retained. PERA sought
to correct this situation by streamlining the dismissal process. While this was PERA’s intent, it
is too soon to determine if these changes have had the full desired impact (i.e., PERA has not
yet been fully implemented and the Illinois courts have not yet issued a substantial body of
tenured teacher dismissal decisions based upon PERA’s changes).
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Lessons Learned
PERA’s overarching goal was increased academic outcomes for all students. To achieve
this goal, PERA required Illinois public school teachers to prove (via the 30% minimum
student growth data component777) their classroom teaching practices were producing academic
excellence.778 PERA established consequences for teachers whose classroom teaching
performance was not rated as either ‘proficient’ or ‘excellent.’779 Post-PERA, tenured teachers
receiving a summative performance rating of ‘unsatisfactory’ are placed on a remediation
plan.780 If teachers do not complete the remediation plan with a final performance rating equal
to or better than ‘proficient,’ their employment will be terminated.781 By analyzing Article
24A tenured teacher dismissal decisions issued by the Illinois courts prior to PERA’s partial
implementation, patterns clarifying what school officials can do in order to successfully remove
a low performing tenured teacher emerged.
Based upon an examination of Illinois teacher dismissal cases resulting from a teacher’s
failure to successfully complete a remediation plan, both before and after PERA’s partial
implementation, one lesson is clear: procedural compliance with Article 24A is crucial. Even
when the quality of the classroom teaching was flagrantly substandard, if school officials did
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not comply with Article 24A’s procedural requirements, the school district’s dismissal of the
teacher did not garner judicial support. This trend is likely to continue in the post-PERA era.
For the purpose of this study, the terms ‘procedures’ and ‘procedural compliance’ are defined
as complying with the rules specified in Article 24A of the Illinois School Code. Specifically,
the proper development and implementation of remediation plans, utilizing the stated
performance rating categories, and adhering to the dismissal process requirements. Observing
the time line provisions and satisfying the clerical requirements are also considered to be
procedural compliance for the purpose of this study.

Procedural adherence was the

determining factor for school districts in nine of the eleven teacher dismissal cases in this study.
One case turned on procedural compliance on the part of the teacher who challenged her
dismissal.782 The remaining case did not involve procedural issues and appeared to be an
anomaly.783
In some instances, the courts have deemed the lack of procedural compliance was so
egregious as to be labeled a significant breach of the procedures. The courts decided whether
the Article 24A infractions were a significant breach, an unauthorized departure or still
evidenced substantial compliance with 24A’s procedural mandates. It is this determination that
can overturn a school district’s dismissal decision. After an analysis of school officials’
procedural violations, resulting in dismissal decisions being overturned, five categories of error
emerged:
782 "Because"Dudley&v.&Board&of&Education"involved"procedural"errors"on"the"part"of"the"

teacher"and"not"the"district,"it"is"not"included"here.""Analysis"of"Dudley"may"be"found"in"
Appendix"C."
"
783 "Bd.&of&Educ.&v.&Ill.&State&Bd.&of&Educ."appears"to"be"an"anomaly"motivated"by"something"
other"than"professional"standards.""The"principal’s"actions"regarding"the"tenured"teacher"
were"quite"contradictory"and"unexplainable."""As"such,"the"case"will"not"be"discussed.&""
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1. Failure to properly develop and implement the remediation plan;
2. Failure to apply Article 24A’s expressly stated performance rating categories;
3. Failure to adhere to Article 24A’s dismissal process;
4. Failure to comply with Article 24A’s time line stipulations; and
5. Failure to comply with the Act’s clerical requirements.
These five error types will be discussed vis-à-vis the case law within the context of the pre- and
post- PERA tenured teacher dismissals resulting from the teacher’s failure to successfully
complete the remediation plan. The analysis discusses school officials’ procedural
transgressions resulting in the courts overturning school board dismissal decisions. The analysis
also discusses how procedural compliance may bolster school officials in cases seeking judicial
affirmation of tenured teacher dismissals.
Procedural Non-Compliance in Pre-PERA Case Law: Dismissals Overturned Based on
Remediation Plan Errors
Analysis of the case law revealed nine instances wherein the proper development and
implementation of the remediation plan was the deciding issue of the case. Of these, six cases
involved errors resulting in the school board’s dismissal decision being overturned.
In Chicago Board of Education v. Smith,784 the appellate court expressly stated, “the
issue in this case centers on whether the proper procedures were observed” in dismissing the
teacher.785 At the end of the remediation plan, the teacher did not receive a formal final

784 "Chicago"Bd."of"Educ."v."Smith,&279"Ill."App."3d"26&(Ill."App."Ct."1st"Dist."1996)."

&

785 &Id."at"28."

"
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evaluation as required by the School Code.786 Instead, the building principal verbally informed
the teacher her performance during the remediation period was “still unsatisfactory”787 and her
dismissal was being recommended to the Board of Education.788 The hearing officer based his
decision to overturn the teacher’s dismissal on this procedural violation. On appeal, the
appellate court concluded the verbal communication of the teacher’s remediation plan
performance, coupled with another procedural error (discussed later), constituted a significant
breach of the procedures (emphasis added) outlined in Article24A-5 of the School Code.789
The appellate court observed school officials “did not comply with the requirements of the
School Code… regarding evaluations and ratings.”790 As a result the teacher was reinstated.
The next instance of improper implementation of a remediation plan resulting in the
overturning of a dismissal decision was MacDonald v. Board of Education.791 Article 24A-5
required the remediation plan to be developed and implemented within thirty days of a tenured
teacher receiving an unsatisfactory performance rating.792 The teacher received his summative
performance rating of unsatisfactory on the last day of the 2007 – 2008 school year. It was not
until 158 days after the summative conference that the remediation plan had been developed

786 "105"ILL."COMP."STAT."5/24A/5"(West"1992)."

"
787 "Smith,"279"Ill."App."3d"at"28."

"

788 "Id."

"

789 "Id."at"35."

"

790 "Id.&

&
791 "MacDonald"v."State"Bd."Of"Educ.,"966"N.E."2d"322"(Ill."App."4th"Dist."2012)."

"

792 "105"ILL."COMP."STAT."5/24A/5"(West"1992)."

"
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and implemented.793 The court concluded school officials should not have waited as long as
they did to institute the remediation plan.794 Therefore, the court ruled the school district’s lack
of compliance with the remediation plan procedures was “an invalidation of the plan” and
accordingly reversed the teacher’s dismissal.795
Procedural Non-Compliance in Pre-PERA Case Law: Dismissals Overturned Based on
Performance Rating Errors
Pre-PERA Article 24A-5 explicitly stated school districts must use one of three rating
categories (i.e., excellent, satisfactory, or unsatisfactory) to rate a teacher’s performance.796
Consistency was important for cross-district comparisons, thus the need for all school districts
to comply with this School Code provision. In Buchna v. Illinois State Board of Education,797
the teacher asserted her dismissal should be overturned due to the school district’s noncompliance with Article 24A -5.798 Instead of utilizing the three statutorily prescribed ratings,
the teacher’s school district’s practice was to use only two summative rating categories: “Meets
or Exceeds District Expectations” or “Does Not Meet District Expectations.”799

793 "MacDonald,"966"N.E."2d"at"326."

"
794 "Id.""

"

795 "Id."at"330."

"

796 "105"ILL."COMP."STAT."5/24A/5(c)"(West"1992)."

"

797 "Buchna"v."Ill."State"Bd."of"Educ.,"342"Ill."App."3d"934"(Ill."App."Ct."3d"Dist."2003)."

"
798 "Id."at"935/36."

"

799 "Id."at"936."
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The teacher argued since “the ratings did not follow the statutory terminology, … her
termination was improper.”800 The hearing officer and the trial court decided the district “had
substantially complied (emphasis added) with subsection 24A-5(c).”801 However, the
appellate court disagreed and concluded, “Section 5 [of Article 24A] authorize[d] remediation
if certain requirements [were] followed. The Board lost its remedial authority when it failed to
comply with one of those requirements.”802
The appellate court relied heavily on the statute’s language as, “the most reliable
indicator of the law’s intent,”803 and determined the “language clearly state[d] that use of the
three-tiered rating system … was mandatory.”804 At the crux of the decision were the meanings
of the words ‘may’ and ‘shall.’ School officials argued, “’shall’ really only meant ‘may.’”805
The appellate court, after thoroughly evaluating the statute’s language, determined the
legislature’s intent and the statute’s language were “clear and unambiguous.”806 The court
declared ‘shall’ actually meant ‘required’ and all three ratings must be used.
Since “the remediation and dismissal provisions of Section 24A-5 only apply to
teachers who have received an ‘unsatisfactory’ rating,” and the teacher never received such a

800 "Id."

"
801 "Id."

"

802 "Id."at"939."

"

803 "Buchna,"342"Ill."App."3d"at"936."

"

804 "Id."at"937."

"
805 "Id."

"

806 "Id."

"
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rating, the court held there was no legal support justifying the initiation of a remediation plan.
Without the authority to place the teacher on a remediation plan, the unsatisfactory teaching
performance rating at the conclusion of the plan (the reason for her dismissal) was invalid and
the school district had no grounds to terminate the teacher’s employment. The appellate court
reversed the dismissal decision by reason of the school district’s “unauthorized departure”807
(emphasis added) from Article 24A-5’s express procedural requirements.
Procedural Non-Compliance in Pre-PERA Case Law: Dismissals Overturned Based on
Dismissal Process Errors
The dismissal process has many aspects, the role of the hearing officer being an
important one. In Board of Education v. Spangler808 the issue was the hearing officer’s scope
of authority.

While school officials complied with all procedures in relation to the year-end

evaluation, developing the remediation plan within the time requirements, and following proper
procedures during the remediation plan, they did not follow Article 24A-12’s guidance on the
hearing officer’s role. At the conclusion of the remediation plan, the teacher’s teaching
performance was rated as unsatisfactory and a dismissal recommendation was submitted to the
board of education. The board of education voted to dismiss the teacher and an administrative
hearing followed.
The hearing officer concluded the board of education “failed to show by a
preponderance of evidence that the teacher deserved an unsatisfactory rating during the

807 "Id."at"939."

"

808 "Bd."of"Educ."v."Spangler,&328"Ill."App."3d"747"(Ill."App."Ct."1st"Dist."2002)."

"
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remediation year, nor should he have been dismissed.”809 The trial court concurred. On appeal,
the board of education argued the hearing officer exceeded the scope of his authority.810 The
appellate court disagreed and found the hearing officer’s decision was not against the manifest
weight of the evidence and he had not exceeded his authority, nor did he substitute his
judgment for that of the board of education.811 The appellate court noted the board of
education misinterpreted Article 24-12812 that granted “full and total authority to the hearing
officer to make the ultimate decision and determination as to dismissal.”813 Due to this
procedural error, the appellate court upheld the hearing officer’s decision to overturn the board
of education’s dismissal of the teacher.814 The teacher was reinstated.
Procedural Non-Compliance in Pre-PERA Case Law: Dismissals Overturned Based on Time
Line Errors
Observing the time line requirements specified in the School Code is critical to
successful removal of tenured teachers whose performance is rated as unsatisfactory. This

809 "Id."at"751."

"
810 "Id."at"752."

"

811 "Id."at"760."

"

812 "At"the"end"of"1975,"Article"24/12"was"amended"to"give"the"board"of"education"“only"an"

investigatory/charging"function”"and"to"give"the"“hearing"function"[to]"an"impartial"
hearing"officer.”"Spangler,"328"Ill"App."3d"at"753."
"
813 "Spangler,"328"Ill"App."3d"at"753/54."
"
814 "Id."at"748."
"
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remediation plan be developed and implemented within 30 days after a tenured teacher’s
receipt of an unsatisfactory performance rating. The teacher received his summative
performance rating of unsatisfactory on the last day of the 2007-2008 school year.816 The 30day time period required in pre-PERA Article 24-5 was not an exact time period, as hearing
officers had the ability to give school districts a reasonable time allowance.817 In making this
determination, hearing officers and the courts have taken into account the discussions at
legislative hearings. In this particular case, the hearing officer relied on the testimony of
senators during legislative hearings818 to determine “the 30-day time period [was] not
mandatory.”819 Hence, the hearing officer upheld the dismissal.
The court, while allowing for some flexibility in the 30-day time period, was not as
lenient as the hearing officer and reversed his decision. The court deemed the extensive time
period prior to the beginning of the remediation plan (i.e., 158 days) to be a substantial breach
of the procedures (emphasis added). The court held since the final performance rating was
given to the teacher on the last day of school, the remediation plan should have started on the

815 "MacDonald"v."State"Bd."Of"Educ.,"966"N.E."2d"322"(Ill."App."4th""Dist."2012)."

"

816 "Id."at"324."

"

817 "Failure"to"strictly"comply"with"the"time"requirements"contained"in"Article"24A/5"shall"

not"invalidate"the"results"of"the"remediation"plan."105"ILL."COMP."STAT."5/24A/5"(West"
1992)."
"
818 "MacDonald,"966"N.E."2d"at"326."
"
819 "Id."
"
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first day of the next school year.820 This would have exceeded the thirty-day period, but not in
an egregious manner. In making this decision, the court noted school officials determined the
evaluation date and were aware of the statutory requirements.821 In addition, the court further
observed if school officials were dissatisfied with the teacher’s teaching and believed it needed
improvement, they should never have allowed the teacher to begin a new school year without a
remediation plan commencing and a consulting teacher being identified.822 Therefore, the court
concluded school officials should not have waited 158 days after the teacher’s summative
evaluation meeting to institute the remediation plan.823 The court found school officials’ failure
to comply with procedural requirements was “an invalidation of the [remediation] plan”824 and,
therefore, reversed the teacher’s dismissal.
Procedural Non-Compliance in Pre-PERA Case Law: Dismissals Overturned Based on Clerical
Errors
Even clerical issues matter when they pertain to the procedures outlined in Article 24A
of the Illinois School Code. This was evidenced in Chicago Board of Education v. Smith.825

820 "Id."at"330."
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821 "Id."
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822 "Id."

"

823 "Id."at"326."
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825 "Chicago"Bd."of"Educ."v."Smith,&279"Ill."App."3d"26&(Ill."App."Ct."1st"Dist."1996)."
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The school officials did not use the “proper visitation [observation] forms”826 when conducting
the teacher’s remediation evaluation observations, nor did they use the proper end of
remediation evaluation form.
At the end of the remediation period the teacher received neither the “’Teacher
Evaluation Review’ form” nor a summative rating on her teaching performance during the
remediation plan.827 Two days after the culmination of the plan, the teacher was told a
recommendation for her dismissal would be submitted to the Board because “she was not
successful at remediation.”828 At this time the teacher was handed a document entitled “’YOU
HAVE NOT COMPLIED WITH THE FOLLOWING ITEMS.’”829 The document listed areas
of deficiency that closely approximated the information in the remediation plan.830 The hearing
officer and the appellate court concluded the lack of the appropriate evaluation review form,
coupled with another error in the implementation of the remediation process (discussed above)
constituted a significant breach of the procedures (emphasis added) outlined in Article24A-5 of
the School Code.831 The court noted school officials had failed to identify the teacher’s specific
strengths and weakness, the supporting reasons, and an overall performance rating.832

826 "Id."at"29."

"
827 "Id."at"35."

"

828 "Id."
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829 "Id."
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830 "Id."
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The hearing officer based his decision to overturn the teacher’s dismissal on these
procedural violations. The appellate court agreed, observing school officials “did not comply
with the requirements of the School Code… regarding evaluations and ratings.”833 Due to the
clerical error, the teacher was reinstated.
All of these cases were overturned and the teachers were reinstated – with back pay and
benefits – due to school officials’ non-compliance with the procedures outlined in the prePERA Article 24A of the Illinois School Code.
Procedural Compliance in Pre-PERA Case Law: Dismissal Affirmed Based on Remediation
Plan Compliance
Meticulously following the procedures with respect to the remediation plan process
aided the following school districts in successfully terminating the employment of
unsatisfactory tenured teachers. In the first example involving school district remediation plan
procedural compliance, Powell v. Board of Education,834 the appellate court upheld the
dismissal decision.
The teacher claimed since the board of education’s role was solely to ratify the
principal’s dismissal recommendation, the board violated Article 24A-5(f). The trial court
reversed the dismissal, reasoning, “the statutory requirements to initiate a remediation program

833 "Id."

"

834 "Powell"v."Bd."of"Educ.,"189"Ill."App."3d"802"(Ill."App."Ct."3d"Dist."1989)."
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… were not met by the School Board.”835 The trial court interpreted the word ‘district’ to mean
“only school boards had the authority to develop and initiate the remediation programs.”836
On appeal, the appellate court also focused on the issue of “whether Article 24A
require[d] school boards to ‘initiate’ or develop a remediation program.”837 The appellate court
determined the trial court applied an erroneous interpretation to the word ‘district.’838 The trial
court interpreted ‘district’ to be the ‘school board,’ but the broader definition of ‘school
officials’ was the true intention of Article 24A.839 Relying on Article 24A’s legislative scheme
and a 1989 amendment to Article 4A-5(f),840 specifically permitting school officials to develop
and commence remediation plans,841 the court determined it was the responsibility of school
officials, not the school board, to develop and implement the remediation plan.842
Subsequently, the appellate court found, “the trial court erred in reversing the decision of the

835 "Id."at"805."

"

836 "Id."

"

837 "Id."

"

838 "Id."at"805/06."

"
839 "Id."at"806."
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840 "In"1989"an"amendment"was"added"to"Article"24A/5"of"the"School"Code"which"included"

the"following"language:"“development"and"commencement"by"the"district,"or"by"an"
administrator”"Pub."Act"090/0548"(1988)"available&at"
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/publicacts/pubact90/acts/90/0548.html"(last"visited"
Mar."8,"2015)."
"
841 "Powell,"189"Ill."App."3d"at"806."
"
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hearing officer … based on its erroneous conclusion the [board of education] had to initiate and
develop the remediation program.”843 The teacher was dismissed.
In Davis v. Board of Education,844 the hearing officer, the trial court, and the appellate
court all agreed the school district followed the necessary remediation procedures and made the
appropriate decision to dismiss the teacher.
On appeal the teacher argued school officials failed to comply with Article 24A and the
procedural errors necessitated a reversal of his dismissal. During the 1989-1990 school year
the teacher’s classroom performance was rated unsatisfactory and a remediation plan was
developed and implemented within the specified time period. A consulting teacher was
selected and the plan was discussed with the teacher who stated he understood its terms.845 At
the culmination of the remediation plan the teacher received an unsatisfactory rating. Pursuant
to Articles 24A-5, the teacher’s employment was terminated.846 Upon review, the hearing
officer found sufficient cause existed for the dismissal and found no procedural violations by
school officials.847 The trial court concurred but on appeal, the teacher argued procedural
violations with respect to who decides whether the teaching performance during the

843 "Id."at"807."

"

844 "Davis"v."Bd."of"Educ.,"of"the"City"of"Chicago,&276"Ill."App."3d"693"(Ill."App."Ct."1st"Dist."
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remediation plan is satisfactory or unsatisfactory.848 The teacher contended the determination
was to be made by the hearing officer – not the school district.849
The appellate court disagreed, finding the school officials had followed Article 24A’s
applicable procedures.850 The court cited Article 24A-5(f) finding, “the statute clearly vest[ed]
the principal and the consulting teacher with the power to make this determination.”851
Accordingly, the appellate court upheld the board of education’s dismissal decision. The
teacher’s employment was terminated.
Proper procedures with respect to the development and implementation of the
remediation plan were also the primary reason the teacher’s dismissal was upheld in
Montgomery v. Board of Education.852 At the heart of the case were two procedural matters.
The teacher alleged school officials had not met Article 24A’s procedural requirements.
Specifically, the teacher argued he had not been properly placed on a remediation plan because
he never received a written evaluation with reasons supporting his unsatisfactory performance
rating. The hearing officer “found that proper procedures had been followed” with respect to
Article 24A-5 and with respect to the teacher’s placement on a remediation plan.853 The
hearing officer concluded the “repeated written comments and suggestions …[regarding the
848 "Id."at"696."

"

849 "Id."

"

850 "Id."at"696–98."

"
851 "Id."at"696."

"

852 "Montgomery"v."Bd."Of"Educ.,"No."11/2324,"2012"Ill."App."Unpub."LEXIS"2135"(Ill."App.,"

2012)."
"
853 "Id."*18."
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teacher’s teaching performance] amounted to ample supporting reasons”854 for the
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unsatisfactory rating.
The teacher also alleged school officials committed several errors during the
administration of the remediation plan.855 At the end of the hearing, the hearing officer
determined school officials did not commit any procedural errors during the implementation
and administration of the remediation plan.856 Based upon these findings the hearing officer
affirmed the teacher’s dismissal.857 At trial, the only issue the court considered was whether
the consulting teacher “participated in the development of [the] remediation plan, as required
by the Code.”858 The court found “no error in the hearing officer’s determination”859 “that the
provisions of section 24A-5(h) had been met.”860 Thus, the court affirmed the teacher’s
dismissal. The teacher appealed. The appellate court denied the petition and the case was
dismissed.861 The board of education’s dismissal of the tenured teacher was upheld.
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Procedural Compliance in Pre-PERA Case Law: Dismissal Affirmed Based on Dismissal
Process Compliance
Similar to the importance of complying with the proper remediation plan procedures,
conformance with the details of the overall dismissal process is also crucial in strengthening
school district’s decisions to dismiss tenured teachers.
In Davis v. Board of Education,862 the question of who was allowed to rate the teacher’s
performance during the remediation plan, a key aspect of the dismissal process, was the issue.
The teacher contended the decision lay with the hearing officer.863 The appellate court
did not find merit in this argument, citing Article 24A-5(f), declaring, “the statute clearly
vest[ed] the principal and the consulting teacher with the power to make this determination.”864
The appellate court, therefore, upheld the board of education’s dismissal decision and the
teacher was dismissed.
The next example of the importance of adhering to the dismissal process procedures is
Raitzik v. Board of Education.865 In this case, adherence to Article 24A’s procedures buttressed
the board of education’s successful termination of the teacher’s employment. During the 20002001 school year the teacher’s classroom teaching was observed the requisite number of times,
and after each observation the building principal met with the teacher to discuss her identified

862 "Davis"v."Bd."of"Educ.,"of"the"City"of"Chicago,&276"Ill."App."3d"693"(Ill."App."Ct."1st"Dist."
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865 "Raitzik"v."Bd"of"Educ.,"356"Ill."App."3d"813"(Ill."App."Ct."1st"Dist."2005)."
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strengths and weaknesses, and the reasons for both.866 After receiving a summative evaluation
rating of unsatisfactory, the teacher was placed on a remediation plan, pursuant to Article 24A5(f). The plan was developed, implemented, and communicated to the teacher in accordance
with Article 24A.867 At the conclusion of the remediation plan the teacher received another
unsatisfactory rating and the Board voted to dismiss her in accordance with Article 24A-5.868
The hearing officer concluded, although school officials complied with the School
Code, he found it “troubling” for a tenured teacher to be dismissed after just two
observations.869 Based upon this concern, the hearing officer overturned the Board’s
termination decision.870 The school district sought relief in the trial court where the teacher
argued school officials had not followed proper dismissal procedures.871 At trial, the court
found “no procedural violations in [the teacher’s] dismissal,”872 and substantial evidence
showing the teacher failed to improve her teaching performance during the remediation period.
The appellate court reached the same conclusion873 and affirmed the board of education’s
dismissal decision.
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In all of these dismissal cases, school officials conscientiously followed Article 24A’s
procedures and all of the cases ended with an affirmation of the tenured teacher’s dismissal
decisions. The recommendation for school officials looking to cull ineffective teachers is clear:
adhere to the procedures outlined in Article 24A of the School Code.
The preceding cases regarding procedural errors all occurred prior to PERA’s passage.
The anticipated trend for the future is the courts will continue to give deference to school
districts in tenured teacher dismissal cases if school officials follow Article 24A’s procedural
directives. A tenured teacher with many years of experience may successfully be dismissed if
there is proper adherence to Article 24A’s procedures. This anticipated trend is reflected in the
only post-PERA Article 24A tenured teacher dismissal case decided to date. In this case, the
dismissal decision was overturned due to school officials’ failure to comply with the postPERA Article 24A procedures.874
Procedural Compliance Post-PERA: Dismissal Overturned Based on Remediation Plan Errors
At the time of this study, only one post-PERA teacher termination case pertaining to
Article 24A had been decided.875 PERA’s recent enactment explains the dearth of cases. In

874

Procedural compliance cuts both ways – the courts are just as strict with following Article
24A’s procedures with teachers as they are with districts. This is clearly evidenced in Dudley
v. Board of Education. As this case does not deal with the actions of the school district and
therefore has no bearing on the lessons learned for districts, extrapolated from the case law, it is
discussed in Appendix D.
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Board of Education v. Shelley Orbach876 school officials did not follow the remediation plan
procedures.
The board of education failed to follow Article 24A-5(m),877 thereby resulting in the
board of education’s dismissal decision being overturned. Post-PERA Article 24A-5(m)
specifies the overall rating at the culmination of the remediation period determines the
dismissal decision.878 Notwithstanding the overall “satisfactory” rating, at the conclusion of the
remediation period, the board of education dismissed the teacher.879 The district used the
individual component ratings to make its dismissal decision, but Article 24A made it clear
those ratings were not relevant in the decision. Since the board of education did not base its
dismissal decision on the teacher’s overall performance rating, it failed to comply with Article
24A-5. Accordingly, the court reversed the dismissal decision.
Future Implications
As was the trend with the pre-PERA Article 24A tenured teacher dismissal cases,
Orbach880 portends a continuation of a judicial expectation for strict procedural fidelity will
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continue. Based on the cases, the courts apply a tight definition of the concept of procedural
compliance. The definition is narrow, but not totally inflexible. The case history exemplifies
the courts have required “a significant breach of procedures”881 and “an unauthorized
departure” from procedures882 before finding an Article 24A procedural violation. Thus, the
courts have extended deferential treatment to school district dismissal decisions. Even with this
historical deference, school officials should nonetheless scrupulously follow Article 24A’s
procedural directives. The terms ‘significant breach’ and ‘unauthorized departure’ are
nebulous. It is difficult to know exactly where the line between an acceptable bending of
Article 24A’s procedures and a significant breach or an unauthorized departure lies. The lesson
for school officials is to err on the conservative side and follow all the procedures outlined in
Article 24A.
The proper development and implementation of remediation plans, utilizing the stated
performance rating categories, adhering to the dismissal process requirements, observing time
line stipulations, and satisfying the clerical requirements are all crucial categories for
procedural compliance that should not be overlooked or glossed over if school officials desire
to successfully dismiss tenured teachers in the post-PERA era. The pattern established by case
law, coupled with the intent of the Performance Evaluation Reform Act,883 yields a clear lesson:
if school districts want the courts to uphold their Article 24A tenured teacher dismissal
decisions they must precisely adhere to the new law’s procedural directives. This is an

881 "Chicago&Bd.&of&Educ.&v.&Smith;&279"Ill."App."3d"26,"35"(Ill."App."1996)"and"MacDonald"v."

State"Bd."of"Educ.,"966"N.E.2d"322,"330"(Ill."App."4th"Dist."2012)."
"
882 "Buchna"v."Ill."State"Bd."of"Educ.,"342"Ill."App."3d"934,"939"(Ill."App."2003)."
"
883 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861"(2010)."
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important lesson for school officials seeking future dismissal of tenured teachers whose
classroom teaching performance is determined to be unsatisfactory.
Conclusion
The Performance Evaluation Reform Act884 seeks to increase student academic
performance by improving teacher instructional performance, vis-à-vis strengthening the
teacher performance evaluation process. Most would agree PERA’s impetus and the alacrity of
its passage were designed to secure Race to the Top federal funding. Notwithstanding this
motivation, PERA seeks to make many positive changes to strengthen the perception of public
school teachers and the public school system. One way PERA seeks to accomplish this goal is
by establishing clear guidelines addressing ineffective classroom teaching performance.
The next chapter explains the current state of teacher evaluation, thereby placing
Illinois’ PERA into context. The chapter offers potential policy implications of PERA and
compliance suggestions for school officials. Future areas of study are also be discussed.

884 "Id."

CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
This final chapter examines the history of the federal government’s involvement in
American public education to determine whether a pattern exists to understand the federal
government’s expanding role in public education, thereby placing into context Illinois’ passage
of the 2010 Performance Evaluation Reform Act885 (PERA). PERA, coupled with the
subsequent and companion legislation, Senate Bill 7, made significant changes to Illinois’
teacher performance evaluation process and the role tenure status plays in employment
decisions. The second purpose of this study was to determine what factors were most
important in determining the outcome of tenured teacher dismissal cases involving
unsatisfactory teaching performance. This determination was made by analyzing Illinois court
decisions regarding tenured teacher dismissal, both prior to and after the implementation of
PERA. These dismissals stemmed from the teacher’s failure to successfully complete a
remediation plan resulting from an unsatisfactory teaching performance rating.
The federal government’s role in public education has historically been one of financial
and theoretical support. It was not until the post World War II era, and specifically the Soviet
launch of Sputnik I that the federal government’s involvement turned toward policy formation
– despite the United States Constitution’s establishing public education as a state responsibility.

885 "Id."
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Throughout the decades following Sputnik I, the federal government has taken an everincreasing role in public education policy. A by-product of this growing federal influence has
been teacher accountability, thus the recent attention on the teacher evaluation process.
In 2009 President Obama established the Race to the Top campaign In 2009 President
Obama established the Race to the Top campaign (RTTP).886 RTTP was a competitive federal
program that provided qualifying states with federal funds in exchange for the adoption of
newly recommended federal education policies. This program was intended to change
education policy one state at a time. RTTP was a different approach to the federal
government’s involvement, and one that yielded some success as a new strategy for
effectuating federal education policy changes. RTTPs stated goal was to create “achievable
plans for implementing coherent, compelling, and comprehensive education reform.”887 A
large piece of this reform focused on teacher evaluation with an accompanying emphasis on
teacher accountability.
While Congress could not enact a federal teacher evaluation law, the federal
government used RTTP as a monetary incentive for states to adopt more rigorous teacher
evaluation systems, incorporating student academic growth into the equation. In order to

886 "U.S."Dept."of"Ed.,"Race&to&the&Top&Executive&Summary&(Nov."2009)"available&at"

https://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop/executive/summary.pdf"(last"visited"Mar."
8,"2015)."
"
887 "U.S."Department"of"Ed.,"Race&to&The&Top&Fund,"
http://www2.ed.gov/programs/racetothetop/index.html"(last"visited"Mar."8,"2015)."
"
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garner RTTP funds, many states with a teacher evaluation system not incorporating student
academic growth, began amending their evaluation systems to align with RTTP guidelines.888
In the quest for RTTP funds, a number of states placed teacher evaluation at the top of
their education policy agendas. As of 2013, all but ten states had already amended or were in
the process of revamping their teacher evaluation systems.889
This chapter overviews the current state of teacher evaluation and places the Illinois’
teacher evaluation system into context. This chapter also identifies lessons learned from the
case law analysis and offers potential policy implications and compliance suggestions for
Illinois public school districts. Finally, future areas for study are presented.
Current State of Teacher Evaluation
Based on the history of education policy and the current move toward greater
federalization, the issue of teacher evaluation has been placed on the national policy agenda.
However, the National Council of Teacher Quality (NCTQ) suggested “state governments are
arguably the single most powerful authority over the teaching profession. State policies have
an impact on who decides to enter teaching, who stays—and everything in between.”890
However, others whole-heartedly disagree with the NCTQ’s viewpoint and argue the trend
888 "All"41"states"that"applied"to"receive"Race"to"the"Top"funds"included"in"their"

applications"some"mention"of"teacher"evaluation.""Sartain,"et.&al,"supra"note"613,"at"2."
"
889 "National"Council"of"Teacher"Quality,"State&of&the&States&2013:&Teacher&Effectiveness&
Policies,""5&(2013)"available&at"
http://www.nctq.org/dmsView/State_of_the_States_2013_Using_Teacher_Evaluations_NC
TQ_Report"(last"accessed"Mar."8,"2015)."
"
890 "National"Council"on"Teacher"Quality,"http://www.nctq.org/p/statePolicy/"(last"visited"
Mar."8,"2015)."
"
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toward educational federalization as weakening the state role in determining educational
policy.891 For example, Douglas E. Mitchell, Robert Crowson, & Dorothy Shipps posited, the
focus of quality education has shifted to “education as national security and economic
necessity.”892 The authors point out in the 1950s local school districts were responsible for
educational policy decisions, but now “the policy making power has shifted sharply toward …
federal policymakers.”893
Many state teacher evaluation systems have been redefined in the past five years to
include student achievement and/or academic growth metrics. The public demanded to know
why the majority of teachers classroom performance was ranked as either ‘superior’ or
‘excellent’ while the majority of students did not meet state academic performance
expectations. The general perception was one of teacher performance rating inflation occurring
in the public schools. A 2009 study conducted by The New Teacher Project found 91% of
Chicago Public School (CPS) teachers received a ‘superior’ or ‘excellent’ performance
evaluation ranking for the 2007-2008 school year. During this same time period only 34% of
CPS students met Illinois’ student achievement expectations.894 Arne Duncan, the current
United States Secretary of Education and CEO of the Chicago Public Schools, acknowledged
this problem when he asserted, “ninety-nine percent of teachers are rated satisfactory and most

891 "Douglas"E."Mitchell,"Robert"Crowson,"&"Dorothy"Shipps,"Shaping&the&Education&Policy&

Dialogue,"PEABODY"J."OF"EDUC.,"86,"367/72"(2011)."
"
892 "Id."
"
893 "Id."
"
894 "Sartain,"et.&al,"supra"note"613,"at"3."
"
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evaluations ignore the most important measure of a teacher's success - which is how much their
students have learned.”895
In 2013, thirty-five states and the District of Columbia were using student achievement
data as a component of their teacher performance evaluation systems. This represented a
twenty state increase from 2009.896 Although in 2013 the majority of states included student
achievement data as one element in their teacher evaluation systems, each state differed on the
weight this variable played in determining overall teacher performance ratings. Some states
used student achievement data as the “preponderant” factor, others used it as a “significant”
factor, and still others included it as a general factor in determining teacher effectiveness.897
All but ten states required some evidence of student learning as a component of their teacher
performance evaluation system.898 With the passage of the Performance Evaluation Reform
Act,899 by September 1, 2016 all Illinois public school districts will be required to weight
student growth data as at least 30% of the calculus for determining a teacher’s overall

895 "The"New"Teacher"Project,"Teacher&Evaluation&2.0,"http://tntp.org/ideas/and/

innovations/view/teacher/evaluation/2.0"(last"viewed"Mar."8,"2015)."
"
896 "National"Council"of"Teacher"Quality,"State&of&the&States&2012:&Teacher&Effectiveness&
Policies,"i"and"1&(2012),"available&at"
http://www.nctq.org/dmsView/State_of_the_States_2012_Teacher_Effectiveness_Policies
_NCTQ_Report"(last"visited"Mar."8,"2015)"and"National"Council"of"Teacher"Quality,"supra"
note"889,"at"i."
"
897 "National"Council"of"Teacher"Quality,"supra"note"889,"at"91/92."
"
898 "Id.&at"5."
"
899 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"96/0861"(2010)."
"
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performance evaluation rating.900 This is the first time in Illinois history student growth data
must be taken into account when determining a teacher’s overall teaching performance rating.
Interpretations of Lessons Learned
As Illinois public school leaders evaluate tenured teacher classroom performance under
Article 24A, as amended by PERA, how should the “lessons learned” be applied? First and
foremost, districts must pay close to attention to the procedures outlined in Article 24A.
Analysis of the tenured teacher dismissal cases, both pre and post PERA highlights this
important lesson if school districts seek to remove unsatisfactory tenured teachers from the
classrooms.
School leaders must properly develop and implement the remediation plan. This
involves creating and beginning the plan within the thirty-day window, proper use of a
consulting teacher, the appropriate number of observations and post-observation conferences,
and a final written evaluation, stating the teacher’s strengths and weaknesses, at the completion
of the remediation plan.
School officials are required to use Article 24A’s expressly stated performance rating
categories. After PERAs implementation, all teachers must be given one of four performance
ratings: excellent, proficient, needs improvement, or unsatisfactory.901 In the past, individual
districts were able to apply for and receive a waiver in order to use a different set of ratings.
However, under PERA this option no longer exists. Therefore, school districts must either

900 "Id."at"§"24A/2.5"and"§"24A/(c)."

"

901 "105"ILL."COMP."STAT."5/24/5(d)"(West"2010)."

"
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comply with the statutorily mandated performance rating system or risk losing in court when a
teacher dismissal is challenged.
Article 24A’s tenured teacher dismissal process, as set forth in the School Code, is yet
another step public school leaders are obligated to follow if they desire to successfully
terminate the contracts of unsatisfactory tenured teachers. School districts may not take
shortcuts or alter the process.
Failure to comply with Article 24A’s time line stipulations will likely result in a school
board’s dismissal decision being overturned. With respect to this issue, it appears school
districts have a little leeway. The courts are willing to be flexible with the thirty-day deadline
for commencing remediation plans. For example, in the case of MacDonald v. Board of
Education902 it appears clear that 158 days was too many days in excess of the thirty-day
allotment in the law. It is safe to believe that 35 days would be an acceptable extension (five
days) of the time period. However, school officials must ask themselves would 100 days be too
excessive? 75 days? 45 days? There exists a continuum of a clearly acceptable bending of the
rules and a significant breach of the procedures. Where the line is drawn is left to individual
courts to decide. As such, school officials would be wise to err on the conservative side and
keep as close as possible to the thirty-day period.
Lastly, school districts are charged with satisfying Article 24A’s clerical requirements.
While any one specific form may not seem important, and substituting a different form seems
harmless, this is not the case. School district personnel are directed to utilize all the forms the
law specifies. Continual monitoring to ensure procedural compliance will be essential. School

902 "MacDonald"v."State"Bd."Of"Educ.,"966"N.E."2d"322"(Ill."App."4th"Dist."2012).""
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officials must also monitor and evaluate what other issues/infractions may cause the courts to
overturn their dismissal decisions.
Potential Policy Implications
PERA implementation is underway. Frances Fowler, author of Policy Studies for
Educational Leaders stated, “the success of implementation depends upon motivating educators
to implement the new policy and providing them with the necessary resources to do so.”903
RTTP and the Illinois legislature’s enactment of PERA, not educator motivation, are driving
compliance with the new law -- educators do not have a choice in this matter. By the 20162017 school year, Illinois public school districts must fully implement all aspects of PERA.
The biggest compliance issues for school officials are time and money.904
There are several different time requirements associated with the multiple steps leading
to full PERA policy implementation. Illinois intended to create manageable pieces, phased in
over time, but the way the law is written, there is no room for flexibility on compliance
dates.905 The other main resource issue is local school districts having sufficient funds to

903 "Fowler,"supra"note"252,"at"2.""

"

904 "Joseph"J."Matula,"Implementing&PERA?&&Get&Started&Now!,"Ill."Sch."Bd."J."Sept./Oct."2013,"

http://www.iasb.com/journal/j091013_02.cfm"(last"visited"Mar."8,"2015)"and"Goldrick,"
et.&al.,"supra"note"644,"at"iii."
"
905 "PERA"clearly"defines"the"term"implementation"date"in"§"24A/2.5"and"uses"specific"
dates"throughout"the"law.""For"example,"September"1,"2012"was"the"cutoff"date"for"the"
completion"of"the"pre/qualification"program"for"evaluators.""Illinois"Performance"
Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861,"§"24A/5(d),"§"24A/3(b)"(2010)."
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implement PERA’s mandated changes.906 No funds have been allocated to school districts to
help defray the costs of PERA compliance and implementation.
School districts not previously using Danielson’s four performance categories for
teacher performance evaluations were required to change their rating systems by September 1,
2012.907 The change required the formation of a Joint Committee. As dictated by PERA, the
Joint Committee was required to be composed of equal representation of teachers and school
board members/administrators.908 The Joint Committee was charged with aligning the school
district’s teacher evaluation system with PERA’s expectations.909 Often times this alignment
process involved many detailed discussions and decisions, thereby necessitating an allocation
of both time and money.910 School districts previously unfamiliar with Charlotte Danielson’s
Framework for Professional Practice (Framework) needed to fund several training sessions to
familiarize staff with the new teacher evaluation model, as the Framework is the default model
used in the state designed evaluation system.911 The Danielson model is detailed and

906 "E.g.,"in"the"Altamont"Education"Association"Proposal"written"for"contract"negotiations,"

Article"VII"Teacher"Evaluation"outlines"the"committees"and"all"the"steps"needed"to"
prepare"for"full"PERA"implementation,"
http://www.illinois.gov/elrb/Documents/FinalOffers/Altamont/IEA/NEA/offer.pdf"(last"
visited"Mar."8,"2015)and"Mark"A."Smylie,"Teacher&Evaluation&and&the&Problem&of&
Professional&Development,"26"MID/WESTERN"EDUC."RESEARCHER,"issue"2,"97,"105"(2014).""
"
907 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861,"§"24A/5(d)"
(2010)."
"
908 "Id."at"§"24A/4(b)."
"
909 "Id.&
"
910 "Matula,"supra"note"904"and"Smylie,"supra"note"906,"at"105."
"
911 "Valerie"Strauss,"Researchers&Blast&Chicago&Teacher&Evaluation&Reform,"THE"ANSWER"
SHEET"BLOG,"THE"WASH."POST,"Mar."28,"2012,"
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comprehensive. Thus, the time and money needed to ensure all school district evaluators and
teachers were comfortable with the new system was significant.912
The next step in PERA implementation was deciding the student growth data sources to
use for teacher evaluation. This decision must be made by the fall of 2016. Many school
districts will need to adopt new assessments and more detailed data tracking systems.913 This
is a costly and time consuming undertaking.914 For school districts currently having a difficult
time balancing their budgets, these added financial constraints will likely create a significant
burden.
The final stage of the policy implementation process is policy evaluation.915 There are
two main types of evaluation: formative and summative. Formative assessment is ongoing,
driving mid-implementation changes, and summative assessment “assess[es] the quality of a
policy that has been in force for some time.”916 At this point, summative evaluation is not
possible, as PERA has not even reached the full implementation date. It will be several years
until a summative evaluation can begin. PERA included language mandating a “process for
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer/sheet/post/researchers/blast/chicago/
teacher/evaluation/reform/2012/03/28/gIQApdOfgS_blog.html;"Illinois"Association"of"
School"Administrators,"IASA&Blast&on&PERA&Training,"
http://www.iasaedu.org/cms/lib07/IL01923163/Centricity/Domain/72/PERA%20Trai
ning%20/%20Guidance.pdf"(last"visited"Mar."8,"2015);"and"Goldrick,"et.&al.,"supra"note"
644,"at"iii."
"
912 "Matula,"supra"note"904"and"Smylie,"supra"note"906,"at"105."
"
913 "Matula,"supra"note"904."
"
914 "Id."and"Smylie,"supra"note"906,"at"105."
"
915 "Fowler,"supra"note"252,"at"18."
"
916 "Id."at"285."
"
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measuring and reporting correlations between local … teacher evaluations and … student
growth.”917 The State Board of Education is responsible for developing and implementing this
data collection.918 In addition, the State Board of Education will develop and implement
systems to determine if the new teacher evaluation systems, pursuant to PERA, are “valid and
reliable, contribute to the development of staff, and improve student achievement
outcomes.”919 The law further requires, “by no later than September 1, 2014, a research based
study shall be issued … [and] based on the results of this study, changes, if any, [will be
required] … for [the] remaining school districts … to implement.”920
At this point there have been no changes made to the law and there has been no
communication from the Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) as to any midimplementation changes.921 Nor have any results of the research-based study, referenced
above, been communicated.922 Thus, there has been no true formative assessment of the law.
There have, however, been several updates announced via the ISBE website with new
implementation documents, guidelines, answers to frequently asked questions, and other

917 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861,"§"24A/

20(a)(9)"(2010)."
"
918 "Id."at"§"24A/20(a)."
"
919 "Id."at"§"24A/20(a)(10)."
"
920 "Id.&
"
921 "There"has"been"no"communication"via"the"ISBE"website"and"Illinois"districts"have"not"
received"any"information"regarding"this"issues"from"ISBE."
"
922 "There"has"been"no"communication"via"the"ISBE"website"and"Illinois"districts"have"not"
received"any"information"regarding"this"issues"from"ISBE."
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pertinent information.923 While this is not a true formative assessment, it is the only version of
assessment the state has provided to date. Other, more formal evaluations are not public at
this time.
Will PERA Make a Difference?
Ideally, PERA will make a difference in culling the burnt-out, disheartened, tenured
teachers who have emotionally and intellectually checked out because they no long have the
passion for teaching and know they have the safety net of tenure. Unfortunately, it is not clear
if PERA, as currently written, will accomplish this. It will take at least two years, the time
until full implementation, and several more teacher dismissal cases to determine if PERA will
accomplish its goal.
In addition, it will be difficult to ascertain if PERA accomplished its goal of increased
student academic performance since the student growth component will be buried within the
overall teacher performance rating. It will be difficult to tease out the specific results for each
teacher. Using the new Common Core standardized test, the Partnership for Assessment of
Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) will also be difficult as it is a brand new
assessment and reliable data will not be available for years.
Based on the precedent of previous dismissal cases, the hearing officer will take into
account the long term and successful teaching experience as a basis to overturn the district’s
decision.924 Hence, consistency over time will be a key issue. School officials will need to

923 "Illinois"State"Board"of"Education,"http://www.isbe.net/"(last"visited"Mar."8,"2015)."

"

924 "Raitzik"v."Bd"of"Educ.,"356"Ill."App."3d"813"(Ill."App."Ct."1st"Dist."2005)."
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show a consistent pattern of unsatisfactory teaching. School officials will most likely need to
show a gradual decline in the teacher’s performance. They will have to decide whether to
pursue an expensive appeal or to simply keep the ineffective teacher.925 If school districts are
to dismiss a tenured teacher with significant years of service (i.e., twenty or more years), they
must show a pattern of unsatisfactory teaching. It will be difficult to dismiss a tenured teacher
who has received satisfactory (or better) performance evaluations for multiple years and then
suddenly fails to successfully complete a remediation plan after earning an unsatisfactory
performance rating. It is too soon to know if PERA is making it easier for school leaders to
dismiss ineffective tenured teachers.
A formal process evaluating PERA’s impact needs to be created and implemented.
While the State Board of Education is continuously creating documents to elaborate and
explain the law, there is no group or method to determine if the law will accomplish its goals.
Both formative and summative assessments are needed. The formative assessments could
entail surveys being sent to all or a randomly chosen set of school districts, soliciting
anonymous information. Keeping the responses anonymous will increase the likelihood of
honest feedback, to help the state address aspects of the implementation in need of change.
While it is difficult to implement a true summative evaluation, several long-term assessments
should be made. It would make sense to gather data to determine if PERA is meeting its stated
goals five and ten years after the enactment of the law. Without this information, it will be
difficult to determine if PERA accomplished what it set out to do.

925 "Reeder,"supra"note"774."
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Areas for Future Study
This study is finite and therefore there are areas requiring further study. The issue of
assessing PERA’s effectiveness will be an ongoing concern. Since PERA is relatively new,
there was only one judicial decision involving tenured teacher dismissals under Article 24A of
the updated School Code. PERA’s future implications, both in terms of judicial rulings and
educational policy, will be determined at a future date.
One question that needs to be answered is, given PERA’s current language – without
any amendments to make it more stringent – will school districts make growth goals that are
relatively easy to obtain in order to avoid litigation? This is an area that needs further
exploration. In addition, calculating and analyzing student growth data also need further
exploration. At the present, each individual teacher may define student growth and determine
how it is to be measured. If this situation continues, how will it impact school district dismissal
decisions and judicial rulings? These are some of the many questions that need further
clarification.
While all Illinois public school districts are required to use the Charlotte Danielson
Framework, PERA does not specifically state if school officials must accord each of the four
domains equal weighting. It is possible some school districts may elect to weight certain
domains more than others. This would potentially skew the results of the teacher performance
evaluation process. If this occurs, tenured teachers who are dismissed in school districts that
either did, or did not, change the weighting calculus could arguably have grounds to seek
reversal of the dismissal decision. This subject needs further study as well.
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Conclusion
The quality of education and teacher accountability have been perennial themes of the
federal government’s focus. As of the 2009 Race to the Top -- the federal government’s latest
foray into education policy implementation -- teacher performance evaluation has been added
to the federal and state policy agendas. The Race to the Top was the impetus for Illinois’
Performance Evaluation Reform Act of 2010926 (PERA). PERA’s goal was to increase the
rigors of teacher performance evaluation, thereby holding teachers accountable for growth in
student learning. PERAs potential is great, and with a few changes it could be an effective tool
to increase the quality of teaching, increase student learning, and cull the teaching ranks of
ineffective teachers.

926 "Illinois"Performance"Evaluation"Reform"Act"of"2010,"Pub."Act"096/0861"(2010)."
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In 2005, the Pontiac School District in Michigan and the teachers’ union sued the
Secretary of the United States Department of Education, in the District Court for the Eastern
District of Michigan, in the School District of the City of Pontiac v. Arne Duncan, Secretary of
Education.927
The Pontiac school district alleged the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB)928 violated the
Spending Clause of the United States Constitution929 and a section of the Act itself,930 as NCLB
was alleged to be an unfunded mandate.931 School officials alleged “by enforcing various
provisions of the … NCLB Act, [Spellings was] imposing unfunded mandates on the States,
although unfunded mandates [were] prohibited by the statute [the Unfunded Mandates
Provision of the Spending Clause].”932 The school district believed the unfunded mandate
stemmed from “the shortfall between the costs of compliance and the federal funds
appropriated.”933 The Secretary of Education moved to dismiss the case on two grounds; lack
of subject matter jurisdiction due to the lack of standing, and plaintiff’s failure to provide a
basis for their requested relief.934

927 "Pontiac"v."Duncan,"560"U.S."952"(2010).""At"the"time"the"case"originated,"the"Secretary"

of"Education"was"Margaret"Spellings,"but"at"the"time"of"the"final"decision,"the"Secretary"
was"Arne"Duncan."
"
928 "No"Child"Left"Behind"Act"of"2002,"Pub."L."No."107/110,"115"Stat."1425"(2002)."
"
929 "U.S."CONST."art."I,"§"8,"cl."1:"The"Congress"shall"have"power"to"lay"and"collect"taxes,"
duties,"imposts"and"excises,"to"pay"the"debts"and"provide"for"the"common"defense"and"
general"welfare"of"the"United"States;"but"all"duties,"imposts"and"excises"shall"be"uniform"
throughout"the"United"States."
"
930
20 U.S.C. § 7907(a) of the NCLB, Prohibitions on federal government and use of Federal
funds: (a) General prohibition. Nothing in this Act [20 U.S.C. §§ 6301 et seq.] shall be
construed to authorize an officer or employee of the Federal Government to mandate, direct, or
control a State, local educational agency, or school's curriculum, program of instruction, or
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The United States District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan disagreed with the
Secretary on the first issue and ruled each group of plaintiffs had sufficiently alleged an injury,
and therefore had standing.935 However, the court did grant the motion to dismiss because the
plaintiffs had not provided a basis for the relief requested.936 The court explained, while
federal officers and employees could not impose unfunded mandates, the United States
Congress was not prohibited from doing so.937 “Congress intended NCLB to impose numerous
requirements on states that accepted particular federal funding, even if the states had to
contribute some of their own resources to fulfill those requirements.”938 The District Court
granted the Secretary of Education’s motion to dismiss.939

allocation of State or local resources, or mandate a State or any subdivision thereof to spend
any funds or incur any costs not paid for under this Act [20 U.S.C. §§ 6301 et seq.].
931 "Unfunded&mandate"is"defined"as"any"mandatory"order"or"requirement"under"statute,"

regulation,"or"by"a"public"agency"that"requires"the"entity"required"to"comply,"to"pay"for"
the"cost"of"compliance."
932 "Sch."Dist."of"the"City"of"Pontiac"v."Spellings,"No."05/CV/71535/DT,"2005"U.S."Dist."LEXIS"
29253,"at"*2"(E.D."Mich.,"2005)."
"
933 "Id."at"*5."
"
934 "Id."at"*7."
"
935 "Id."at"*10."
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936 "Id."at"*12."
"
937 "Id."at"*11."
"
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"
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The decision was appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.
The appellate court focused on the underlying issue of federal versus state funding under
NCLB.940 Pontiac School District officials asked the court to rule they did not need to comply
with the Act’s requirements when federal funding was not adequate to cover the increased costs
of compliance.941 In 2008, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the district court’s
decision. The appellate court based its decision on the fact “that NCLB fail[ed] to provide
clear notice as to who bears the additional costs of compliance”942 and “statutes enacted under
the Spending Clause of the United States Constitution must provide clear notice to the States of
their liabilities should they … accept federal funding under those statutes.”943 The case was
remanded for further proceedings.944

940 "Schl."Dist."of"Pontiac"v."Spellings,"512"F.3d"252,"254"(6th"Cir."2008)."

"
941 "Id."

"

942 "Id."

"

943 "Id."

"

944 "Id."
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Later in the year, an en banc hearing945 resulted in a split decision: eight judges voted to
affirm the district court’s judgment and eight judges voted to reverse the judgment.946 Since
there was not a majority vote,947 the judgment of the district court was affirmed and the case
was restored to the appellate court docket.948

945 "An"“en"banc”"hearing"is"when"all"16"judges"will"hear"and"decide"a"case.""It"is"often"used"

for"unusually"complex"cases"or"cases"considered"of"unusual"significance"or"where"the"case"
concerns"a"matter"of"exceptional"public"importance."
"
946 "Pontiac"v."Spellings,"584"F."3d"253"(6th"Cir."2009)"(en"banc)."
"
947"In"an"en"banc"hearing,"a"majority"vote"of"the"sixteen"judges"is"needed"to"overturn"a"
decision.""A"split"decision"results"in"an"affirmation"of"the"original"trial"court!decision."
"
948 "Pontiac"v."Spellings,"2008"U.S."App."LEXIS"12121"(6th"Cir."2008)."
"
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In 2009, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals again heard the case. This time the panel
focused on the interpretation of obligations set forth in NCLB and whether the Act’s language
was “unambiguous such that a state official would clearly understand her responsibilities under
the Act.”949 School officials were seeking a judgment stating they did not need to comply with
the requirements of NCLB because doing so would create costs not covered by federal funds.
Reversing the District Court, the appellate court ruled NCLB did not comply with the clearnotice requirements of the Spending Clause.950 The court did not decide which of the three
interpretations of NCLB’s “Unfunded Mandates Provision” was correct, as the court stated “the
only thing clear about §7907(a) is that it is unclear.”951 The Court of Appeals reversed the
District Court’s dismissal of the complaint and remanded the case for further proceedings.952
In June of 2010, the United States Supreme Court was petitioned to hear the case. The
justices denied the writ of certiorari953 and the case was officially dismissed.954 The import of
this case was the issue of unfunded mandates. The Pontiac School District claimed NCLB
compliance was unnecessary due to “the shortfall between the costs of compliance and the

949 "Pontiac,"512"F.3d"at"256."

"
950 "U.S."CONST."art."I,"§"8,"cl."1."“The"Congress"shall"have"Power"To"lay"and"collect"Taxes,"

Duties,"Imposts"and"Excises,"to"pay"the"Debts"and"provide"for"the"common"Defense"and"
general"Welfare"of"the"United"States.”"
951 "Pontiac"v."Spellings,"2009"U.S."App."LEXIS"22967"at"*65"(6th"Cir."2009)."
"
952 "Pontiac,"512"F.3d"at"278."
"
953 "Writ"of"Certiorari"is"defined"as"a"written"order"issued"by"a"court,"by"which"a"superior"
court"can"call"up"for"review"the"record"of"a"proceeding"in"an"inferior"court.""
"
954 "Pontiac"v."Duncan,"130"S."Ct."3385"(2010)."
"

federal funds appropriated.”955 Since the case was dismissed, the result was NCLB was
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judicially declared not to be an unfunded mandate.

955 "Sch."Dist."of"the"City"of"Pontiac"v."Spellings,"No."05/CV/71535/DT,"2005"U.S."Dist."LEXIS"

29253,"at"*5"(E.D."Mich.,"2005)."

APPENDIX B
STATE OF CONNECTICUT ET AL.
V.
ARNE DUNCAN, SECRETARY OF EDUCATION
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In 2006, concurrent with Pontiac v. Duncan,956 the state of Connecticut in the
Connecticut v. Secretary of Education957 alleged the Secretary of Education’s interpretation of
NCLB’s Unfunded Mandates Provision958 was contrary to the Act itself and, therefore,
unconstitutional. Furthermore, the state of Connecticut alleged the Secretary’s denial of its
waiver requests and plan amendments were a violation of the Administrative Procedures Act959
(APA).960 The Secretary of Education filed a motion to dismiss all four counts on the grounds
of lack of jurisdiction, lack of standing, and lack of ripeness of the claims.961

956 "Pontiac"v."Duncan,"560"U.S."952"(2010).""At"the"time"the"case"originated,"the"Secretary"

of"Education"was"Margaret"Spellings,"but"at"the"time"of"the"final"decision,"the"Secretary"
was"Arne"Duncan."
"
957 "Connecticut"v."Spellings,"453"F."Supp."2d"459"(D."Conn."2006)."
"
958 "20"U.S.C."§§"6301/7941:"The"purpose"of"section"6301"is"to"ensure"that"all"children"have"
a"fair,"equal,"and"significant"opportunity"to"obtain"a"high/quality"education"and"reach,"at"a"
minimum,"proficiency"on"challenging"State"academic"standards"and"state"academic"
assessments."
"
959 "The"Administrative"Procedures"Act"was"a"law"to"create"the"rules"and"regulations"
necessary"to"implement"and"enforce"major"legislative"acts"affecting"federal"regulatory"
agencies.""Sections"701/706"dealt"with"applications"and"definitions,"right"of"review,"form"
and"venue"of"proceedings,"actions"reviewable,"relief"pending"review,"and"scope"of"review."
"
960 "Connecticut&v.&Spellings,"453"F."Supp."2d"at"464."
"
961 "The"legal"definition"of"the"adjective"ripe"is"when"a"controversy"exists"and"the"matter"of"
law"needs"to"be"settled"on"one"or"more"issues"raised;"in"order"for"a"case"to"be"litigated"in"
court,"the"challenged"law"or"governmental"action"must"have"produced"a"direct"threat;"a"
ripe"issue"of"law"must"already"have"all"of"the"correct"findings"of"fact."
"

Similar to Pontiac v. Spellings,962 the state of Connecticut alleged the Secretary of
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Education “violated the [NCLB’s] Unfunded Mandates Provision by requiring the State to
expend funds in order to comply with the Secretary’s interpretation of the Act.”963 The State
“assert[ed] that the Secretary’s interpretation and implementation of the Act violate[d] both the
Spending Clause and the Tenth Amendment964 of the U.S. Constitution.”965 The State also
challenged the Secretary’s denial for Connecticut’s request for waivers and amendments.966
The Secretary filed a Motion to Dismiss.

962 "Pontiac"v."Duncan,"560"U.S."952"(2010).""At"the"time"the"case"originated,"the"Secretary"

of"Education"was"Margaret"Spellings,"but"at"the"time"of"the"final"decision,"the"Secretary"
was"Arne"Duncan."
"
963 "Connecticut&v.&Spellings,"453"F."Supp."2d"at"480."
"
964 "The"Tenth"Amendment"states:"The"powers"not"delegated"to"the"United"States"by"the"
Constitution,"nor"prohibited"by"it"to"the"States,"are"reserved"to"the"States"respectively,"or"
to"the"people."U.S."CONST."amend."X."
"
965 "Connecticut&v.&Spellings,"453"F."Supp."2d"at"491."
"
966 "Id."at"494"and"501."
"
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The District Court granted the Secretary’s Motion to Dismiss Count I, the Unfunded
Mandates Provision, “for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.”967 In Count II, the State asserted
“the Secretary’s interpretation and implementation of the Act violate[d] both the Spending
Clause and the Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.”968 The court disagreed with the
reasoning but granted the “Motion to Dismiss as to Count II for lack of subject matter
jurisdiction.”969 As for the denial of waivers, the “State allege[d] that the Secretary’s denial of
the waivers was arbitrary and capricious.” The state of Connecticut also alleged “the Secretary
abdicated her statutory responsibilities.”970 However, the court granted the Secretary’s Motion
to Dismiss.971
The fourth Count dealt with the State’s proposed plan amendments, which the Secretary
had denied. The State alleged “the Secretary acted arbitrarily and capriciously in denying the
State’s request for plan amendments and that she violated [NCLB] when she failed to provide
an adequate hearing prior to rejecting the State’s proffered plan amendments.”972 The court
dismissed this section of Count IV based on mootness. The court denied the remaining claims
of Count IV. The District Court found NCLB was not unconstitutional.

967 "Id."at"491."

"

968 "Id.&

"
969 "Id."at"494."

"

970 "Id."at"495."

"

971 "Connecticut&v.&Spellings,"453"F."Supp."2d"at"501."

"

972 "Id."
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The District Court entered a judgment that allowed the State to amend and re-file the
complaint. Connecticut re-filed and the District Court once again ruled in favor of the
Secretary. In late 2009, the case was re-argued before the Second Circuit Court of Appeals.
The State alleged “the Secretary of Education ha[d] misinterpreted the meaning of the No Child
Left Behind Act … and had violated the Administrative Procedures Act.”973 The essence of the
State's lawsuit focused upon one core allegation: the Unfunded Mandates Provision of the
NCLB Act required the State to be funded the full amount of any costs required to comply with
the Act, but the State was nevertheless currently paying more to comply than it was receiving
in Title I educational grants. In the State's view, the "’Unfunded Mandates Provision’
unambiguously prohibited the Secretary from requiring a state to spend its own money to
comply with an accountability plan.”974 The court concluded,
While the State ha[d] a strong argument that it was entitled to a hearing on its plan
amendments, and while the District Court was not entirely correct in finding that
claim moot in Spellings I,975 the State now maintained that nothing could be
gained by remanding the case prior to a ruling on the legal merits of its unfunded
mandates claim. Because we find that claim unripe, there is no reason to order a
hearing on the plan amendments before the agency addresses the State's
amendment and waiver requests in the context of the Unfunded Mandates
Provision.976

973 "Connecticut"v."Duncan,"612"F.3d"107,"109"(2d"Cir."2010)."

"

974 "Id."at"111."

"

975 "Connecticut&v.&Spellings,"453"F."supp."2d"459."

"

976 "Connecticut&v.&Spellings,"612"F."3d"at"117."
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In 2010 the Second Circuit Court of Appeals ruled,
the State retains the right to re-propose the same plan amendments, or any other
ones, based on its claims about the Unfunded Mandates Provision, and also to
continue pursuing its claim that it is entitled to a hearing on its plan amendments,
we affirm the District Court's dismissal of the State's hearing claim and its grant of
the Secretary's motion for judgment on the record with the modification that they
are without prejudice. We also affirm, but without modification, the balance of the
District Court's decision in Spellings I.977
In 2011, the state of Connecticut’s writ of certiorari978 petition was denied, thereby resulting in
the lower court’s determination NCLB was constitutional and was to remain unaltered.

977 "Id."at"118."

"

978 "Writ"of"Certiorari"is"defined"as"a"written"order"issued"by"a"court,"by"which"a"superior"

court"can"call"up"for"review"the"record"of"a"proceeding"in"an"inferior"court."
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Dudley v. Board of Education979 also involved procedural inaccuracies, but this time the
teacher, not school officials, was at fault. The teacher alleged the board of education made
many procedural mistakes in terminating her employment, but ultimately the court’s decision
was based upon the teacher’s errors in challenging her dismissal rather the school officials’
Article 24A procedural errors. The teacher contended her “evaluation and remediation
program for the 1990-91 and 1991-92 school years were conducted in a manner contrary to
Article 24A of the School Code,”980 and thus she should not have been dismissed.
Specifically, the teacher alleged her employer violated five different subsections of
Article 24A. The teacher claimed school officials violated Article 24A-5(d) because her
evaluation did not contain any mention of her strengths,981 it violated Article 24A-1 because the
evaluation was performed in a manner inconsistent with and not for the purpose of improving
educational purposes,982 and the remediation plan violated Article 24A-5(f) because it was not
initiated within 30 days of the final evaluation.983 Furthermore, the teacher alleged Article
24A-1 was violated because the remediation plan was not for the purpose of “improving

979 "Dudley"v."Bd."of"Educ.,"260"Ill."App."3d"1100"(Ill."App."Ct."1st"Dist."1994)."

"
980 &Id."at"1101."

"

981 "Id."at"1102."

"

982 "Id.""Article"24A,"the"section"of"the"School"Code"outlining"the"details"for"the"Evaluation"

of"Certified"Employees,"states"in"subsection"24A/1,"the"purpose"of"24A"is"to"“improve"the"
educational"services"of…"public"schools.”"105"ILL."COMP."STAT."5/24A/1"(West"2010).""
According"to"the"case,"the"defendant"school"district"created"a"teacher"evaluation"plan"with"
the"stated"focus"as"the"improvement"of"instruction."Dudley,"260"Ill."App."3d"at"1104."
"
983 "Dudley,&260"Ill."App."3d"at"1102."
"

educational services”984 and Article24A-5(h) was violated because neither she nor the
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consulting teacher played a role in the development of the remediation plan.985
However, instead of first seeking administrative review by a hearing officer as specified
by the School Code, the teacher filed suit directly in the circuit court. This was the procedural
error that ultimately caused the teacher to lose her appeal seeking reinstatement. As a
consequence of the teacher’s failure to initiate her dismissal challenge by seeking
administrative review, the court refused to address her assertions of procedural errors by school
officials. The court noted the teacher “was not properly before the court because she had failed
to exhaust her administrative remedies.”986 As a result neither the trial court nor the appellate
court investigated the teacher’s claims due to her procedural transgression. The board of
education’s decision to dismiss the teacher at the end of the remediation period was upheld.
The teacher’s non-compliance with Article 24A’s procedures barred any possibility of her
reinstatement.

984 "Id."

"

985 "Id."

"

986 &Id."at"1101."

APPENDIX D
TABLES: ARTICLE 24A
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The tables below highlight the significant and relevant changes from the 1985 iteration
of the Illinois School Code, Article 24A that occurred due to the passage of Illinois’
Performance Evaluation Reform Act (PERA) in 2010. The section numbers refer to the 2010
version of the School Code. The information in italics represents PERA/2010 additions to the
School Code. If there is no information in the 1985 column, it indicates there was no
corresponding section or no corresponding information in the 1985 version of the Code.

Table 1: Article 24A-4, Development of the Evaluation Plan
1985
Districts must develop and submit an
evaluation plan

2010, PERA
Districts need only develop an evaluation
plan
By the implementation date, districts
must “incorporate data and indicators on
student growth as a significant factor in
rating teacher performance” for all
teachers
A Joint Committee, consisting of equal
representation of staff and
administration, created to assist with the
incorporation of student growth
indicators as a significant factor in
teacher performance evaluations
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Table 2: Article 24A-5, Content of the Evaluation Plan
1985
Tenured teachers are required to be
evaluated at least once every two years

2010, PERA
Non tenured teachers must be evaluated at
least once a year
If a tenured teacher receives a rating of
“needs improvement” or “unsatisfactory,”
there must be at least one evaluation in the
year following the rating
First year principals may evaluate teachers

Evaluations may be done by persons “not
employed by or affiliated with the school
district”
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Table 3: Article 24A-5 Components of Evaluation Plan

a

b

1985
Evaluations may be done by a “qualified
district administrator” or an assistant
principal under the supervision of a
qualified administrator

2010, PERA
Personal observation of the teacher in the
classroom must be done by an “evaluator”
(“evaluator” is defined by Article 24A-2.5
as an administrator qualified in Article
24A-3)

Teacher’s attendance, planning,
instructional methods, classroom
management, and competency in subject
matter are all taken into account in
determining the overall performance
rating

No significant change

c

d

By the implementation date, student
growth data “as a significant factor in the
rating of the teacher’s performance” must
be incorporated
Performance Ratingsprior to 9/1/2012: excellent, satisfactory,
or unsatisfactory

e

Performance RatingsAfter 9/1/2012: excellent, proficient,
needs improvement, or unsatisfactory

f

Specifications as to documenting the
teacher’s strength and weaknesses with
support for the opinions

No significant change

g

A copy of the evaluation must be put in
the teacher’s personnel file

No significant change

h

If a teacher is rated “needs improvement,”
the evaluator has 30 days to create a
“professional development plan” directed
to the areas needing improvement and
identifying any district support needed
(Continued on following page)
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Table 3 (Continued)
1985
If a teacher is rated “unsatisfactory” and
the deficiencies are deemed remediable, a
90 day remediation plan must be created

2010, PERA
The language “in contractual continued
service” was added to indicate this
provision applied to tenured teachers

j

“Qualified district administrator”

Replaced “qualified district
administrator” with “evaluator; added “in
contractual continued service” to indicate
tenured teachers

k

Evaluations once every 30 days during the
90-day remediation plan;
further evaluations during the 6 months
after completing the remediation plan;
“teachers in remediation process are not
subject to annual evaluations”

During a remediation period, an
“evaluator” must complete midpoint and
final evaluations;
The results of the evaluations must be
discussed with the teacher within 10
school days upon the evaluation’s
completion;
Teachers in the remediation process are
now subject to annual evaluations;
Remediation process evaluations are kept
separate from the annual evaluation
process

l

Completion of the 90 school day
remediation plan with “satisfactory” or
better rating will result in a reinstatement
to a schedule of biennial evaluations

Reinstatement to the regular evaluation
plan schedule after teacher achieves a
rating of “proficient” or better, following
a rating of “needs improvement” or
“unsatisfactory”

m

Dismissal of any teacher who fails to
complete any applicable remediation plan
with a “satisfactory” or better rating;

Dismissal of any teacher who fails to
complete any applicable remediation plan
with a rating equal to or better than a
“satisfactory” or “proficient” rating;
No significant change

i

Can not compel a consulting teacher to
testify at a dismissal hearing
conc

“Nothing in this section shall prevent the
immediate dismissal of a teacher for
deficiencies which are deemed
irremediable”

“or preventing the dismissal or nonrenewal of teachers not in contractual
continued service for any reason not
prohibited by applicable employment,
labor, and civil rights laws”
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Article 24A-20, Data Collection & Evaluation Assessments & Support Systems, is entirely
new. This section explains the detailed requirements for the collection and use of data PERA
mandates. The highlights are in Table 4.

Table 4: Article 24A-20, Data Collection & Evaluation Assessment
& Support Systems
1985

2010, PERA
Annually collect and publish district data and school data for teacher and
principal performance evaluation results; no one person can be personally
identified
Teacher and principal evaluation template must include the requirements of the
law, but remain flexible enough to be customized for individual district needs
Evaluators must participate in a pre-qualifying program
Evaluators must participate in a training program
Superintendents must participate in a training program
At least one tool must be used to provide instructional environment feedback to
principals
Districts must use a State Board of Education approved evaluation support system
for teacher and principal evaluations
Web based tools to support the use of model templates, evaluator pre-qualifying
programs, and evaluator training programs are allowed
Districts must have a method to measure and report the relationship between
principal and teacher evaluations and student growth and the relationship between
principal and teacher evaluations and retention rates of teachers
Research based study to begin no later than 9/1/14 to recommend changes needed
to comply with the new law
Teacher and principal performance evaluation data sent to the State Board of
Education; data to include 1) teacher performance ratings for tenured teachers, 2)
renewal ratios for non tenured teachers, and 3) principal performance ratings
(Continued on following page)
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Table 4 (Continued)
1985

2010, PERA
A method to assess whether PERA’s new requirements create 1) valid and reliable
methods to measure teacher and principal evaluation, 2) contribute to staff
development, and 3) an increase in student outcomes

